
whether we can find out whether you know its viable to

biiny surrabudy un in thdts pubab thu cunsulting aspct

that would do

And if Im understanding your testimony on

direct exam correctly the primary reason for bringinc the

CRNAs into the gastro center was because it was too difficult

to schedule the anesthesiologist who had their own practices

and tryng to get them into service the ambulatory surgical

centers Is that fair statement

10 Yeah thats probab still think that

11 was the driving force behind it is the fact that if the guy

12 was on vacation then endoscopy was shut down If you

13 couldnt get somebody else to cover it it was shut down If

14 he was sick it was shut down If he hab his own case or an

15 emergency at the hospta then youre shut down

16 And at this time frame or maybe even today

17 are there shortaoes of medical doctors in tne Las Vegas area

18 Mostly primary care yeah Were probably

19 you think you should have about 250 or 2500 population per

20 primary care meaning internui medicine general medicine or

21 famIly medicine And so if you look at the hospitals all of

22 the hospitals here the HCA system and the Valley Health

23 systems and the St Rose systems are all recruiting primary

24 care right now because they follow mandates based on

25 population and zip code needs
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So if San Martin has severe shortaqe Rose

Sena may not the ld the ld St Rse dnspita out lr

Henderson they do So even though theyre the same system

two hospitals on either spectrum are shorted and then one

roht Llere where all tYe doctors have congregated heyve

actually got enough from federal guideline but the outlying

two hospitals do not

So the bottom line you can get fu

coverage with CRNA if theyre staff memoer in your

10 amhultory surgical center

11 What do you mean fu coverage

12 That you would behave your uroedures

13 wouldnt be disrupted You could cons stently cperate your

14 do your procedures if you have in house CRNAs

15 Yeah theyre your employee so you have mucr

16 more control over them at that point in time

17 And was it difficult is it difficult to net

18 anesthesiologists to come in as full time enuloyee

19 Yes back then it was

20 Why is that

21 Well because the3i had private pracices So

22 you would have to you know go out and hire somebody outside

23 and then generally youre only going to hire one doctor Hes

24 going to need CME time hes going to need his vdcation

25 time Then they would get here and theyd realize well
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car probably make more on my own so Im going to go out on my

wn or Im gffng to join one of the three bio groups So

there was lot more risk by contracting it out than by

eventua ly bringing it in house

Do you know if an anesthesiolooist cn make

more money if they work in hospital setting rather than an

ambulatory surgical center

woulo sdy they could becduse the complexity

of the procedures that theyre providing anesthesia for dre

10 sicnificantly greater

11 And would it so because theres variety

12 of different surgeries tfft are done in hospital they could

13 worK longer procedures

14 Well 14 hour hard case is going-c lot

15 more you know valuable to that gmy billing it on out than

16 you know 14 outpatient procedures

17 MS STANISH Your Honor still have lot to go

18 ccnt know if you want to take lunch now or later

19 THE COURT Ill see counsel up here

20 Off record bench corference

21 THE COURT Ladies and gentlemen were goiro to cc

22 ahead and take our lunch break Well be in recess for the

23 lunch break Well give you am hour and thatll pub you at

24 105

25 During the lunch break youre reminded recess that
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youre not to discuss the case or anything relating to the

case with each other or with anyone else Youre not to read

watch or listen to any reports of rr comirentaries on the

case person or subject mtter relating to tte case Do not

do any 1ndependent research no ease do not form or express

an opinon on the trial

Notepaos in you chairs dod pledse follow Kenny

through the rear doors

Jury recessed at 1202 p.m
10 THE CDUKF And sir durrg the lunch break youre

11 not to discuss your test mony with aryore Do you understand

12 THE WITNESS do

13 THE COURT All rioht Youre excused for lunch

14 Thursday morrinq Ms veckerly you said here was

15 situation

16 MS WECKERL Not for us

17 THE CDURT No no mear

18 MS WECKERL Yeah my eco ection was here was

19 some issue with juror for ths Thurso0y woere you wanted to

20 start at 10000

21 THE COURT Well the guy with the crown is

22 Weonesday was his dental oh no Tuesday well no

23 Wednesday because remember thats when

24 MS WECKERLY Right

25 THE COURT were going to have the Pe rocelli
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hearing

MS WECKER1Y No hougLt it ws woman but

cant remember what the ssue tfoucht it was something

where it was you know the mornrg

THE COURT You know ymure rioht Somebocy did

have doctors appointment in the rornirq

MS WECKERLY And so the only reason why

wanted to know was just to kino of keep the witnesses

THE COURT Scheduling Let me ask Kenny when he

10 comes hack in and then well

11 MS WECKERJY Its mean dont need to know

12 richt now Its not crlss

13 THE COURT Well do 1000 or 1030 then because

14 maybe Ill just co my own Kenny

15 THE MARSHAL Yes

16 THE COURT Was there juror who had situation

17 Thursday morning thdt we hdd tRLt she hQd an apoirtment or

18 something and we were colng to start later

19 THE MARSHAL belIeve so dont really recollect

20 wbet time it was

21 THE COURT Just find out at the nreak

22 THE MARSHAL will

23 THE COURT Find out and tir en get back which juror

24 it was and what the situation was ano then well start at

2C 1030 on Thursday Okay
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sessioc

MS WECKERIY flank you

Cut recessed at 1204 p.m until p.m
In the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Court is now back ir

And Ms Stanish you may resume your

cross exxninatior dr the witness

VS STANISH Thank you Judge

BY MS STANISH

Mr Preston we left off discussing the CRNAs

Gener0l based in your experience well let me rethink

that Do iou oct irvolved in contracting issues with

helthcdre provicers

cou ci yes

Do you actually draft contracts or do you

rely on their attorneys to do so

Well we never present contract to the

carriers or the insurers They always have one for us then

we gc through hat

OKay So you may do contract review

Yeah review and then we send it to our

whoever to sec if theres anything that they would

All rioht Just so Im clear that tfc

provider your customer your client doctor would provide
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proposed contract to you and you would have your attorneys

review

No would review and thien send maybe my

notes off back to the group and and/or their attorney if

they wanted their attorney to look at it

Okay misunderstood you

Yeah

thought you said your attorney But youre

worKing in

10 The client

11 Pardon me

12 To the clients attorney

13 Okay So its more of team effort to come

14 up with contract thats looked at by both the lawyer the

15 client and you

16 Correct

17 Lookino for issues and ddressing them

18 Right

19 Do you know in the hea1thcre industry is it

20 common to have no compete clause with providers that oroup

21 may enter into an agreement with

22 Not no compete an exclusive

23 What do you mean

24 Well non compete is more of an employment

25 thing thct we use for employment terminology An exclusive
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would they are goino to have the single care for that

pruvidtr pruvide the ccr through that crier

And then not work and not work in other

places at the rime youre working for the business is that

wh0t you mean

No

No

Well youre going to have to redefine Are

you tlicing dbout insurance contracts or are you talking about

10 employment conracts

11 Im talking about lets say partnership

12 agreement wIthin oroup

13 Yeah

14 wuere doctor goes into contract with

15 heltYcare entity

16 Well acain youre youre trying to

17 combIne somethno thats separate pQrtnership within

18 group they all have non compete They could have

19 nun compete you cant you know compete If you lef that

20 group you cannot compete within three miles or five miles or

21 whatever its noino to be legally acceptable But with

22 carrier they cant restrict you for that If that doctor

23 left the group they couldnt then hold that doctor you Know

24 from working elsewhere

25 All rloht understand So it depends on
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the nature of the contract if its partnership agreement

versus employment

Employment agreement yeah

And are non compete clauses subject to

modification or renegotiation in your experience

Employment agreements are sub ect to

renegotiation yeah

Same with partnershp agreements

Generally but theyre would say heyre

10 harder to modify depending on if you have two pattrers its

11 easy Eut if you have ten partners then youve got to get

12 everyone to agree to the same modifcation

13 Is that when the lawyers get involved

14 Yeah thats when they get involved

All riqht wanted to clarify few issues

16 with you because know this was ong time ago for you and

the want to make sure understand the timeline You

18 were involved with Dr Desai when he Shadow Lane was in one

19 procednre room correct

20 Correct

21 And were you also in\oled with him when the

22 Sh0dow Lane facility expanded into tYe two procedure room

23 Yes

24 And had you physica ly visited that facility

25 Yes
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And is it correct that in the same building at

Shaduw Lane the medical uffices the so called gactro offices

are bascally separated by door steps away from the

procedure ea

Well they shared corimnon wall

Okay So if there is an emergency someone

car grab doc or from the medical side to assist correct

Do you know

Yes If there was somebody over there they

could yes

11 All right And the procedure rooms do you

12 recall the setup

Yeah they were depending on wha angle you

14 came into it they were on the left side of the room It was

Th room and cleaner sterile room and then another room and

ji recovary area

17 And did you have anytnino to do with eguippino

The clinics

Not that remember mean we oulo have

zO suogested supplier but think most of toat stuff all came

21 in new when they went to the new facility

2z Did they did they buy brand nevJ equipment

23 as opposed to buying used equipment

/4 dont know the details of that but would

suogest they probably did but there was there was not as
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much out there then as there is teday

Well there wasnt an inventory to buy used

Correct

equipment And do you recall that he

procedure rooms were steps away frori the recovery room

Yes they were very close

Did you assist in the establishing of the

Eurnham facility

Not the establishment of it no

10 What was your involvement with Eurnham

11 It was just another site that they were

12 opening up You know othelL than that they took over an

13 existing space that Dr Hogan had had been removed from tbe

14 space or vacated his space whatever it is and then they had

15 to go through and they had very large clinic down there

16 then they they took portion of the clinic remember

17 that part of the detaIls but dont remember negotiating

18 with Ensemble oiL the hospital as to hat wan going on in the

19 build out

20 And know Im kind of jumping around here

21 sir but did oid you recall before going to the CRNA model

22 that the gastro center had anesthesiologists working with

23 them

24 Did they before they CPNA5 They did have

25 anesthesiologists working with them
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And do you recall who they were

Baruca phonetic ws the unly name think

you know remember

Do you recall how many unesthesiologists they

worked with prior to tfe CPNAs comino on boaxd

Three or four but dort krow their names

Fair enough want to jump to the subject of

something you mertioned was hopnc you could elaborate on

it for us You talked about two occasons where you had to do

10 assessments that dealt with administrative personnel

11 Right

12 Can you elaborate on thut please

13 Well Dr Desai had called me up and he just

14 felt that there was something wrong and wanted me to come in

15 and look You know it supervisory people not doing their

16 job is it they dont Yave the functions doing it have they

17 not set up proceoures to to be able to monitor whats going

18 on in the in the olling office or the front desk or

19 whutever that is And thut was the first engagement we ever

20 had with them

21 And that and if tfat was the first

22 engagement would that have occurred in the 90s

23 Yes

24 1990s

25 Yes
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And it was more in connection with

admInistrative matters

All of my matters were adrilnistrative matters

Right

But this was persor who was his offce

marager and he just wasnt sure what she was doino wtms up to

snuff

Okay And what about the second assessment

that you did

10 It was the same thing you know Basically

11 he had another person there He asked them to come back in

12 and the first person know didsYt didnt stay after that

13 assessment but the second person du stay on

14 And do you recall time frame then that

15 occurred

16 Not not even close

17 Fair enough Did clarify for me the

18 evaluatons for the sale of the business if you an reca

19 rhe timeline for that And if it because years mHht be

20 dffcj for you maybe it would be helpful if yru cculo

21 recall thether the Thaoow Lane faci ity had cne or wo rooms

22 at the time Do you recall

23 dont

24 Okay Fair enough When the last Lime you

25 had any dealings with Dr Desai was in the year 2004
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coulcnt tell you the year hut war early

in the bOOs Arid tLiey just decided that yau knaw gave we

three months notice ann said you know we just with

everythng weve got going on weve got enough administrative

stff here we dont need the oonsultino services anymore

Very very friendly about it arid there was nothing unLscal

about terminating that relationship

Would it would it be fair statement cc

say that your business relationship ended at the time rya

10 Rushing became am emp oyee of the business ratfe- thar sour

11 onsite manager

12 No it lasted couple years after hat

13 Oh okay And what kind of servies were yon

14 providing couple years after Tonya went as an emp Jyea for

15 the gastro

16 The same as we were doing prior to Yat

17 mean if he had question about contract cominc up cr yoc

18 know do you you know can you help me lock for coctor

19 hats coming into town ust want to make sure hes beino

20 told tam right things you know does he if he has ant

21 questions Ive got tne background can you know Yelp him

22 go through whatever steps are necessary So it was very

23 very managerial you know general

24 Do doctors in private groups generally have

25 someone like you with whom to consu if you know
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Well toey riust be because Ive been in

busineas for 21 years So thcre theres half dozen of us

in tcwn Theres probab three or so that do more what do

and theres two that specifically have the same background

The unusual thing is to be in the tosptal business and then

the physician business To understand the relationships

between both of those Is what makes me unqie if thats what

want to do

And just to retujr to the subject of the

10 evaluation for sales Youve already gone into some detail

11 about that and dont intend to rehash that just want

12 you if you can to arfy few points in that regard

13 Number one do you woich which facilities exactly if

14 you recall was Dr Desa ccntemplating selling to one of

15 these national organizations

16 Shadow which is the 700 Shadow bane as well

17 as the other facility thiat was stil pretty new at atat time

18 on Burnharn in he Desert Spatnos complex

19 Desert Springs Oka7 Sc your opinion if

20 you recall did Burnam still have room to to orow

21 Yeah it was very new at the time

22 And its large facility is it not

23 Yeah it was larger than Shadow

24 And do you recall Burnham only had one

25 procedure room Or Im sorry well do you recall what
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Burnham had

thoucht it had two think it had two

procedure rooms as well

All richt

But it didnt have the established based that

Desai dd had for years at the Shadow Lane office

Because it was relatively new

It was relatively new yes

Were you aware that Dr Desai opened up

10 br0nd new facility in 2008

11 Which location

12 Rainbow near

13 Yeah was aware of that Yeah by Oguendo

14 or something like that But anyhow know the facility

15 went to the open house remember when that when they had

16 an open house on that

17 And timately did understand you to say on

18 dect exam that Dr Desai decided not going to sell he

19 business to these natonal organizations

20 Well of the offers that were that was

21 privy to yes

22 Have you provided any documents to the State

23 or Metropolitan Police

24 No

25 Have you any proffer agreement with them
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What is that

An agrcement that says Ill come in arid talk

to you and the things tell you you will not use against me

No

Do you have dn irrmurity agreement with them

None

Nothino further Thank you

THE COURT Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE have nc onestions Your Honor

10 THE COURT Al rioht Reoreot

11 MR STAUDAHER None Your honor

12 THE COURT Any juror quostiors for the witness

13 No No uror guestions

14 All right Sir thank you for yoor testimony

15 Please dont discuss your testimony witi anyone else who may

16 be witness in this case

17 THE WITNESS Okay Thcnk you

18 THE COURT Thank you sir ano you are exouseo

19 And the State may call its next witness

20 MS WECKERIY The noxt wtncss is Lisa Falzone

21 LISA FALZONE STATES WITNESS SWORN

22 THE CLERK Thank you ease he seated And

23 please state and spel your name

24 THE WITNESS Lisa Falzone

25 THE COURT All right Thank you
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Ms WecKerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

Ms Faizone how are you doing

OKay

Pow are you empio3ed

Im workng as registered nurse at Nellis

Air Force Base right now at the Michael Callaghan Federal

I-Iospitd

10 How lorg have you worked as nurse

11 Itll be 22 years

12 And where did you go to nursing school

13 Buffao New York

14 And what how did you end up out in Las

15 Vegds

16 We moved out here at the end of November 2003

17 And where did you work when you first came to

18 Las Veods

19 worked Spring Valley Hospital for about

20 hree mcnths

21 And after that where did you work

22 And worked at the Endoscopy Center of

23 Southern Nevada

24 And that was the center owned by Dr Desai

25 Yes
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And thats 700 Shadow L0ne

Youre youre an RN right not an LPN

RN yes

Okay And as as an RN who were you

interviewed hr to get that job at the endoscopy center

Tonya Rushing

Anybody else or just her

beleve Jeff Krueger was one of the narses

10 and think he ccrne in for the interview

11 And when you were first hired did you have

12 someone wOo tJdireJ you or kind of oriented you to how ttey

13 dio things at The endoscopy center

14 Yes

15 Who was that

16 Jeff Krueger and Magcie Murphy and Katie

17 Ma ey

18 Oav And as an RN dio you ever work in the

19 pre op area nf the nic

20 Vcry very little

21 Rarely

22 Rarely

23 How about in the procedure rooms

24 did Mainly just to cover lunches though

25 Okay How about in recovery
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Again mostly to cover lunches

Arid did yuu du th dischdrgu ur wds thcit

where the LPNs work

Thats where the LPN5 worked When was

first employed the very first year that worked there was

the discharge nurse

Okay And you kind of described all those

different locations as places that you worked for little

bit What were where were you where you working

10 primari_y

11 Well the very first year was the discharge

12 nurse that worked there Then went to part time work

13 where worked three days week And my primary job was to

14 review all the biopsies make sure they were entered in log

ano get the doctors to sign them and make sore the patients

16 had follow up appointment for ther biopsies

17 And these would be biopsies obviously takec

during the proceoures

19 Yes

20 And were you the on ore responsible for that

21 particar area

22 Mainly yes

23 And is that where you spent most of your time

24 after that first year

25 Yes
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want to talk to you about the pre op area

though because yu dId work there little bit is that

correct

Yes

And in the pre op area what are the

respcnshilities of of someone like yourself as an RN

Basically the we would put the charts

ocether and also sometimes we wou start the IVs But

usually rarely worked there

10 Okay And you said sometimes start the IVs

11 If you didnt start an IV who would stcrt it

12 The anesthesiologist would in the room

13 Thats the CRNA

14 Yes

15 So it wasnt always the practice that the

16 pre op nurse would start the IV

17 think for the most part Its just because

18 was rarely working in the pre op area thdt its hard for me

19 say A.ho who started the IVs

20 OKay

21 Yeah

22 mean youre reco lection is you didnt do

23 it every time is that fair

24 Yes

And when you start an IV on the times you did
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do it can you walk us through what the procedure would be for

yuurself when you stdl ted dn IV

Well weve had the patient we had tray

with Chux pad on it and the patient would put their arm

onto the tray You would put tournignet on have the

patient pump their fist so you could see their veins Once

you found vein you would cleanse tire area with alcohol and

then you would go ahean and advance your IV catheter and take

the metal part out and then you would secure it with tape

10 and then go ahead and flush flush it to make sure that the

11 IV was working correctly that you were in the vein

12 Okay And you ann the flush is is

13 that mean out of thats saline flush

14 Yes

15 And you flush that with like new needle and

16 syringe

17 Yes

18 Oo you have to use new needle and syringe to

19 flush an IV

20 Absolutely yes

21 Oay Would you and when you flush it how

22 how big is that syringe How many ccs do you know

23 Its about cc syringe

24 And is that pretty sma or

25 Yes
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And if you flush an IV have you ever had to

back and flush it mare than once is that mamethino

nurses just do onoe

Well we would just mainly do it onoe just to

make sure it was in the vein and then the patient was taken

to the room to the prooedure room

Did you ever flush an IV go back with the

same syringe go back nto the saline bottle and then go back

and use the syringe on the patient

10 No

II Why wouldnt you do something like that

12 Could that potentially contaminate your saline

13 Yes

14 MR SANTACROCE Objection heading

15 THE COURT You cant was little leading

16 BY MS WECKERLY

17 OKay Well is it dangerous to use syringe

18 and needle in patient nd then gn bacK into multi use

19 container

20 Yes

21 Is tnat basic nursinc

22 Yes

23 Now you said after you flush the the IV

24 wth saline the patient would go to where What part of the

25 facility
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They would be believe taken to bed did

then taken he prcedue ruum when it wa5 thr urn be

taken to the procedure room

Okay Now lets move into your

responsbilities at the times you covered whicY in he

procedure ioom oKay

Oay
And it sounds like you did that wYen peuple

were on lunch break or thak sor of thing

10 Yes

11 And that was obviously in the mIddle of the

12 day or

13 think we started lunches at 1030 50

14 Because some people oet there early

15 Yes

16 And when you were in the procedure room as

17 ht as thAn nurse what were your responsibi1ities

18 In the procedure room we would get ne we

19 would ndve the patients chart The patient wil be rolled

20 into tue procedure room and we would enter we woulo Theok

21 we would ask the patient their name nd check the chart

22 make sure we had the correct patient name date An birti cod

23 then we would go ahead and enter we would find the patient

24 in the computer because the patients names were enrered the

25 day before
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Okay

Arid wc wuuic find them in the cumputer then

we would enter the doctor thct was goinc to do the procedure

the CRNA the nurse ard the tech that was in the room aid the

scope that was going to he used if the scope was there

And you woulo enter al that into the computer

before the proceoure starteo

Yes

And would ycu enter that information typically

10 before the doctor came into the room or once the doctor was

11 there

12 Once tie doctai was there because sometimes it

13 might be different doctor They night start out with

14 certain doctor and then its differert doctor covering

15 lunch

16 Okay So ycu had to wait until people were

17 there before you could enter

18 Yes

19 When you were in the procedure ooms how were

20 how were all the provders position Tike here were you

21 standing in relation to assume the patient is on

22 gurney

23 Yes

24 Where were you in relation to the dotor and

25 anyone else who might be in the room
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The patient was in bYe center of the room toe

CRNA was to the left noctut was to toe i.igiit ciJid was

ano the tech was beside the doctor and then was more towro

the hack of the right of the room

Okay From where you were where finn

where you were positioned what did you have the best view of

Lets see just just an overall view km

of could look at tfe the heart monitor that he pa cot

was hooked up to and could also look at the screen cO see

10 the procedure being done and coulo also see the patiebY

11 Could you see the CPNA from where you were

12 Not very well

13 OKay Could you see their supplies or the

14 things they were workirg with

15 They they had little table and thet kept

16 their supulies on the table

17 Okay

18 But didnt really focus on what they welLe

19 doing

20 Do you remeriber anythinc about the supplies

21 abab youd see on their table

22 No

23 Do you do you remember the drug or the

24 anesthesia that was used ct the time

25 Yes
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What was it

Prupuful

And do you remenber tre size of the via or

anything like that

No

OKay Do you jemember if if you thouoht at

the time it was multi use sirole use

thoucht it was nulti use because it seemed

pretty decent size It wasnt smdll

10 Okay And did ou ever see it being used on

11 more than one patient vial

12 dont know oouldnt really answer that

13 Okay The ftc techs that were in the room

14 what did they do that you observeo What were their

15 responsibilities

16 They had the supplies set up for the

17 procedure They had the lubricant jel there and they had

18 the they would stano next to the ootor if the doctor

19 needed supplies ouring the procedure the doctor founo

20 mass or polyp they wore thoie to assst with with that

21 if that procedure needed to be done

22 Okay And that wouno be removing that and

23 then maybe subnitting it for biopsy which was your

24 Yes

25 what you kept track of is that right
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Yes

OKay Dd tmb do the tchs ise large

syringe in the procedure room dt ci that you would observe

Yes

What was that fcr

That was to flush the scope If the patient

wasnt cleaned out well enough tne co-tor would ask for the

saline flush to flush or water think it was water

actually not saline But he would ask for the syringe to use

10 to go ahead and flush and ty to ean out the patient better

11 Okay And these are large syringes used just

12 only for the scopes

13 Yes

14 And do you see whetfer tYose were changed

15 from patient to patient

16 No not that remember dont know

17 what they did with them

18 Okay After wel cts cove to post op

19 When you were worKing in post op wfctt neie your

20 respcns bilities

21 Recovery

22 Im sorry

23 The recovery area

24 Yes Im sorry

25 OKay No problem
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Recovery You call it recovery

Tdn pdtint will be wheeled ut tu recuvery

Either the nurs or the tech would go ahead and hook the

patient ugain up to another heart monitor or vital signs

monitor

Uhheh

Arid then we would we would observe the

patient muke sure they were stable Wed make sure they were

passing gas so they wouldnt have cramping after the

10 procedcre

11 And

12 Arid then we would chart

13 And what were you charting

14 You were just checking the chart cant

remeriber what we were charting at that point

16 Okay Do you know what pre charting is

17 Yes

18 And what is thut

19 Thats when you chart something before it

20 happens

21 Ouy Was was that part of did that

22 happen at the endoscopy clinic

23 Unfortunately yes it did

24 Oay In what form Explain how it happened

25 Well unfortunately things were cant
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remember exatly what tfe chart looked ike and what exactly

we pre chatai but Wa wea just trying move patients in

ann cut in ctno out And so sometimes the charts were filled

out ahead of tue just to get the patients moving in and out

And so we were unfortunately charting that the patient was

think alert and oHented before before they were in the

discharge area

Ouiy So like

or Fot at that point

10 Yeah Indicating lke theyre aler and

11 oriented after tYer procedure but they werent in recovery

12 at that point

13 Yes

14 Ocay And you said that was because you were

15 SO busy or

16 Yes urfortunately We had so many patients

17 hat we were just tryrg to watch the patients that the

18 charting kind of wasnt the priority and we just wanted to net

19 the charts filleo out

20 Was it Cah to keep up with the charting in

21 conjunction wih the patients sort of moving through the

22 facility

23 Yes

24 On on one of the charts there is mark

25 that says physician at bedside
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Yes

you remember that

Yes

In your experience did the doctors come out

co bedsde lot

For the most part no No

When you were workinc there during hat time

period did you interact with Dr Desai

little hit

10 Okay What would you when you were in

11 post op what would you see him do when you were in that part

12 of the facility

13 In in the post op recovery dont

14 remerrber really seeing him in post op recovery

Okay Did you ever hear him talk about

16 supplies at all

17 know sometimes we were only allowed to give

18 mbe pat ent one sheet

10 Okay And

20 So if the patient was cold in the facility we

II werent allowed to give the patient another sheet to cover up

And you heard is that rule from Dr

23 Desai

24 he yeah Sometimes if he seen you going

25 you for another sheet he would take the sheet away and like
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save the sheet for tue next patient one sheet parient

Oy Any other supplics thdt that he

limited besides sheets

Also the lubricant jelly think the techs

they would be putting it out axid he would be like no just

little bit you know cont put so riuch

How about gowns

Gowns If you unfortunately we had small

gowns and we had large gowns And you had larger patient

10 and you accidently gave them small gown he would get and

11 the small gown didut fit it would have to go to the laundry

12 and he would be upset because

13 You kind of wasted gown

14 we wasted gown

15 When you were in the procedure room with Dr

16 Desai doing the procedures okay which know was rare that

17 you were in the procedure room did you ever do procedures

18 with him

19 Yes

20 Did you ever see him start procedure before

21 the patent was under the anesthesia

22 beTheve so

23 And from your observaton hiow did the patient

24 react or what did the patient do

25 Well usually the CRNA would be like well
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wait minute wait minute didrt give him the

ansthsmb yet

And then what would happen

And then he would stop and hes let tYem give

he anesthesia

Were you ever in the well did you ever

otserve Dr Desai remove scope from patient

Not that can remember

Did you do you remember nurse by the name

10 of Janine Drury

11 Yes

Did you ever hear or observe an argument

13 between her and Dr Desai about supplies

14 Yes One day was working and was

MS STANISH Objection Foundation

16 THE COURT Do you recall about wten that argument

17 occurred approximately

THE WITNESS No

BY MS WECKERLY

20 When did you when dio you leave he

21 faci ity

22 left the facility in November of 2007

23 OKay And was Janine still working tfere at

24 ht time
Yes
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And do you start before she did

Yes

If you use November as sort of when you left

obviously how much before you left was this argument

think about year before year and

half

Okay So gnite

cant remember exactly

bit before

10 Yeah

11 And where did it take place in the you

12 know so how were you able to hear

13 She was in the proceoure room and she was very

14 upset so heard her yelling So went to the procedure

15 room to see what happened if someone needed help and she had

16 the biopsy forceps packaging in her hand and she was upset

17 because she showed me on the pdckaglrg that it said for single

18 use only and she had discovered that they were reusino the

19 biopsy forceps And It said right on there for single use

20 only And whar we tnought was we thought tnat they were using

21 the biopsy forceps they were taken to the sterilization room

22 and being sterilized somehow and then being used again and

23 that that was okay But on the packaging it says dont do

24 that

25 Was she yelling for you to come to her
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No she was ust ye linq and heard so

wnt tu find out whdt hdpptntd

And she has an accent right mean shes

or shes loud or you could just hear her

She was loud

Okay

She was loud

Arid when you went to where sfe was who else

was there

10 cant remember dont know if Katie was

11 there cant really remember exactly

12 And she showed you some packaging

13 Yes

14 And that was on the forceps that are used in

15 the procedures

16 Yes

17 MS STANISH Im going to object At this point

18 have to assert hearsay objeticn It doesnt sound like Dr

19 Desai was esent durrg this interaction

/0 THE COURT Right

21 MS WECKERLY Okay Wel then can lay

22 THE COURT Yeah if he was present or lay

23 foundaton

24 MS WECKERLY Okay

25 BY MS WECKERLY
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When you when you ce up to Janine you

said yuu titaid hi liiig
Uhhuh

Is that yes

Yes

THE COURT You have to answer yes or no for the

reoord

THE WITNESS Yes Im sorry

THE COURT because its taped

10 HY MS WECKERLY

11 Thats okay And where were you when you

12 first heard the yelling

13 was just out on the main floor

14 And would that be in the

15 Like tfe recovery area kind of

16 And when you heard her yelling could you tel

17 which part of the facility she was ii

18 Yeah knew she was in the procedure room

19 Okay Od you move pretty quuicly her

20 direction

21 Yes

22 What was she pretty loud

23 Yes

24 mean for you to he able to hear herf

25 Yes
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When you SdW her face without tellino us wh0t

SlId sod WdS Skis vsLy WOS sls upsst

She was upset because she said if this is

happening Im not goinc to stay here

Was she crying

She could have been

Then think

MS WECKERL Thank you Ill pass the wtness

Your Honor

10 THE COURT Cross Who would like to go first

11 MS STANISH guess will

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

13 BY MS STANISH

14 Good afternoon

15 Good afternoon

16 My name is Margaret Stanish represent Or

17 Desa Prior cominc to work for the gastro center wiat

18 knd of facilifles did you work in

19 worked at doctors office in New York

20 Cty and also worked at the Metropo itan Museum of Art ir

21 The Heath Department

22 The museum they have clinic

23 They have health services department where

24 visitors and employees can get medical attention if they need

25 it The museum had 5000 employees and sometimes 20000
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visitors And so they wanted to have nuse in ase

wasnt 5ULO cuu
there was an emeroenoy

if oould look Gt dinosaur hones and then

get my knee oheoked

No

OKay It was for employees

Yes

Okay And then you came to Las Vegas why

10 We wanted ohange ater 9/11 My

11 father in law was in the buildings there

12 Oh Pm sorry

13 He survived

14 Good But you wantao to get out of New York

15 Yes

16 And you said you oame and you worked at

17 hospital for three months

18 Spring Valley Hosptl

19 What did you do there

20 worked on medical saroical floor

21 And why did you leave Jter three months

22 didnt didnt like working there It

23 was it was brand new at the time and it was very

24 disorganized And hadnt worked or medioal surgical floor

25 sinoe was brand new nurse so oidmt really want to do
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Krt type of nursing

All rloht And you ended up few months

later thnk ou said February of 04

Yes

by taking job at the gastro oenter

Yes

I-ow is it that you earned of that job

read the ad in the paper

And you you generally desoribed your

10 trllning as beino done by think Jeff Krueger Katie Maley

11 and who was the third person

12 Maggie Murphy

13 And what exaotly did that training entail

14 Just basio

15 If you remember Pm sorry to interrupt

16 Just basioally how to do the oharting arid

17 basioll what your responsibility was as far as Tharting in

18 lle room the disoharge nurse job part

19 What about the prooeoure itself And by that

20 mean things Tha you as nurse do where youre rouohing

21 he ptent and ooing somethino llle putting in heplook

22 Now they didrit train us to do heplooKs

23 And is it fair statement beoause you know

24 how to do heplook

25 Yes
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Arid why is that

buu5 yuui rdind bJiuul md thms yuu

Its no brainer for you a5 an experienced

nurse

Yes

And the is also based cn your

experience Arid prior to coming to toe gastro center you had

been nurse since what year

1991

So 91 to 2004 Thats lot of years In

your experience prior to coming to tie castrc center would

you typically flush heplock iith salne

Yes Saline sometimes you iould flush with

saline and heparin

And whats heparin

Heparin is an anticoagrilant

And the if you know this do nurses

miss the vein the frst tme

they have to

heplock to make

Yes

And thats part of the reason for the saline

do it

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

sometimes

Yes

Do sometimes when they pit in heplocK

as understand it you have to test the

sure its in the veir correct
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flush carret

If tne at that paint after yau da the

ush it if its nat in the vein what will happen

mean whats the

If its nat in the vein then the fluid is

gaing tc ac in the tissue

And raw wauld yau knaw cis the nurse that

thcts cccvring

10 Well yau shauld see yau shauld he able ta

11 feel that theres flcia in the tissue

12 Orcay Theres fluid in the tissue All

13 right think get that Sa yau wauld if it wasnt

14 praperly in the vein yau wauld fee same kind af resistance

15 an yaur

16 Yes

17 What da yau call that the plunger

18 Yes

19 Ocay And if it wasnt in the vein yaud

20 have ta stct all aver again right

21 Yes

22 All rlaht And as gaing ta the syringes

23 that yau were using if yau recall understand fram yaur

24 descriptian that they were relatively small cc syringes

25 Yes
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Din they case with needle already attached

LO them

No

Oh you mid to put the needle on

Yes

see At when it came tc the heplock

procedure were tcu ever instructed to reuse syringe

No

Were you ever instructea to reuse needle

10 No

11 Im going tc jump now to the well g-uess

12 Ill stay here in the pre op room You were discussing about

13 pre charting

14 Yes

15 And the as understood it there were

16 certain portions of tie chart that you remember that it would

17 be indicating that te person was ert when in fact they

18 were not just alert mi thmi paint in time

19 Yes

20 Was dd your did the charting have

21 anything to do with fve minute increments

22 Yes

23 Explar that to me

24 Its really hard to remember but all can

25 remerrber is after the when we were in the procedure room we
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got strip from the heart monitor with the times on it that

he pat ent ias in the room And then you yoc took tf ft

tine off of the strip and then you ould say okay five

minutes later theyre in this part of the facility five

minutes later heyre over here two minutes later theyre

over here Bu really cant remember it exactly without tue

chart in front of me

All ricsht So basically if Im understanding

what youre saying you would use as is it the art time

10 of the procedure is based on the heart monitor strip Is that

11 what youre saying

12 Yes

13 All right And so tLe patient just to so

14 understand the chronology the patient is rolled into the

15 procedure room And understand youre you know verifying

16 the identity of the person and gettng them inputted into the

17 computer

18 Yes

19 Is somebody else hooking them up to ftc heart

20 moritor

21 The technician

22 Okay

23 Or the CRNA

24 All right So its all happening at the same

25 tme basically Youre doing something with the charting and
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inputteg information Somebody else is hooking the patient

the UlOJlitO

Yes

Arid you are not at tLat point writing on the

chart procedure begins at oh wheres the clok certain

ime nstead you wait until the procedure is done get that

he0rt monitor time and write the start time off of tYe heart

moritor onto your chart

Yes because there was so many different

10 ocks the facility that thats the way they wanted us to

11 do it

12 Okay And does that that seems to

13 accurately reflect the approximate start time or the real

start tme of the procedure correct

15 Yes

16 And once you had that time established you

would then add five mnute increments is tnat hat

18 unoerstand you to say

Yes

20 Would you go back anc put fill In the time

21 for when when they were in the pre op room at all or you

22 know tc write down the time the heplock is in or would the

23 heplock nurse do that if you recall

24 cant remember

Did the did the these procedures are
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relatively short correct

All roht guess Im Im puzzled

mean it sounds like youre using the heart monitor to

indicate the beginning of the procedure Are you using the

hectrt monitor to record the ending of the the colonoscopy

or whatever

Yes Uh huh

Would during the procedure did you work

10 with Dr Desai often or no

11 Sometimes Its haro to say

12 Well were you there in the very early

13 morning or did you come later in the ddy

14 Well my first year working there worked

15 there full time in the discharge room so was mainly in the

16 discharge room Then went to three days week and

17 mainly did the biopsies and then would fill in If people

18 called In sick wou fill in in tLe procedure room or fill

19 in for lunches

20 Dh right uncerstand So from about

21 2004 to 05 youre discharge nurse

22 Yes

23 And then thereafter youre primarily doing

24 biopsy reports

25 Yes
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Where were you physIcally located when you

wore dung that kinu work

We had desk and Io sit at the desk It was

like ong desk close to the discharge room

Oicay So the discharge nurse is sitting in

room adjacent to the ong desk where you worked

Yes

understand Did you have anything to do

with patient surveys

10 No

11 Do you know who did

12 think Katie did

13 You hao mentioned that when you were going

14 hack to the procedure room hack into tYe procedure room you

15 had rientioned that you really couldnt see very well what the

16 CRNA was doing Why is that

17 The rcom was dark anc was more focused on

18 the patIent

19 Arid dont know tf is is going to be hard to

20 explain hut youre youre focusec or the patient Youre

21 also are you also doing some paperwork in connec ion with

22 biopsies

23 Yes Yes

24 And do you have like separate lighting

25 source that you can work under
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No

Osy Sc 15 theLs scit knu cf dint Iiyht tfld

you work under

Just dim light yes

All roht And the that is rioYr ovr

where youre working

Yes

And on the other side of the room as 11

understand it is the CPNA

10 Yes

11 And its its you cant see very well

12 that far what that person is doing

13 No

14 And youre busy with your own work

15 Yes

16 Is it the case that youve never seen CPNA

17 carry prooofol from one room to the other

18 cant remember seeing that

19 Do you remember beinc interviewed hI the

20 Metropoitan Police some time ago

21 Yes

22 MS STANISH Courts indulgence Sorry

23 THE COURT Thats fine

24 BY MS STANISH

25 OKay think have the wrong document
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Ill come bak to that in moment

OKdy

And understood you to say that you fever

witnessed Dr Desai start procedure while tYe patient was

still awake

No remembei thct fappening

Oh anb thats when ou said that the CPNA

said whoa hes not under yet and te doctor stoppeo

Yes

10 All roht Did Dr Desi corrwnunilate with the

11 CPNA5 during the procedure

12 Sometimes

13 And what would that typically involve

14 cant remember

15 Was it patient safety issues

16 cant really remember

17 All rcht Fair enouch think Fm almost

18 done Hang in there Thank you Going back to the procedure

19 room and you were describing the fausnes of the sope that

20 would occur if the doctor found that the pdtient had it

21 eaned properly

22 Yes

23 All rioht That flush was basically pushing

24 water into the scope is that correTh

25 Yes
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Its not pulling out is it

No

Becaise that would be gross

Yes

And the scope the scope itself dc it h0ve

port that woulo flush out the water if you know oi

remember

beleve it did but cant remember

Okay Fair enough All right All nigin

10 have nothing further lhank you maam

11 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

12 MR SI\NTACROCE Thank you

13 CROSS EXAMINATION

14 BY MR SANTACROCE

15 Good afternoon Ms Falzone

16 Good afternoon

17 represent Ron Lakeman You know Ron

18 correct

19 Yes

20 How long have you worked with Ron

21 Well he wasnt there when started in z004

22 cant remember when he started but think it was the whole

23 rime he was there

24 And is it fair to say you had good workine

25 relationship with him
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Yes

wit tu gu miLk uvr uunt wdnt tu

over wnat was already covered but want to go over some mi

the procedures that you witnessed Starting with the pre op

area you testified that iou didnt ork in there very often

is that correct

Yes

In 2007 do you reca how often you worked in

that pre op area

10 Very rarely Very minimal

11 And on those rure occasions when you worked in

12 the pre op area you would start hep ock correct

13 Yes

14 And you would flush that heplock every time

15 correct

16 Yes

17 And what you didnt tell ne was the the

18 saline that you used was in was multi use wasnt that

19 correct

20 Yes

21 So that smine rhat you used to start hat

22 heplock was reused on another patient isnt that correct

23 Yes

24 Who was primarily in cmirge of the pre op area

25 starting heplocks
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think Janine Drury enoen ip working bac

hr dt UF1 puint Cd iumuL uXu Th ly whu

Do you know Lynette Ccpbc

Yes

Was she one of he res tht

Yes

would start hepi ck
Uhhuh

And she would flush them oorrect

10 Yes

11 And use saline to thct

12 head yes Yes

13 You need to answer yes

14 Yes

15 or no Okay Ano do yoi know Jeff

16 Krueger

17 Yes

18 Arid he would start hep ocks coreo

19 Yes

20 He would flush hern1

21 believe so oidr.t sit there and watoh

22 them

23 Well mean from what you observed

24 From yeah

25 You would say yes
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Yes

Nould thu bu uny ciarting dunu thu piu up

area

Yes

Tell me what would be done in the pre op areci

They had LPN Pauine that worked in the

pre op cirec and she would put the charts together

what An OPN

Yes

10 Or cm LPN ycu said

11 Yeah she was an LPN

12 Okay She would put the charts together but

13 what would those charts be Tell me what would be on those

14 chcrts

15 All the paperwork that was that the patient

16 had 11 ed out in the waiting area

17 SANTACROCE Courts ndulgence

18 BY IMP SANTACROE

19 Jm looking for specific file but Ill hand

20 you this file which one of the patients on September 21st

21 Its Stacy Hutchinsoc Cn you look through that file and

22 tell me what paperwork would be filled out in the pre op area

23 So it would be page

24 Can see that one Okay Im going to

25 switch files on you now
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Okay

bcdus fuanu tL lght filt

Okay

And this is the Patty Aspinwall file and Im

giving yoa tf is file because you were the nuise that took care

of Patty Aspinwll cc September 21st isnt that uirrect

Yes

Sc take lcok at the again the same

question in the pre op notes

10 Yeah so

11 Okay So lets take look at this on the

12 screen so everybody

13 Okay

14 can see it and tir en you can explain whats

15 on here Let me see If can zoom Does that help at all

16 You can see it on year monitor there

17 Yes

18 This what would be filled out by the pre op

19 nurse

20 Well part cf it dcrt know if it was the

21 whole thing cont think it was the whcle thing but preop

22 would ff11 out the date

23 Okay Point tc it You can touch the screen

24 Oh okay

25 You can push
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THE COURT Yeah if you toocl it itll make mark

on the screen

THE WITNESS So the date

BY MR SANTACROCE

Okay

What kind of procedure they were having

Okay

How the victim arrived victim Im sorry

Patient arrived

10 Where is that at Okay

11 Patient arrived

12 Iseeit

13 Consent signed pregnant review of HP
14 think thats review of whatever that says history of

previous surgery allergies medications reason for the

16 procedure family doctor and then sometirres they would fill

17 in all this part right here

OKay Can you tell who filled that out Is

19 hQt your handwriting

/0 dont think so

ol OKay

22 filled filled out this here The

23 height and weight and the vital signs filled out

24 And can you sort of just touch the screen

25 real guick
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Sure

Lets wipe that out

Right here

No just

Oh

want to get rid of all the other red marks

Oh need to do something

THE COURT Yeah if you touch the bottom of your

screen it should clear it

10 BY MR SANTACROCE

11 Oh sorry

12 Sorry

13 Right here Maybe Im not doing it right

14 THE COURT Well touched my okay There

15 THE WITNESS There we go

16 BY MR SANTACROCE

17 Okay So now tell me what you filled out that

18 you can tell from your writing

19 The height and the weight and the vital signs

20 And where would you oet this information from

21 The patient would come to the gastro center

22 and they would have history and physical done and so the

23 height and weight would be on there

24 Then you would just take it off of that

25 Yes
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But as long as you start the anesthesia then

you no JIdL tiue stated Whethei even even if the

proceonre is not done which did happen in cdses the

anesthesiologist still got to bill for that or the CRNA still

rc cli fo it if the patient then wasnt goinc to he able

tve urocedure cone on them because they started the

enestosc

So wher you saw these bills cominc in from Dr

nes0 clinic for toe CPNA5

10 Uh huh

11 Im not talking about anesthesiologists

1/ OKay

11 and they were al in that same ranoe of tne

14 nO rrnnte range and Im talking about the because you

15 wonil get you said you would get pay sheet which was

16 what

17 The demographics

18 Okay Would you get also the anesthesia

recoro

nO Generally not because it was on the superbili

21 So wnat came to you from the clinic

22 speci iccliy for billing

23 think the demographics so we would know who

24 Lhe patent was what their insurance was what their address

25 was their sex and ad the normal things we would have to
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fill in to bill out to an insurance company And then we

would get supeibill And the supeUill would tell us the

ICD9 the OPT code anc then we woo_c be able to bill that cot

for the anesthesia time

And when those were al the same

Well dont know tiey were all the same

because it was box didnt rca ly check to see if the box

was checked or not mean whether it was every time was

to 30 and every other one was 31 to 60 couldnt tell you

10 the distribution of that

11 When you worked for any of the insurance or

12 billed any of these insurance companies did any of them

13 require that you actually put the statt and the stop time down

14 on the procedures

15 In subsequent yes Originally they used to

16 not do that

17 Okay In those instances wien start ar1d

18 stop time was required

19 Uh huh

20 on tne soperbill would it have the start

21 anc the stop time so you could put tfose in

22 think it subsequently did yes dont

23 think initially it did

24 So subsequently when those bills would come in

25 hey would have start and stop time on them for that
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insurance company

start and

31 minutes

10 your mind any

11

12

13 company and

14 reimbursement

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Uh huh

Is that fair

Correct

OKay In those instances wuere you sdw

stop time were they always roughly the same 32

33 minutes

coc dnt tell you

Anythlno about an3i of tYt that calleo into

question about what was going on

No

So you just sent it off to the insurance

go the billing or got the aid they got the

Correct

And you took your fee correct

Right

So were clear on that if ou had knowingly

gotten something from the clinic that you knew had false

information on it any false informatior would you have

forwarded that on to tYe

No would

insurance company

have instructed our staff to return it

As far as your the other aspect of your
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practice the valuation of businesses things like that

Uh huh

did you do that kind of thing for Dr Desa

at some point

Yeah we did it twice

And when roughly are we talking about

2004 to 2006 or 07 ranoe Maybe zOOS

couldnt tell you know had two separdte evaluations

From 2004 on somewhere somewhere is tfat

10 right

11 Well yeah There was tnere are coupe

12 of national ompanies that had oome on in and wanted to

13 purchase his endoscopy centers and so we had to do an

14 evaluat on for that And when we die that we try to lok at

15 what tney would he offering and whether or not our valuation

16 would then be reasonable to what they were offering In ohcr

17 words most cases our valuation came up with higher numbers

18 than tney were willing to pay

19 In one case they came up with pretty much spot on

20 what tney wanted to pay but then they wanted him to stay

21 involved with it and they didnt want to take they only

22 wanted to take controlling interest in it not not

23 not buy it out 100 percent They wanted them still to have 49

24 percent of the business And he was saying no if you want

25 to buy buy it lock stock and barrel and then you know
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we can send our cases to you or whatever we would neeo to do

but were riot going to we dont wdiit to no hdlf in cHin half

out

Whicn business was tLis or businesses

Well ct the time the gastro center wos -lust

one entty and then tYey eventually eno up forming the

endoscopy center a5 sepcrate entity And the first one c5

at the the Valley Hospital complex then think the

Burnharn off lle then then think they were going to one

10 out on the southwest part of town and then one out on tIe

11 Centennal Hills Hosptal at the time all the outbreak

12 happened

13 OKay Now during the time that youre demo

14 this mean he wants you to do these evaluations or

15 valuations gxiess should say Which entity as it for

16 Was it for the gastro center or was it

17 No

18 llr the endoscopy

19 It was only for the individual endoscopy

20 centers because they hnd different partners for the two that

21 we had done for the one at Buinham and the one at at

22 Shadow Lane in Valley Hospitals colex
23 So he planned on keeping endoscopy center bat

24 he wanted to sell off the or excuse me the

25 gastroenterology center but he wanted to sell off the
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endoscopy center is that

Well dont know If tl1ato what lie wdllted to

do but all they wanteo were the enooscopy cente_s because

they were thats what they specialize in surgeiy centers

So how dId that how cm ycu know atcut

That Did he approach you and say fey ccl vjant sell

This or theres some guys that want to bg

Yeah Thats exact wft ie he gave me

call and said Larry can you come on in and tcke lock at you

10 know whether or not what do we need tc dc to oepare yoc

11 know an analysis to see what wh0t were ooing to be able

12 sell this for And if they caine back with ar analysis and

13 you revew the axialyss to see if theyre ycu Know whats

14 their strengths or weaknesses in their analysis

15 And as far as the analysis Is cncerned wh0t

16 kind of factors go into that

17 Gross revenue operatinc costs mean sdrne

18 thing profitability you know future you know what what

19 are the expectations Like if the one centel was maxed on

20 out tnen its its upside was not real coed mean it

21 doesnt mean its not couldnt stay profitable but the

22 Burnhain was new center it had larcer space it had more

23 upside it had capacity So if its operating level was

24 $100000 profit it had lot easier chance to get into

25 200000 than than the other center that was maxed out at
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$200000 profit It wasnt even going to go to 300000

So wei vuuu luokiry valuing inei

those types of things when youre looking at future

potential wYa how do you determine future potential

apcty Yostly capacity

Ann wh0 do you basec tmit on

tut tmick guestioin

Nc

THE COURTh No

10 THE WTNEmi mean capacity okay If if

11 you capacity if you could do 100 and youre doing 50 then

12 your capacity is DO more So youre potential is you could

13 increase ycur profitabiLty by doing another 50 And tha 50

14 that youre gcino to do is not going to have as much cost as

15 the first 50 youre dcino because your rent is not going to

16 change but your capccity is going to increase But youre

17 going tc eve increurec supply cost incre0sed staffing cost

18 But your base isrt ociDg tc change So each new one that you

19 add should be able to odd little hicher per per procedure

20 profit than the previous ones

21 THE COURT So mean what are you lookino at

22 Are you looking at toe size of the facility square footage

23 empty beds available physician mean labor What do

24 what think thats the question

25 THE WITNESS Yeah
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THE COURT What do you what factors

THE WiTNESS Au uf thuse thugs

THE COURT are you looking at

THE WITNESS Yeah youd look at everythino suppTy

cost labor ost insurance mdlprdotice Is that colso to cc

up do we have the doctors to oo thdt You can nave capacity

hut you dont have tne doctors it us barause you

build It doesnt meam theyll come So if youve cot the

capacity to have three doctors woricro at tse same me rhat

10 center Is going to do more work than center that only has

11 capacity having two doctors work at the same time or the

12 orioina renter that only had one drctor who oouid worK at

13 tune

14 HY MR STAUDAHER

15 When you look back or ten ano Low far back

16 in time mean wnen youre tryinc to see if youre if

17 youre ncreasino your business if youre able oct that

18 capacity how far back in time do you typIcally look when

19 youre trying to valuate business

20 Three years

21 Three years

22 Yeah

23 So what has happened over the if

24 understand you correctly whats happened over the business in

25 the prior three years is primarily what you look at
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Correct

Is trieie viriuow uf tue thin that that is

more important to look ndrrower time range

Well in valuation we do valuation for

sell and valutirn fo partrership And he had both of

chose going at offeert tirres durino the organizations

history And when youre trying to bring partner in youre

generaly goino to va cc little differently and probably

lower because yuu want one of our juniors to become senior

10 partner and bur hes ooino to have to buy into that So

11 hes also going to be one of the guys whos going to be doing

12 the procedure

13 So if youre se Lno it youre going to be you

14 know shootino for tie moon Youre going to say looK the

15 capacity is here were running it eight hours day If you

16 came in here why not oo twc sflfts Its not going to cost

17 you nckel more in overheco for rent you know for your

18 fixed cost just your varldble cost of your suuplies and your

19 tme But now youve cot to no out and find the doctors that

20 are wiling to work that second shift whicn is kind of hard

21 to do nowadays

22 Does m0tter if you if you can show that

23 over like the prior three year period that in one year you did

24 50 cases the next year you did 100 cases the next year you

25 did 150 cases to show that hey look we were getting
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more efficient were udding doctors were adding capacity

my uusiness is quinn to be wulth iuure down the iuad

No spot on Thats exactly what youre

looing for But tfen youve got to know if you went 50 to

100 to 50 If ou rmrt do enymore cases then 150 is where

youre FLaxed out cf Tn0ts usually when tie determination

was to cpen up tre second center Weve got we dort have

enouoh space here no Fore cases so lets open up another

center

10 So in tee prior 12 month period if youre

11 looKing dt three yecrs cnd youre trying to show the trend and

12 how much its mmiino would the prior 12 month period an

13 important period of tme to look at

14 Well tee most critcal is the last six

1R months

16 miay Sc youve got

17 But ou do you tnke look at your

18 three year period but youve got to also look at your month

19 ro month trkinc too So if you want to want LO go on it

20 is did an anomaly h0ppen In month sx of year three that

21 causes bin spike in something mean what happened there

22 did we open it up on Saturdays WhIch we started doing you

23 know You know you can open up more times And then the

24 doctors wouldnt do it anymore so then you would track on

25 back down So you try and look at everything over that 36
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month period to see what was consistent and what was

uppuituriity foi for you know increased volume

So

THE COURT Mr Staudaher Im sorry Im going to

interript you think we need break

MR STAUDAHER Okay Thats fine

THE COURT So were ust coing to take our morning

racess for about ten minutes

And ladies and gentlemen during the morning recess

youre reminded that youre not to discuss the case or

II anything relating to the case with each other or wich amyone

r2 e_se Voure not to read watch or listen to any reports of

or corirnentaries on tne case person or sub1ect matter relating

14 ro the case Do not do any independent research and pledse

iC dont fcrm or express an opinion on the trial If youd all

16 billow Kenny through the rear door

17 Jury recessed at 1053 a.m

18 THE WITNESS Can just stay here Can ask

1C question Are there five people bak there Are the other

70 wo attorneys bacK tnere

zl THE COURT No

/2 THE WITNESS just dont know who people are

23 THE COURT Dr Desai has two attornes ano the

24 other defendant Ronald Lakeman

22 THE WITNESS Oh
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THE COURT has one attorney

THE WITNESS ukay

THE COURT And the State has two attorneys ano

police detective

THE WITNESS All right Thank you

THE COURT Al right If you folks need break

know 1105

MR STAUDAHER Okay Thank you Your Honor

THE COURT And sir if you do ctoose to tdKe

10 break dont discuss your

11 THE WITNESS Im ust going to stay right here

12 THE COURT Thats fine

13 Court recessed at 1054 a.m until 1106 a.m

14 In the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Court is now back in

16 session

17 And Mr Staudaher you may resume your direct

18 exnt on
19 MR 5TAIJOJIER Thank you Your Honor

/0 MR 5TAUOAHER

21 Mr Preston when we left off before the break

22 you were talking about or we were talking about the month

23 co month changes that might occur think you said that if

24 there was aberration in month youc want to be able to

25 explain that or have to explain that if you were trying to
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valuate or someone Is that fair

Correct

Okay So when youre looking at it over that

three year period you sad the most six the last six months

or the closest six months was the most important

Correct

Now wYen youre lookinc back over That time

if you see an aberraton and think your your aberration

was spike you said

10 Right

11 something like that But if you saw an

12 aberraton in The sense that there was drop inuld that also

13 be concern

14 Correct Yeah we would usoally oo back and

15 look and see if it was doctor on vacation you know was

16 there site survey being done was there something that

17 closed the facility down like water leak has happened in tne

18 past that you could explain why that phenomenon occurred

19 If you had situatIon where you vJere looKing

20 back over the three years and the numbers and proedures for

21 whatever reason doctors

22 Right

23 expansion whatever it was going up up

24 up the whole time Ano all of the sudden they got to point

25 and flattened or actually went down and stayed that way would
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that be problem

Well it ill depends fruiit tue buyer ur from

the seller From the sellers point of view then bes

probably not going to oet the the biohest value out of that

if it starts to go down unless we can explain why If it was

from tne buyers point of view thats qood because now you

can offer less because it looks like the trend is suarting to

level off or or its going to drop

From the sellers perspective thouqh that

10 would be that wouldnt be somethIng you wculd want

11 correct

12 That correct

13 In goIng through ths sort of work that you

14 dic for Dr Desai was now you said there was at least

couple of offers that came out durinc the time period

16 Yeah

17 Do you recall what tie offers were roughly

ballpark range or wnat they were for the clinic

19 or $6 million

20 Now that was for what hat would what

21 would the buyer get for it

22 He would buy the endoscopy center therefore

23 he would have going concern licensed going concern which

24 is not you know that could take year to do So he

25 enters the market right away That could also allow him then
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to open up other centers Thats why mostly the people that

were looking at It wt natiundl uhdisls that uIdrit wdnt tu gu

through the process of starting one up themselves and goinG

through all the licensing not understanding the regulations

Buy one thats existinc and then you can replicate that

And that was for one center or was thdt fo

all the endoscopy centers

Well at my time it was only just for the one

center mainly which was on on the Valley Hospitals campus

10 And then eventually it was for the second center on Burnlam

11 didnt have anything to do with the other two as they were

12 opening or in staoes of opening

13 So a5 far as that was concerned obviously

14 there was never completed agreement correct

15 Yes that is correct

16 Now durlno the time that you were talKing

17 with Dr Desai about tfis did you tell him the kinds of

18 things that were talking about here with what we neeo to look

19 at and how well value it and so forth

20 Oh yeah absolutely

21 So was he he was involved with that

22 process

23 Yes

24 As far as the profits and losses when you

25 looked at and know that you werent there for the whole
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time

Ycih

correct mean you were there for

snapshot window But aid you ever durng tue time you talked

to him and dealt with this did you ever abandon that ciriO say

you know what Ive decided Itm not coing to do anyThing with

it at have no interest in sellro the business cit all

Yes

So tell me about that

10 Well just several times As the offers caine

11 on in it just dealng with corporate Arrerica wcis very

12 axing mean very try ng and very tIme consurnina And they

13 would just you know try and nitpick you down answer all the

14 questions and then you wouldnt hear back from them for tO

15 days Arid then they would come back th anothe set of

16 questions Then Id have to go through you know can they

17 get regulatory process can we do this cino and sometimes

18 it was just like look just need decision Do you want

19 to go forward or do you not want to oo forward

20 And the two centers at that time tad different

21 structore So they were they were licensed independent of

22 each other They had some commonalIty of ownership but they

23 had different ownership So you may be able to get one group

24 of guys saying yeah lets just go ahead and sell it And

25 the other group of guys saying no were still growing were
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going tc hold out and make it more profitable and therefore

wu cdn sell it fur nuiu duwn tdn ructu

So when the offers came in they didnt meet

whatever the reguirements that he expected He was like no

were oct doing that

Correct

OKay But you were still least trying to

follow along and value the business for him for potential

sale

10 Correct

11 OKay When the issue came up about selling

12 ht portion of busiess and Im talking about the endoscopy

13 center portion of the business was there was he still

14 planning to retain the gastroentero ocrj side of the practice

15 Yes that had never been talked about in my

16 to my knowledge of se ling that side of it off

17 In ny of the neootations was there any sort

18 of companion agreement where you know the feed of the

19 patients would be from the gastro soe to the endoscopy

20 certer

21 No Legally they couldrt do that unless they

22 retained ownership

23 So they would have had to have done did the

24 offers that came in try to get ownership in some way of the

25 gastro centers
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No they wanted tYey wanted the doctors to

retain 49 percent uf tic uf thu urduscupy cuntur businuss

that way they could refer and they could they oulc

cortinue to have their patients there And it gave the

potential buyers comfort to know that these guys had vested

interest in maintaininc their business there

So ttese million plus whatever the millions

of dollar offers that were out there those did They all

contemp ate that there would be some KInt of retention that

Desai would still he involved

Well think

with the clinic

Im sorry

That he would still be nvoved in he clinic

somehow

done

Is that

you know goal

be an owner in

negotiate to do that

MR STAUDARER have nothing further Your Honor

THE COURT All right Thank you

Yes think most of then wanted it that way

And Desai wanted it just to be bouoht outrigTh

He didnt want to be essertl0lly under someone

fair

Correct Thats that wcs what our initial

was is to just sell It outriqht and and not

it But that doesnt mean you couldnt

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

and be

se
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Cross

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MS STANISI-J

Good morning sir

Good morning

My name is Margaret Stanish epresent Dr

Desai

OKay

want to first start Mr reton ih your

10 bacground because you sure sound ike youre in vcry

11 specialized profession What is your educat coal background

12 All right Ive got Bdche ors oeoree in

13 account ng and Masters in business acmioistr0tico

14 And do you have any specicized trcioino in

15 heaithcare administration

16 You mean other than 40 years cc the job

17 40 years on the job assume you

18 Yeah

19 attended

zO mean have other certifications if thats

21 what youre asking about

22 OKay What are those sir

23 Well Im member of the Healthcare Financial

24 Management Association Arid somewhere back in the BOs got

25 couple you know certificates think one is certified
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healthcare financial manaqer and the other one is certified

manager care professioral ano men tnose nac been rolled into

fellowship procram And so think Ive And my fellowship

now in HFMA since about 87 or 88
I-JAis

healthcae Financial Management Association

Its about 35000 members nationwide and mainly for people

dealing with the heltY care aspects or financial aspects of

helthcare

10 So as undestand It you have business

11 background by rdining but on the job training to specialize

12 in healthare maragemert

13 Correct Yeah Ive been in the hospitals

14 from 197i to 1990 no then 1991 to present in healthcaxe

15 consultng In 91 started my own business

16 Sow lcrg fave you been in tse Las Vegas area

17 Since May of 1983 And still have the

18 surburn from Reno to prove it We hadut had sun for months

19 ano came down here ard the first d0y was red as lobster

20 All root Id like you to explain to us

21 if you can in layman terms the evolutior of healthcare in Las

22 Vegas form hospital setting procedure surgeries to ambulatory

23 surgical centers Do you understand what Im trying to get

24 at

25 Well dont know or the evolution
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Ambulatory cen rs onviously axe outpatient Hospitals are

for acute Ar1d in toe last 40 years things that wuld never

be done on the outpat cot setting are now being routinely done

on the outpatient setting Acute care hospitals have really

changed their whole mooe of how theyre doing business

You know ycu used to be able to take patient and

you coc dnt do ax artYrosccplc knee or an axthroscopic

surgery in the hospital Now you can do them on an outpatient

basis Heart procedures are being done on ax outpatient basis

10 that would never have in the 70s and 80s arid early 90s

11 couldnt have even tocught of that

12 So the ecnnology is changing and evolving

13 constantly more unfortunate you know pressure is being

14 put on the insurers to move these things from an inpatient

15 which is significantly doner in cost to an outpatient thats

16 significantly less cost

17 And et me focus more on the Las Vegas area

18 As understand in tce early well in the early 80s

19 youre in the Ls Ve0s axed

20 Rioht

21 And you dctudlly meet Or Desai in is it

22 the early 90s when nes at what is it North

23 North well its now called North Vista

24 Hospital Its morpteo nto three or four different names in

25 the last 30 years
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OKay And you met him there in the early

Os
think it was in the well was there

frnm 83 to 85 so thats the first reoolleotion thought

uh0t he was met him ct the hospital there and then at

UMC would have run into him his name if not his ativity

But ny first real more detailed enoounter was with an

outpatient setting when one of our olients was in the same

oampus on Valley Health faoilities building area

10 And at that time the hospital had ins own

II outpatient surgioal oenter is that oorreot

12 Yeah think they did at that time They

Ii still dc as far as know

14 All rioht And is tYat where you met Dr

Desni

No in his offioe

17 Oicay

18 So the hospital and the parking lot is you

know 40 yards apart between his medioal off ioe building at

20 700 Shaoow ane and the first floor to the nosuitals ED

department and LcD and stuff like that So he just

22 And understand So was just trying to get

23 some ided of the time frame here

24 Yeah

25 He had he was at the Shddcw Lane looations
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and doing procedures in the hospita outpatient surgical

cUntUr when ycu wt tht UI

dont know

in the hospital

assume he was hut you know we met him

because of our client sending patients to his 700 Shadow Lane

office

And at thut time when you first met him did

he actually do you know if he had the procedure rooms up

10 and running procecure room up and running at the Shadow

11 Lane

12 For

13 location

14 endoscopy

15 Yes sir

16 dont recall

17 At some point in time you recall he did

18 Yes

19 As you described smaller facility

20 Right

21 and it was one room procedure area

22 correct

23 Correct

24 In the Las Vegas area at this time frame was

25 there development of ambulatory surgical centers in the
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90s

Yes

And can you educate us bit on whats the

difference between an ambulatory surgical center and an

cutpatient surgical certer at hospital

Well the hospital is is mainly ccst Its

also tue hcspial is gcing tc staff it prcbably with higher

level cf lots say nurses Theyve got obviously tfeyve

not the emergency room doctors there full time for backup but

10 their cost structure significantly higher So when you

11 were to look ar if you were specialist like the gastros

12 if ycu vere looking at trying to set up center then you

13 coulo set up special center for endoscopy onl3 or you could

14 set up center that can handle anesthesia aud pain only

You could set their up for multi specialty cases that

16 you c0n do ll of those but you have to get equipment so

17 rhcts hy the specia_ty ones are generally little more

18 proftable little easier to manage because theyre focusing

1G all tne equipment on the same type of procedures that are

20 goinu tc me done versus general outpatient surgical center

21 It may fldve rases for arm that theyre doing for

22 injections to the back or something like that that gastro

23 doctor would never neeo something like that Arid those can me

24 150 to 5200 000

25 So if Im understanding your explanation the
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ambulatory surgical centers are more they can operate more

etticiently because they were rocusec on certain type or

procedure is hat correct

Yeah thats reasorable assumption

And what kind of things factor into that

efficiency Youve ready describec some of them Are there

an other things

Well youre youre buying volume So like

if youre buying material youre buying specific material

10 So if you were buying 100 boxes of something versus 1000

11 boxes youre probably going to be able to negotiate better

12 deal You know thats you know the cost of of

13 building is generally cheaper

14 mean back then the 80s we were probably paying

75 cents square foot to $1 versus $3 square foot now The

16 buiid out cost in hospital because of pumping in oxygen and

17 everythng else being accredited by the joint commission on

18 hospita accreditation youre talkng about four or $D00 to

19 $1000 square foot versus you could build it for 55 to $75

20 bacK been square foot So youre talking about huge

21 differences in in the way in which hospital operates and

22 maintains themselves versus an independent center could

23 could do the same thino

24 And what about the staffing at an independent

25 surgical center How coes that contract with hospital
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staffing of its outpatient facility

Well generally hospitals outpatient

facility is going to have more room Theyll still probably

have ENs They probably in todays environment wouldnt use

NAs An outpatient facility could use NAs hut theyll still

have to have registered nurses Eut they could use well

step down in staffing They probab dont pay as much as

hospita pays so you know people work for lifestyle In

hospital you could he required to no Fight shifts weekend

10 shifts Generally in an outpatient setting youre not

11 required to do that

12 In contrast to the hospital setting would the

13 independent ambulatory surgical center staff be more

14 specialIzed than the staff at hospital based outpatient

15 clinic

16 Generally if its sirgle specidLy center

17 her yes Just over time theyre goino to become more

18 proficient at it than something in an ambulatory seting that

19 is is doing multiple types of procedures

20 And in the 1990s the early 1990s or

21 should even say in the 1980s is it fair statemen that

22 those were the good old days for Las Vegas we were in

23 populaton boom

24 Well good old for what mean yes the

25 economy was booming and you could make money lot easier you
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got higher reimbursement than you have today staff mo osts

were lower expectations were lower

Well Im probably not making myself clear

but there was population growth getting 3000 to 5000 new

residents month

Right

moving to Las Vegas Is that fair

stctement

Yeah it was over 5000 for years month

10 And thats what meant by suppose the

11 good old days when we were in growth economy and not

12 recession Did the popu tion growtf in the Las Vegas area

13 set the stage for the orowth of independent ambulatory

14 surgicaL centers you know

15 Well it was contributing factor but

16 think the capacity in the hospitals was more of the factor

17 tdnt they just couldnt they did Lave availability of OR

18 time So if you cant get yout patents in there then you

19 know the Obviously answer is to bu1d more hospitals which

20 we did You know in the 80s we hao like five hospitals now

21 we have 13 acune hosptals here

22 The wheel ana spoke effect happened You know you

23 had here here almost everythinu was between Desert

24 Springs Sunrise and Valley UMC those foux hospitals pretty

25 much managed everythinci And now youve got the other eight
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hospitals that are all on the outside ard in the suburbs now

But capacity is big issue and at that time it was easier to

open up an outpatient surgery center thdn it is today

And as far as independent ambulatory surgical

centers how did the if it did how did the population

growth or guess supply and demano in the Las Vegas area in

the 80s and 90s did the factor into the growth of

axnbulatcry surgical certers

think it had an iguact but it was more

10 because there wasnt availability in the hospitals to take

11 over tnat excess or you know the capacity that was needed

12 out there

13 Oh So if Im specialist doctor CI

14 doctor

15 Right

16 nd got you know thousands of patients

17 or potential patients moving into the Ls Vegas area cant

18 get time to treat then to do the procedure in the hospitcils

19 because theyre booked

20 Right That was that was one of the

21 hnspit hig nhallns hack than

22 And that and am correct in understanding

23 that ambulatory suroical centers are typically operated by

24 independent doctor groups

25 In this town thats thats more common In
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bigger cities like Chicago New York you youre going

to have more of the national chains fere and there

And why is that the case in Las Vegas that

its more oriented towards private ownership

Well because we have less fran million

people and those cities have 20 ad lirr people so

efficiencies If you can have five surccl centeis you can

eno up with one regional manager and couple uou know other

people that have two surgery centers Just economies of

10 scale its lot easier to do business that way

11 Now let me move to the plc of your initial

12 de0lings with Dr Desais clinics At some pcint in time yoi

13 end up entering business relationship wtu him correct

14 Right

15 Do you have any idea tme fr0me wise wher that

16 occurred

17 Not really would say ts in the

18 mid nineties but couldnt tell you for certfrn

19 And then you recall tnat it went up to 2004

20 is that correct

21 Wll in fh 2flflOs

22 Somewhere in the

23 Yeah

24 2000s Fair enouch And and as

25 understand it when you are operatino Professional Meoical
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Consultants thats when you start working with him as

heilthcare urnsultant

Correct

And Id like you please to educate us mare on

what kind of services you provided to Dr Desais clicic

Well intially it was more human resources

He wculo come in and ask us can we exaluate ycur you kncw

wdnt oar pratice administrators are doing cur supervisors

are doing And

10 And let me just take it one step me
11 because want to understand your reldtionsiip ro the

12 services you extend to him So if you would sir cli you

13 please elaborate on what does that mean because ci rt

14 reilly know that mucn about the business cf healthcare and Iri

15 Im asking you to eoucate us on that pcint kTha kinc il

16 things would you do wth respect to staffing

17 Well wouldnt mostly it was his bilinq

18 he had his own blling department for his 01 stuff Obviously

19 they had front desk people and youc have ycur your

20 administrative people whos paying your bills whos coiro

21 your payroll furctions like that So nytninn thas

22 non clinical is where we would get Involved in thinos If

23 its cThnical dont have the backoround or the expertise

24 nor the desire to want to know how those parts work So can

25 look at it from the business aspect of it
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So if youre lookng at patient coming on in and

youve got two windws and rouve got 40 people trying to come

in here thats coing to be backloc you know can we add

more windows to that can we have better registration times

what is your registration fcm ookrg at why are you getting

denials on your bills you krow to the insurance companies

Mainly because youre rot cllecting your information properly

up front

So when we wdlk into facilty what we looK at is

10 we walk in and try ann look at it for operational

11 efficiencies whats what other what other

12 opportunities whether theyre strengths like SWOT

13 analysis you know strenoths weaknesses opportunities and

14 threats So if someoooy se is opening something does that

15 mean you should open up somethino Well not necessarily In

16 medicine you dont want to be like the Joness So you kind

17 of whdts what do you have the capability of doing and

18 managing properly to to expard you know what your

19 business model wants to be

20 So woulo your your service would also

21 include helping them oevise the forms that the patients would

22 actually fill out

23 The demographic side of it yes

24 All rlcht Would it have anything to do with

25 the records that are used to document the flow of patients
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hrouqn the procedura sde of the house

No generally nut

Okay Because wasrt sure You had

mentioned something about the anesthesia records more in

respect to the biiiing aspect of the business and how due to

r-hngec in the billing requirements the forms would have to

he changed

Well theres superbll and that just you

kiio cds paient demographic you know synopsis of tie

demographics not all of it And then it has you know tfe

11 level of service they type of care the doctor or the nurses

12 would write down what the lCD so the diagnosis and the

13 procedures that are going to be billed out for that And

14 Thats thats non clinical forn per se

All rcht Just to clarify some of the terms

16 Ic like you to educate us on that The superbill whats

17 ht lock like Is it submission by the clinic th0t lists

18 the procedures done for particular day with the

jO ap rcprute billing code identified

20 Well back then it was probably pre printed

21 So the only thing that the computer printed out wds the

22 patients name arid you know the reason for the visit And

23 then it would have host of other things the doctor can go

24 chrougu do they need an EKO do they need any lab work have

25 they had you know any follow ups And the doctor could
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write that on the on the foim which is ccmpletely separate

from his rmtas and baa nurmes Fetes that go int the chart

Now and thee you mentioned various codes

CPT what does that stand for

Current pmcedural texts So every yeax the

AMA the Arnericax1 Medca Asso iaton gives us this wonderful

booK and tells us heres the odes tfat we believe you should

use to stay in yo knc in quceline or fmmat thats

cenerally accepted foiitt You dont have to use it The

10 insurance companies dcrt Lave to use it

11 Generally Medcaje fellows these rules and

12 regulations But then eac set of rsurances have their own

13 rules and interpretatIon of tIar Sc most try and fellow

14 Medicare guidelines but 50cc feel tYat Medicare guidelines

15 are too liberal in tte payment so then they restrict what

16 hey do Others just oIde h\ whdtever the book is But you

17 use that as kind of vcr term arm your baseline

18 And its up to the various insurance companies

19 as matter of contract with ftc provider ds to whether they

20 want to set up ther own separdte rules that might be

21 different from that temp ate

22 That correct

23 And then what was the other abbreviation you

24 used

25 1009
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What are

Internatina1

Whats that

Classification of Diseases Versior So

were about ready to go to Version 10 Were the only

ountry think in tie world right now thats not or

Most everyone else is starting to go to 11 But its just

it ddgnosing like you know if someone has you know

broKen finger Well under 10 and theyre going to say

10 whiTh part of -he finger right hand left hand So were

11 going to go from approximately 13 codes to 80000 codes So

17 its cong to change the entire software mean billions of

ii do lars Ifs been delayed five years because its such

14 drrnatic shift in the way in which we code the way in which

15 doctors document

16 So jUst to kind of distinguish between tie two

17 cooes the CPT is more of the procedure code the code that

18 going to be used to describe for instance the colonoscopy

19 The procedure itself yes

20 And then the

21 The dagnosis code

22 is to describe what the

23 Thats the medical terminology

24 And its to assign code to the medical issie

25 thats being addressed by that proceoure
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Right Like if you Lave you know shortness

bftY hees an lCD for that but theres not

procedure for hat So that procedure would be eguated to an

offce vic So you use the two to be able to send out your

hi llno to the insurarce companies and then their matrixes

determine how heyre coing to pay you

Whats billing modifer

mod fier could be something like place of

srrftce thdt would be billing modifier Back then the

10 mocifie w0s for an anesthesiologist or Im sorry nurse

11 prctitoner or PA dorg the service think the mooifier

12 wac ft Ycu could have subsequent to or incident to

13 moclfie -he pftient came in ano said that their rioht

14 shou ocr wcs hurting them but you end up raying their ankle

ft anc ftc insurance corrany wants to deny it So you put

16 moolfier sdyinn thats not what the patient came in here for

17 But once they not there they told us oh by the way also

18 broce my ankle or think broke my ankle

19 But -he insurance companies kind of want you to know

20 wh0t ycure supposed to do to the patient once you walK in tuo

21 door sc youd use mod fier to ted them this didnt we

22 diant know this was what what the reason why the visit

23 was bit it became an incident once they got there that we

24 could then additional bill

25 So the modifier somehow gives more oetailed
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explanation of the procedure code

No it just tells if theres an aberration to

norma billing and why was there ar aberration

Is are do CPNAs do they have

modifier in billing if you recall

They did because they hd what they called

cut down So they got paid less up until twc years ago

think they only got paid 85 percent by Medicare of what

physician would get billed

10 So if an ambulatory surgical center wanted to

11 make more money on anesthesiologists the most profitable

12 thing for them to do was to bring in meoical doctors

13 anesthesiologists as employees so that they could bill the

14 larger amount

Well employees or contracted independent

16 contractor yes They would make more money at 100 percent

17 hn 85 percent

18 All right know sounds like this

19 billing is very complicated Is that fair statement

20 It is absolutely literally impossible its so

21 complicated because every insurance company has their own

22 rules

23 So every insurance company has its own rules

24 and but layered on that is also the federal government

25 correct
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Federal and state government so yeah

State oovernment aS well

Yeah

Is that in connectior with Medicaid

Well yes Medicaid hut you have your Nevada

Revised Statutes that have certain imitations on what you can

do you know physicians you know self referral laws we

have our you know the federal version is called S4arK They

have Stark look alike That was implemented back ir the

10 early 90s you know

ii Stark laws are something federal regulation as

12 well as mimiking state laws that cortrolled how doctors do

ii business correct

14 Correct And its whichever one has oot

im more restrictive to your particular case is the one youve got

16 fcllow the guidelines Because some of our state laws

17 contradct the federa laws but if theyre core restrictive

18 -hen we follow tfe state laws

19 And these CPT codes do they change every

20 year

21 Every single October they give us shout out

22 elling us how many codes theyre going to change how many

23 have been added deleted interpretations So yeah so we

24 get to go to wonderful seminars and try and figure out whats

2R whats new change all of our bi ling forms if theres
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necessary changes to that and then youve got to go to your

insurdnce cumpdnits arc yuu guing tu fulluw thuse guidelines

And you said theres an issue with

interpreting the procedure codes Can you explain that to us

Yeah well just because someone wrote out

something generic doesnt mean that everyone is going to

understand it the exact same way So unfortunately lot of

it is is up to interpretation you can have nurse

reviewer at an insurance company that says dont agree with

10 the doctor Then you appeal it to usually physician review

11 committee and tYen theyll go no understand that That

12 makes sense Thats what the doctor would do

13 Well the nurse has never been the doctor so from

14 her point of view thie way shes lookino at it or he they

15 would say no Im not to agree with them But then you get

16 practicng physician who is now in an administrative capacity

17 with the insurance company they may sit there and say no

18 understand thrs exactly what you would have to do So you

19 have to go through an interpretive process

20 Even you know if you look at the American Cooino

21 Association the AmerIcan Association of Procedural Coders

22 there is half dozen groups out there They cant even

23 agree on interpretations that and they now work with the

24 AMA to write these rules and it takes them usually two years

25 to get new code pushed through the system so everyone can
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believe that were trying to make the code as simple as

pussible and and the least restrctive in interpretation

But its they they dort even agree with it once its

published

Does tYe interpretation of the procedural code

becorre an issue when tryng to fig-ure out the billing of

procedure done in hiosptal setting versus an ambulatory

surgical center

Well not so much because from professional

10 fee its pretty much the same but the hospital is more on

11 DRG they have cap rates they have different contracts so

12 DRG that Medicare pays them as diagnostic related group And

13 then think theyre on the third version of that So they

14 pay them set fee for type of diacnosis You come in with

15 COPD youre goino to get $7000 The patient comes in there

16 and dies two minutes ater you still get your 7000 They

17 stay in there for 30 oays you get $7000 You know you do

18 multiple proceduxes or no procedures you get $7000

19 Well let me discuss with you the anesthesia

20 time billing that you oebted during the direct exam The

21 it sounds as understand your interpretation of the

22 billing billing codes for anesthesia they depend on how

23 long the patient is wthin the control of the medical

24 provider Im not stating

25 Well use the
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that right am

terminology like the liabilitv As

long as that doctor stil had the liability or the CENA tad

the liability then they had responsbility and and

hats the way thought the interpretation shou have always

been wrtten Once theyre out of your lianility Then youre

youre off you know into either private or ure irto

another section of the you know

So youre talking about and think tou

10 used the term billing follows the liablity

11 Right Thats thats ny thats The way

12 would always advise somebody is that tc me tha hi line

13 should follow the liability trail

14 And how is it that you is that just

15 something you yourself came up with or is there

16 Could fave been

17 Let me fnish my cuestion You attencer

18 training and conferences and you do that constantly at the

19 me you were operating billing

20 Right Yes was going to seminars every

21 year Arid you know row you can do webinars but you know

22 Then it was all face to face and you would ask other people

23 how are they doing it when does time start So you try and

24 you know see if there was what commonality did mos people

25 have What did our insurance companies think was common
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And so when you are saying billing follows

liability thArs not Jant anmehing you got out Craoker

Jaok box Thats sometrng that you lanrned over time in

oonferrng with insurarce companies other hilling

professonals and djrio conferences correct

Yeah woulo say thats and again its

my interpretation you know

Ard your interpretation is what you would have

advised Dr Desais incs

10 Well we oidnt do lot of advising on the

11 billing side of it mean they han their protocol But if

12 someone would ask me te question thats probably what

13 would have recoomendeo

14 Did Tory Rushing at one time work for you

15 Yes sYe worked for me for short period of

16 time while we hao thc contract at the gantro center

17 Ano now oro did she work for you sir

18 con ont tell you year or so And then

19 when the contract wYen we sold our billing company then

20 Dr Desai didnt want to have that that entity that

21 purchased us do his lllng dno didnt want to have that

22 entity have her as an employee So released her employment

23 agreement with me and then he hired Tonya on as their as

24 their billing manager or operating manager

25 So Im clear on the chronology Tonya Rushing
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worked for you at point in time

Uh huh

And what was her job at that point when

She was the

she worked for you

office manager for the gastro enter

So even though she worked for you she served

on contract basis with the gastro center as an off icc

manager

10 Correct Right

11 And do you do you know what could you

12 detail for us what her responsibilities included under tYat

13 contract

14 Well under oux contract ws the non cliricl

1R aspects of it

16 Would it include billing

17 think would have mean they huh her

18 own bil ing depaxtment at the time so again dont kncw

19 when tnat sort of started So anesthesia didnt gux billeo

20 out with the CI work

21 They had at the time you h0d the conuct

22 anu Tonya was working for you and she was like the onsite

23 manager

24 Right

25 at the gastro center
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Right

if Vuu recall because knw this Wa5

long tine ago so just you kncw if you recall do you recall

that the billing was house for the procedure itself the

ooionoscopy the endoscopes

Yes all the CI and endo stuff at that time

was all under one structure

OKay And so that was done in house

Correct

10 You ecdll that your service was doing

11 the bil ing

12 Oh kncw we did not do that billing

13 Would lonya have had involvement in assisting

14 the if you recall would she have some involvement in

15 assisting or advising the oastro center on how to do billing

16 Not unocr ou contract but she would have had

17 to work with those people So if they had questions you

18 would try and go bacKwaros and say okay well what where

19 does your guestior start what was the result what are we

20 missing here So between the billinc manager and her they

21 probably would have gone irto you krow some sort of

22 conference and said okay where have we got these changes and

23 stuff like that Put they had their own billing manacer

24 Okay Now think understand So in house

25 the actual a-t of billing the what assume is massive
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paperwork that is involved in hillino done in house

Correct

But to the extent tYat there is an issue on

on billng Tonya wou get involved ano there could be

consult ng with insurarce ccmpanies to figure out something

Is that what you meum

Well yeah but you Yad pretty good billing

manager in there too So mean whether they certified

procedural coders at the time or oever they would they

10 would come back at it Usually our involvement and Tonyas

11 involvement would be are we getrino rejections are we getting

12 questions what are the questions anc why dre they coming up

13 Is it front desk related is documentation related is the

14 doctor not not you know povidrg enough information are

15 the nurses not putting any informat on in there That type of

16 thing But the billinc mnage was you know for lone time

17 was cnste and then tfey mcved offsite

18 Do you know who tmit was

19 No coulduf tell 7cc

20 Oay
21 Not even close

22 But so basically Tonyas job would be

23 troubleshooting if there were issues with billing

24 Well she would work in in conjunction with

25 the bil ing person to try and figure out you know between
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-he two of them what are the issues and what what part of

Is mebdn guing to solve If It was front office like

hey were getting denials because they just werent getting

erouqh oemographics in then that would be the front office

supervIsor who Tonya who reported to Tonya

All rqht And then eventually you think

hec0use ou didnt as understand your direct tesimony you

donr wdnt to deal with the the massive regulations with

hllinc you sold your billing practice

10 Correct

11 And at that point Tonya became an employee of

12 -he catro center

13 Yes

14 You released her from her contractual

15 oLllgton with you

16 Well actually it was contractual

17 oLlIut on with the gastro center

18 Oh understaud

19 Yeah

20 Okay Now want to move to the topic of tie

21 CPNAs the development of the gastro center in hiring CRNAs

22 Is there anything bad abeut having CRNAs provide anesthesia

23 services rather than MD anesthesiologists

24 My opinion no But mean Im not the

25 physician couldnt tell you that The physicians are
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going to probably say you know they want to do it because

theyre taking away work from the physIcian

And are you aware of there being some dont

know animosity or at least some professional disagreement

between anesthesiologist MDs mad CIRNAs

Theres disagreement with every doctor about

anybaby who is tdXing business away from then It doesn

matter what their ther degree is

Not at all like the law

10 Not at all Not at all

11 All right So fair statement that the

12 well let me ask you Did has there how long have CPNAs

13 beer around do you know

14 Well Fm almost 58 and as far as know

15 Theyve been around most of my life and physician assistants

16 have macn around forever through the mainly through ftc

17 armec cervices Thats where we seem to get the vast majority

18 of them

19 Fair statement

20 Now you have students here at Touro

21 Univers_ty youve got the University of Nevada thats got The

22 CPNA or not the CANA but the nurse practitioners axio then

23 you have CRNAs so you really have three rind levels ttat are

24 providing wealth of service here in town because we have

25 lack of primary care physicians and specialists
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You said that CRNAs are predominantly in the

military correct

No physician assistants are predominantly in

the military CAs are used in the military as well

mean are you aware that nurses miministered

anesthesia during the civil war

No but Ive seen some great anesthesia in the

civil war relics thouoh but no

The military relies on nurses to administer

10 anesthesia is that correct

11 dont know that for fact

12 Okay Im not sure urder maybe

13 misunderstood

14 Theyre in the military but if they rely on

15 them dont have clue

16 All right understand All right In your

17 experience as healthcare provider or Im sorry

18 healthcare consultant have you seen over the years an

19 increase in the use of CPNAs versus anesthesia

20 anesthesiologist MD5

21 havent seen an increase but theyre more

22 tnink its more prevalent And its going to be even

23 more prevalent in the new Obamacare coming into 2014 Its

24 just wnats happening in our healthcare delivery system The

25 midleveLs are going to become more and more important in the
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new hea thcare delivery model

And you already mentioned that theres

trcJning facilities for CPNAs that are growing programs for

that correct

Yeah In Southern Nevada there are PA and

nurse practitioner programs dont think theres CPNA

program

Were you getting hack to Dr the

gastro center were you involved at all in helping locate

10 CPNAs to work there

11 woulo guess woulc have been dont

12 ranlly recall but krow if they would have come in from out

of state probably would have interviewed them for the coctor

14 anc made sure that they had whatever credentials they had My

guess is probably would have given them one of the contracts

16 that he had to make sure they would be understanding of the

17 contract f0r the employment agreement

18 That the employmert agreement fcr CRNA5

19 was that form that you believe 3iou provided

20 doubt that but it would nave been one that

21 we procably could have got from the Lospitl or we could have

22 got from another organization or maybe they could have had

23 They some doctors some of them have brought in their own

24 forms and said hey this is really nice form to use And

25 as long an it met you know the crteria that we wanted and
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enough regulation you know youve oot to have enough to

satisfy the state and the feds un wtat they can and cant du

so we would put that in there

Do were did you work with Dr Desais

business attorney Alan Sklar

Ive dont know if it was through his

dealings Ive been dealing with Alan for years

Arid Alan specializes in health law

Well Id say hes probably one of he top

10 four or five guys in this town in healthcare you know

11 understanding the tYe complexities of healthcare law yes

12 Arid tfe and you have already mennioneo that

13 the CENAs before the castro center could bring in CRNAs they

14 had to ensure that they were complying with the Medical Board

15 of Examiners the Nursing Board and correct

16 Well the CRNAs would have been under the

17 the Nursing Board bit Its you woulo have to have state

18 compliance and youd also have to have medical liability

19 approva so you know malpractice Your broker would have

20 to fill out an application and the broker would send it up to

21 an underwriting Underwriting would say yes this guy has

22 got clean record or this person has you know an issue

23 but you know we believe its okay But you would have to

24 clear that hurdle too before you could bring him in the

25 group
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And would there be other hurdles as far as tile

ederal gvernmen

No

No So it would just be matter of state

reoulation

Yeah they have to have state license and

you have to have medioal malpractice coserage and ll ids to be

approved for that Beoause if someore oets oenied for

whctever reason it could be trainino it could be education

10 it could be too many medical malpractice coaes for whatever

11 reason the underwriter couldnt insure them ther se oouldnt

12 offer the oontraot

13 Would it be vaxious insuranoe also

14 have to be dealt with

15 Yeah every one of tbem They get go

16 through credentialino prooess and some of them hdd more

17 strinoent rules than others Some of tiem wouid no oive you

18 contract for CRNA so youd bill it out under the

19 physicians name WeQ put the modifier on it They wouldnt

20 care So it would be aependent upon insurdnce There was no

21 consistency unfortunately

22 Right And what was your role to the best of

23 your recollection in brining bringing CRNA presence into

24 the gastro center

25 Other than discussions whether we can do it
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So after you learned the results did did

the Heth District ask you or the CDC sk you for adoitionl

blood blood sample to send to the CDC

Yes they did

Arid you provided thdt

Yes

At some point after that did you see

speci0lst for the for hepatitis

went to Dr De La Torre

10 And under Dr De La Torres care did you

11 institute some sort of therapy or treatment

12 Yes started therapy in tne beginning of

13 2009

14 And do you know what its called the therapy

15 went through Pegasys took Pegasys

16 Interferon

17 interferon yes

18 And describe the course of that treatment

19 What is it like

tO It lasts for about 50 weeks Its one shot

21 week tnat give to myself either in the stomah or in the

22 leg plus after began the treatment my white blood cell

23 count dropped so had to go to the Cancer Clinic of Southern

24 Nevada to get Neupogen shots three times week

25 And just didnt hear you What kind of
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shots

Neupooen

And that was because of low white blood

Yes

Ann that side effect of the interferon

treatment

Yes

Ycur white your wfite blood cells orop

IJh Yjh

10 And the treatment you said lasts for aut 50

11 weeKs

12 Yes

13 And you hve the shots And do you have to

14 take pi_is too

15 dont recall takinc any pills No thats

16 not true did take pi ls They were big dont remember

17 how many times day bit yes

18 Did vcu find the treatment difficult

19 rst was tired ano then developed

20 about two three weeks of suicida tendencies The doctor

21 had wctrned me about that so whenever felt that would just

22 climb into bed and watch TV Then

23 Was it frightening though to have that kind

24 of side effect

25 Because the doctor had informed me it would
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come was prepared mentally

Okay

But it was not goon feeling no

Any otYer side effects that you experienced

After awhile you know like said was

very tired all the time started feeling like was

catching cold all the time stll feel tAft way Ard

ther 0fter few months when was takng school started

noticing my vision was having little hit of uroblems so

10 wert to get my eyes checked got pair of glasses thougtt

11 tAft was all that thought was just getting older And

then after class one day went to drive home and had the

13 opposite problem couldnt read the signs on the freeway to

14 get myself home

15 So at one point you were having trouble it

16 sounds ike with sma ler print

17 Yes

18 And then you noticed tAft your vision kind of

19 switched

20 Yes

21 and then you had trouble with distance

22 Yes

23 Okay So what happened with that

24 Then went to my doctor Dr De La Torre

25 suggested get off of the medication for few days went
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-o an eye doctor to ne sure that my that the pressure

haont rupturad behind my eye and hadnt Cu tban

-he doctor felt it was time to start me back on the the

medicaton so contnued

Arid and completed it

Yes

At tnls point do you know woat ioor status ia

in terms of whetfer the hepatitis is detectable in your

hood

10 It is low and detectable

Low ann detectable

Yes

in And when was the last time that you had your

14 ood tested

15 It was about year ago currently have no

16 insurance so havent been wanting to pay the almost $800 tc

17 net it checked

18 Okay And are you able is it hard get

1C insurance with that dIagnosis

zO Currently tried two insurance companies and

21 hey both turned me down One had already been And so

22 Ive been waiting for the federal care to take over

23 Okay But in the in the one year ago it

24 was low but detectable

25 Yes was still on student insurance at the
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time so got that taken care of

Tharuc you sir

MS WECKERU will pass the witness

THE COURT Thank you

Cross Ms Stanish

CROSS EXANNATIOR

BY MS STANISH

Cood corning sir

Good morning

10 My name is Margaret Stanish represent Dr

11 Desai Rave you interviewed with any aw enforcement people

12 prior to your testimony today

13 No had not

14 assume you spoke with the DA

15 Yes

16 just to prepare

17 Yes

18 cor your testimony correct

19 Yes

20 But you didnt have separate interview wtu

21 anybody in law enforcement

22 No previously had appointments but

23 they always got cancelled

24 By the police

25 Yes that was about five years ago four years
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ago

Did dId you ever provide any of your

medical records relatng to your care before going ro the

gastro clinic as well as 0terwards Did you did you

provide your medical records to the State is what Im askino

Yes believe so

1HE WITNESS Didnt throagh ny lawyer Did they

MR STAUDAHER dont recall getting his medical

records but can certainly look that up

10 THE COURT Okay You didnt personally

11 THE WITNESS No

12 THE COURT give them to Mr Staudaher

13 THE WITNESS No

14 THE COURT or Ms Weckerly

15 THE WITNESS Im

16 THE COURT but your unoerstanding was if if

17 dney asked your lawyer your lawyer would have given that

18 THE WITNESS Conect

19 THE COURT Okay

20 THE WITNESS Ckay

21 BY MS STANISH

22 As far as you were aware the State was

23 interested in getting those medical records

24 That would be my assumption but dont speak

25 for the State
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Well when you were scheduled were you

scheduled to speak with the Metropoitan po1 ice mmrr thar

once

dont recall It was many years ago

Sure Sure All rcht You of coursc

provided your medical records to your attorney

Yes of course

Did you ultimatel3i file any lawsuits cr0000teo

this hepatitis issue

10 Yes

11 And are those still pending or have you

12 settled them

13 stil have an LIMO case pending

14 And by IIO do you mean you have lawsuit

15 against your insurance company and youre trying to recover

16 morey from your insurance company

17 Yes believe so

18 And so thats still pending

19 Yes

20 correct And have you you said yn flve

21 lawsuits that have settled

22 Yes

23 And how much have you personally receivea in

24 the way of settlements from those lawsuits

25 2.58 million
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Arid oar you were those was that hose

lawsuits that you settled fo total of $2.58 millior

against who who pao you those moneys Who was The

defendant in the oivi oase if you will

The druo oorrpny

The dxuo mdnufacrurer

Yes

of propofol

Yes

10 was sued Was that Teva

11 believe so yes

12 And do you eoeive money from the medloal

13 malpraotioe insuranoe of the irio

14 Not that remember It ws one of the

15 nurses settled

16 Do you know how muoh you got from the propocol

17 manufaoturer

18 Separdte from the total No dont

19 remember

20 Was thdt the substantial

21 Yes

22 buk of the money you reoeived was paid by

23 Teva

24 Yes

25 Axe you currently working
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Korean anguage

Where are you from originally

Los Anoeles

And let me draw your attention to your

September 21st wfen you were at the cliric It sounds to me

like you dont have very good reoolleotion of what ooourreo

Is that fair statemert

Yes

Let me just run you through few thrgs dod

see if you have any recollection or not ust tell me if you

wh0t you recall dont want to put words in youi mouth

nurse put an IV in your vein is tf at ocrreot

dont remember that

thoucht wrote down that female nurse put

an IV in your into you Do you remember that

dont remember that do remember at

different time Ive had the IV put in here and its very

painful
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Okay

So remember mbat neino painful to not

remember any painful -v being put in at this clinic

And you dont emember tdlking to the CRNA

beforenand

No

And you don ernember talking to the doctor

remember breflv reting the dotor

And what do you remember about that encounter

10 Just an introduction

11 Just to identify you

12 Yes saying hes my oocto and hell he doing

13 my procedure Thats all remember

14 And you woke in the recovery room correct

15 Yes

16 And someone was someone at some time

17 visited you while you were in the recovery room

18 After got out of tfe ben and went over

19 saw the women They asked if was okay and ready go

20 Okay You were taKer to room where you were

21 where you changed back into your street clothes

22 Yes

23 And after you were there were you taken to

24 discharge nurse who made follow up appointment for you

25 dont remember that
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Do you remember havna fo Jaw up

No

appointment Is it mQtter tha in didnt

happen or you just dont remember

dont remember

Would that he in the meJcl records that you

believe were provided to the to your ttcney to give to

i-he State

It might be

10 All right

11 MS STANISH Courts indulgence

12 THE COURT Thats fine

13 MS STANISH Nothing further Your Honor

14 THE COURT All right Mr Surtcroce

15 MR SANTACROCE Just coupue cruestions Your

16 Honor

17 CROSS EXAMTNATIOI\

18 BY MR SANTACROCE

19 Your enooseopy medical records seem indicate

20 rhat the nurse anesthetist that gave you the anesthesa was

21 Keith Mathahs Do you have any reason to doubt tha

22 No

23 And this nurse that 3ou settled with in your

24 civil lawsuit do you know who that was

25 dont remember the name no
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Was it an RN or CRNA do you know

dont remember Sorry

Well your edical records indicate that you

were trecited by Linda McGreevy Would that name ring

bell

That sounds somewhat familiar

0J Veronica Nelson

dont

Or Keith Vathahs

10 dont remember the names Sorry

11 Ocay

12 MR SANIACROCE Thats have Thank you

13 THE UDURT Any redirect

14 VS WECKERLY No Your Honor Thank you

15 THE COURT Any juror questions

16 Counsel approach

17 Off record bench conference

18 THE COURT We have juror question juror would

19 like to know you said that you worked the evening prior to

20 your cc oncsoopy ano tiats why you were so tired How were

21 you able to tolerate the cleansing prep if you were working

22 How were you able to do all that

23 THE WITNESS It wasnt if that came off as

24 was working the night before dic not work nights and

25 50 Im used to sleepinc in So was very tired
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THE COURT Okay So you cadrt wcrk

THE WITNIESS No

THE COURTh that prior right

THE WITNESS Theres no way

THE UPT Okay

THE WITNESS This is my second time gettino

colonoscopy There is cc way

THE ThURtm Al right Any follow up question

That wGs tre impression because thats what

10 THE WITNESS Im sorry

11 THE COURTh had that thought myself

12 Any fcl ow up from the defense

13 MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

14 MS STANISH No Your Honor

15 THE COURT Any follow up from the State

16 MS WECKEREY No Your Honor Thank you

17 THE COURT Any additiona juror questions

18 All richt Sir thank you for your testimony

19 ease dont

20 THE WITNESS Thank you

21 THE COURT discuss your testimony with anyone

22 else who may be witness in this matter All right Thank

23 you sir and you are excused

24 And the State can call its next witness

25 MR STAUDAI-TER The State calls Lawrence Preston to
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the stand

THE COURT Sir just right up here pease next tn

me

LAWRENCE PRESTON STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you Pease he seated And

ease state and spell your first ann LAst name ur the

record

THE WITNESS Lawrence Prestor

PRESTON
10 THE COURT All right Thank you

11 Mr Staudaber

12 MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

13 DIRECT EXAMINATION

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 Mr Preston what do you do for hymn
Healthcare consultant

17 Now is that your business or is that what you

18 do

LA Thats my business

zO The business name is what was sayino

21 Professional Medical Consultants Inc

22 Have you always had that business or have you

23 changed businesses over time

24 Ive had that business since 1991

25 Okay So you know an individual by the name
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of Dipak Desai

Yes sir

Do you see him in court tcday

Yes sir

Could you point to him nd describe somethinc

hi wearing for the record please

Hes sitting to my left with his glasses on

MR STAUDAHER Record reflect the identity Your

Honor

THE COURT It will

II BY MR STADDAHER

With regabe to Mr Desai or Dr Desai have

in you ever had dealings with him in the past

14 Yes

When did you first have your first dealings

with him

Id say probably in the mid to late 80s when

wcs dt No-th Las Vegas Hospital

19 So youve had your bus ness since 1991 but

zO you were at another p1 ace before that

zl Correct

22 You said North Las Vegas Hospital In what

23 capacity

24 was chief financial officer

25 How long did you have that job
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From 83 to 85
And then fter 85
Then went from there to Womens Hospital

Womens Hospital to University Medical Center University

Medical Center to ACI Then in 199 opened my own busness

dmay So as an far an your relationship

with Dr Desai how do start mean tow did you meet

him what were the circumstances

He was physician at the hospital doing

10 procedures covering ER calls for any gastro needs or any

11 procedures that would have been called on by another

12 specialst or primary care

13 Did you work with him at all

14 Not really mean at the hospital level

15 just as you know in administration to physician That would

16 be it

17 So in youm transmission to these other

18 faoilites UMC and the ike that you mentioned did you have

19 interaction with him those instances as well

20 Not at Womens At UNC probably not that

21 reilly remember since wan off campus at the hospital so

22 wasnt in the hospital that often

23 So wher you started your business and you

24 said it was professional medical consultants

25 Uh huh
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is that right Was it art you Sd you

have employees mear what kind things did you or

Well it was initially just me and uten

eventua ly had more employees

So as consultant what kinds cf tm1rcs co

you consult on at that tine

Well anything in medicine renardlnc

financial whether it was staffing requirement st0fflno

leuels hirino arid firing people training peocle for

10 administrative functions Basically anything non medcal you

11 know from from nurse or doctor dont do anvLnlnci as

12 far as that goes But theres lot of the businear aspects

13 of it and thats what we specialize in the business dspets

14 of the healthcare fie

15 Would that include billing

16 Billinc yeah.ee

17 Anesthesia billing at all

18 We did yeah

19 Now as far as lets say the financia

20 aspect thats not related to billing Have you ever cone

21 anything like evaluatng businesses for sale valuinc

22 businesses anything like that

23 Yeah we do that to this day

24 So thats is all of the are all of 4hose

25 things you mentioned are they still part of the mix of what
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you do

We dont do billing any lrnger sold that

think in 2001 2002 somewhere in that rarge Its been

about 10 or 11 years aco

Who dc you sell it to

To whats now HealthCare Partners Dr Abdou

and his companies

So at the time you sold it what was the

re0son

10 didnt want to deal with all of the federal

11 legislation that was going down

12 What do you mean by that

13 Well in other words they were making billing

14 companies responsible or potentially responsible for the

15 actions of their clients And if youre doing batch billing

16 you have no clue whdts going on witLin the structure The

17 patient comes out of the room they bring sunerbill to the

18 front desk the superbill gets markec on up the diagnosis

19 gets put on it they send it over to us we do the billing

20 Were offsite so we can only presume thab whatever

21 theyre putting on the bill is what they they physically

22 did We wouldnt really know if that was true or not But

23 the way lot of the cause of actions were going through with

24 the federal guidelines just felt that they were trying to

25 make the billing company the billino personnel more
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responsble for the actions of what was on that bill And if

we didnt know we could be culpable And ust cinnt feel

hat was an area wanted to stay involved in any loncer

So mean accuracy was important in the

biling obviously

Well accuracy is critical in the niilnc

yeah

So is it fair to say that you were conc rneo

about somebody not beng accurate ann puttino somethinc nowu

10 that wasnt the case and then you being held liable for that

11 if that went through and was discovered

12 No just didnt trust the federdi

13 government mean they can basically make any ase they

14 wanted to make and dont know which which direction

15 would te going into So didnt have any real reason to

16 doubt that the doctors were putting down the right imes the

17 rght CPT codes and stuff like that just didnt know how

18 somebody outside of that would interpret that And waned

19 stay in the healthcare consulting business never really

20 wanted to be in the bdling business we were just vry coon

21 at it

22 Okay But you said that the reason you cot

23 out was because of the liability potential correct

24 Potential yeah

25 And the liability would that have been
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because you might be held liable for somebodys billing issue

hat they begh have that you had nothing to do with

Correct Well dont have anythinc to do

with it but ic was an interpretation of what feL where toe

government was going

Oay just want to be clear cn this Lets

just say that

If you can be itd be the first time in

years Ive been able to be clear on it

10 All rcht Youve got bill that comes in

11 that youre going to your billing company is going use

12 no then bill an insurance company

13 Right

14 So youre kind of the person that does that

15 for the doctor the cinic or whatever correct

16 Correct

17 So that bill comes in Do you have to dssume

18 that everything in tnat is accurate and done properly from

19 the codIng to whatever is represented on that paticuldr

20 information that youre going to use

21 Correct At that time thats all we hao You

22 know theyd generally give us the phase sheet they would

23 give us potentially the medical record or the doctors notes

24 or the nurses notes Then wed have our coders kind of look

25 at that to make sure that what was in there seemed reasonable
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If we ddrit thiri it was reasonable we would return it to

the off oe

And you were conoerneo that if there was some

problem with that that youre then now ooing to use that

information to bill wIth tTat ycu prs ly crulo be held

liable for whatever aotions took pflce in doctors off ioe

where you werent presert Is ft0t rr

Yeah thats simp parapurasing of that

yech

10 mean th0t far tiougn

11 Well again you know the laws have changed

12 so dramatically At the time they didnt know what tYey

13 wanted All they knew is they wanteo to be able to have

14 somebody held responsible And in our ccntract it says we

15 were not responsible for what was checked All we were ooing

16 is just moving it from point to point nilling the

17 insurance companies billing the government whenever we oo

18 The governmert wds changinc at that time and it

19 diont go through to full fruition but whGt they were trying

20 to do is say that were going to to you responsible as the

21 person who actually nit the seno button to the insurance

22 company to the government And the law was so vague that it

23 could basically leave me open for anything And just as an

24 accountant by training and nature vagueness doesnt work

25 really well with me
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Relatec to the to the hilling just one more

fur unu mure nutu reluted tu thu reourds that came iO

Uhhoh

mean if you hao if you were ooirg the

billing and this was before you decoeh to get out of it

beoause of liability or whatever okay

Right

Billino oomes Dio you ave various

olients that you used

10 Yeah we had 32 33 dents at the ime

11 Okay Was Desai or Desuls olinio one of

12 those oients at any time

13 Yeah way back at some point it was

14 couldnt tell you when But we h0d we had the we had

15 the anesthesia billing for couple years Vaybe shorter

16 maybe longer but you know then they took that on ir house

17 after that Or maybe they gave it to unother billino oompany

18 oant really remember

19 Would mean do you feel that

20 important when youre oetting those reoords that they aotually

21 reflect what happened mean that theyre acourcite

22 Well would hope they would be accurate

23 yeah because thats what youre

24 Because youre going

25 trying to get rernbursed
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to use that to bIll cr1 insurance company

Currect

correct and net reimbursement

Richt

If if you mean have you ever been in

situction viYen Ou were doing the billing where you could

just send somehno to the insurance company and sdy you

know this is we think this is knd of right There may be

some prcblems here out go ahead and pay us anyway Would you

10 ever do th0t

11 No

12 mean if you knew something was wrong with

13 the bil that sometuno was false or inaccuxate would you

14 ever send in on to tie insurance company

15 No oecause that would be false claims act

16 and youd be subject to that If you if you knew it was

17 false why would you send it

18 Ann th0t could potentially cause you some re0

19 problem if you krew it correct

20 Yeah Id probably be up here myself Yeah

21 We in different capacity right

22 Yeah

23 Now lets lets kind of go back and we

24 may revisit that in moment But you said that Dr Desai you

25 knew kind of initially in some of the businesses you had
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well business arrangements you had with like North Las Vegas

and sme thc hUspltols arc so barth

Uh hch

But after ycu became Professional Medical

Consultdnts wbat rebationship if ary did you have with Dr

Desai

Wel tially it v1d5 think how we frst

got started is tfdt ore of cur groups wcs doing lot of

referrQ_s to his phyccians and they were on the same basic

10 campus of Va ley Eiosptar at the time and so it was very easy

11 for us to send patients on cver there

12 Ano if we arc problems getting patients on it we

13 could call up Dr Desdi we could call up one of he other

14 doctors and say locK you know weve cot patient that

15 needs to he there stat you know ano ccn you get them in

16 tooay can you oct tarm In tomorrow when can you get them on

17 in And so any If there was issues with patient related

18 issues between our doctors and our patients getting into one

19 of their offices thats kind of how it got started

20 So was working for another client and he was the

21 specilst mean we did tha with all the doctors in town

22 for that for that group Then thinK the first actual

23 encounter that they enoaged and paid us for was they were

24 having problem with one of their acministrators and wasnt

25 sure whether she was doing good job or bad job and asked us
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no come in and do an assessment Ann after the assessment

hey decided to let the person go

And ihen it was probably two years later before he

called us back axid saiG weve got another issue Weo liKe

you to come in and think weve got problem and car you

looK at it and we took look at it And ttere was nothinu

wrong wth what she was doing It was just the proocol was

wasnt you Know there was gaps And we just closed

-hose gaps out and she continued doIng what she was doino

10 after that

11 And eventua ly we had the consulting agreement then

12 we got some billing out of it and tf en we just -hey took

13 he bil ing over and we left the consulting agreement in untii

14 sold the billing conpany And think just the healhcare

1R consult ng wen on for about another three to five years

16 something like that

17 When did you get out of the out of the

18 billing for for that

What did get out of it

zO When did you get out When did you get out

21 meaning when did you

22 When sold it somewhere in the 2000 to 2001

23 02 range sold two of my companies to Dr Abdous

24 companies

25 Okay Did you have were you still doing
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this when D- Desai used CRNAs in the practice

Well we had ariesthesiologists in there

originally And cant reriember that coctors name Dr

dont remember what his name was But think they hao just

started hiring the CPNAs but cou_ont think so

think they had just started hiring the CBNAs

Because thats what the anesthesia billing you

were dong for them was was for the GRNAs

Correct Yeah

10 OKay Because you wouldnt do it for the

11 an anesthesiologist per se

12 No we could Yeah

13 You could

14 Yeah

15 But for him did you

16 You know ust dont remember that

17 But you do remember the CPNA billing Thats

18 at least part of it

19 Well that must have been when it got started

20 because think the otfer doctor you Know actually

21 dont know really oont remember that time frame

22 Well lets talk about the anesthesia billing

23 issue Do you recall ever having meetings with Dr Desai

24 about specifically anesthesia billinc and CRNAs use of CPNA5

25 Yeah Yeah that the CPNAs would be better
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bring bring in the CPNAs and have full time coverace in his

cin1nc than than have an anesthesiologist who is going tc

get there and then had his own full time practice or

prantice outside of it So if he were going to bring it in

it wc3lo make more sense to hire the CPNAs uimself

Do you remember specific meeting wYere there

were Dr Desa wds present you were present maybe

anethesia people were present regarcino billing and how you

would nh anesthesia services thincs like that

10 Well anesthesia services Im sure there was

11 meetings on that But anesthesia services were billec under

Ia who other set of gucelines You know most everyore bills

It unoer the CPT booKs which are the books that are approved by

14 he GRNAs and anesthesiologists have tneir own billing

Li set rules ano so some of it is basec on time some of it

is based on units ContrQcts can car vary from thdt That

17 could be combined fee it could be separated fee So back

18 Then it was very very difficult to Di ute you know who you

were hi ling it to And if you had cap rate that and it

20 rcaoy included that it really didrt matter what tfe time

21 was when you were billing

22 Well no you remember there ever beino an

23 issue of the just anesthesia coverage as youre alicing

24 about w2th Dr Desai and having meeting about you know who

25 could mean essentially who could get the money for the
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anesthesia meaning the anesthesiolocist if they brought in an

anesthesiologist or if it wax ORNA that cc couid retain tne

money

Well its six of one half dozen of the

other Youre goinc to bill it out the same way no matter

which So as far as whether not the CPNA the CPNA would

have to be under the physician so the CPNA billng would be

an employee of the group and the group would then do the

billing But you can employ the anesthesiologist either as

10 or 1099 and you can do the same impact think the

11 initial doctor billed it on his own but again couldnt be

12 certain that thats how it went down initially

13 In your experience with anesthesiologists do

14 they typically bill their own work Meaning and not

15 necessarily

16 Well

17 they do the billig

18 theres nothing typical mean youve

19 got ten people that do and youve got three people that oont

20 So is that typical

21 Well what would the three people do that

22 dont

23 They would bill it under the group that they

24 were contracted to

25 So
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That group would bi it

But it would stIll be ft em who would receive

the anesthesia payments correct

No it would be the group Either didnt

state it right or you oidnt hear it rght If you have ten

people who are indepenoent and Dhey bil it cut on their own

theyre billing that professional cc out nd the facility is

billing the facility fee out You coulD dnve three people

other three people who are contracting to the group and

10 they are going to bill tdnt as part of their fee including

11 their technical cc and then theyil pciy them as either

12 or or or 1099 So the group can bill it out or the

13 inoividual can bill it out It was legil either way It

14 still is to this day

15 Well what was the discussion about with Dr

16 Desai

17 dont know It was 15 years ago dont

18 have clue

19 Have you hd chance to review your your

20 sfttement

21 No

22 Okay Would it

23 mean that was

24 possibly refresh

25 like three years ago
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your memory to review ocpy of The

transcript of the statcment

If you want

you gave to the polioe

Yeah

Im asking you

Well youre asking me something that happoneo

long time ago about meeting that youre not sute oorred

and Im not sure whioh one were ta kino about

10 Would it refresh your memory to mdyb sac

11 oopy of the transoript of an interview you did ith tie police

12 where that That discussion was hao

13 If you wish yeah

14 THE COURT Why dont you show him the transcript

15 Mr Staudaher is going to show you transcript

16 Hes oong to direct you to part of the transcript

17 THE WITNESS All right

18 THE COURT Read it qnietiy to yourself and Then

19 hell ask you whether or not that refreshes your memory

20 MR STAUDAHER And for counsel its pane irs

21 starting at the bottom of page mostly page 10

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 You can read as much before and after as you

24 wish and take as much time as you need for context

25 Okay So assume youre talking specifically
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about this paragraph

Arid if you need to read some more go 0f1ed

ano do so

NoI

OKay

dont know what cleared up mecin

sounds ike said teat there was meeting and at some point

in time Dr Desai askeo whether or not it would he easier tu

bring it in or wed Keep continuing billing the

10 anesthesiologist It seems like we made the decision

11 our recommendaflon to bring the CPNA5 in

12 OKay Dd did that refresh your memo

13 about the meeting that Im talking about

14 No

15 It doesnt

16 No

17 Okay So in this were you not asked

18 question about anesteesia billing

19 Yes

aO Thats how it starteo out

21 Yeah

22 correct Are you familiar with anesthesia

23 billing times Do you recall that

24 Correct Yeah

25 Okay And was and Im just going to read
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it since that

Yeah

didnt refresh

Go ahead

your memory as cant kn if

MR SANTACROCE Im coma to oh cot as to iriproper

refresh ng

MR STAUDAHER Actually Ive dsked him if

THE COURT Well hes dslced him

10 MR STAUDAHER it efieshed It didnt

11 THE COURT and now he can

12 BY MR STAUDAHER

13 dont know if Im now out know

14 MR STAUDAHER Maybe shoube just display it Your

15 Honor Would that he easier

16 THE COURT Well

17 MR STAUDAHER can read it Thats fine

18 THE COURT think you need to read it because its

19 not an exhibit so tecfnlcally you ant display it

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 was there when Dr Mashood and its

22 spelled dont know if that was the

23 dont know think its Mashood but yeah

24 Mashood Okay Was the first

25 anesthesiologist that he brought in And youre talking about
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Dr Desci this time

Currect

correct And there were two other

anesthesiologists couldnt tell you their names hut

think tct he used total of three anesthesiologis And

wher cs there he decided that when the anesthesiologist

wanteo bill for 100 percent of insteQd of you know

worKno unoer him ten he sdid well you know well tfen

Ill just brinn in CNAs you know registered nurse

10 anesthetists

11 Uh huh

12 Oay So there is discussion durino

13 meetinc with you present correct because youre talkino

14 about this

15 Yeah

16 And Dr Desai is talkinc about the

17 anesthesiolooist Th0t hes working with

18 OKay

19 That they want to bill 100 percent of their

20 service is that fair mean thats what it says

21 It sounds redsonable

22 OKay And those are you words correct

23 Sir do not remember the meeting

24 know you dont remember it

25 So mean we cant we cant
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Do you have any dispute tY0t this is

MR SMTACROCE Im yolno tu ubdutluji Yuui Punui

Counsel is arguing witf the witness dOd not ettino him finish

he answer

THE COURT Well he tmort

Were you finished with your answer As you

THE WITNESS Well

THE COURT sit here tuoav

THE WITNESS Im kino of

10 THE COURT you dont remmbe

11 THE WITNESS oonfused

12 THE COURT the meeting

13 THE WITNESS Yeah

14 THE COURT Okay

15 THE WITNESS Theres mecn were meeting

16 onoe or twice week So this coulo have tappened over

17 series of months and discussions wltf the anesthesiologist dnd

18 whdt he wanted to do

19 THE COURT So you dont

20 THE WITNESS couldnt put ic time context

21 THE COURT And thats fine You oont remember tne

22 speciFic meeting Do you recall making the statement that Mr

23 Studaher

24 THE WITNESS Yeah

25 THE COURT has asked you aut
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THE WITNES Correct thir

THE COuRT Dkdv

THE WITNESS its reasonable statement

TEE COURT Okay

BY Iv STAUDAHER

So dcdin Dr Desa hao people thar he was

worllnc with llll wnntea to bill their own time their own

100 percent it correct mean thats what were talking

about nere rioht

10 Well think the3 were billing it at that

11 time

12 llay They were billing it

13 All roht

14 Does that medn if theyre billing 100 percent

15 that Dr Desai wouldnt get any portion of that

16 Thot wou make sense yes

17 Oav And is that why you said thaL he Dr

18 Desai said well Il just bring in CRNAs

19 Yeah that would be an option But dont

20 think thdts Low the discussion started The discussion

21 started was if the CENAs if the aresthesiologists think

22 is what we were having problem with they have private

23 practices And if he they couldnt make it over the time

24 then they werent goinc to be able to do either the procedure

25 or they were going to be able to do the procedure the old way
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withcut anesthesia

gtt tTht bft Im dsking specificftly dbuut

this portico of thft wiere its talking about whos getting

paid See the ooctors that would come in got 100 percent

correct cduse Theyre billing their own work

ocnt know if they were billing it or we

were bi linc ft mean dont remenher that

hut recardless of who ws billing it who was

going tc net ftc money in thdt situdtion

10 Oh the doctors it was whctever their

11 contract stated they were going to get if they were going to

12 get at fee rr they were goino to get the actual dollars

13 If you had the conftacts it would be lot easier to tell you

14 the specifics dont remember the specifics that far back

15 When you said here ft at the anesthesiologists

16 wanted to bill for 100 percent

17 Rioht

18 does that mean

19 So wanted to

20 tnat theyre noinc to get

21 So tnat means

22 tneir money

23 dont rememmbr whether they were at the

24 time or they were goinc to change it from him billing it and

25 then they were going to bill it
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Thats not what Im asking you The

nesthesiooist wantec tu bill 100 percent

Okay

correct mean thats what you saio

dont know

Im asking you

MR SANTACROCE Im going to obect

BY MR STAUDAHER

what youre

10 MR SANTACROCE Its asked and dnswered

11 THE WITNESS dont know the answer to -hat

J2 guestion because the way phrased It in that statemen that

Li you showed me and read in my transcript it says -hey wanted

14 That doesnt mean that was their ultimatum or List they

15 dio or they werent

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Did you make this statement

18 mLie the statement but its vague at the

19 Lime and its even more vague when youre asking direct

20 guestion

21 So Im going to Im qoing to read this one

22 more time to you and ask you if you thin that thats

23 accurate

24 You can do that agan

25 Okay was there
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MR SANTACROCE Im going to objection Your Honor

BY MR STAUDAHER

ween he decided that when the

THE COURT Al right Let it

MR SANTACROCE Its askec and answered

THE COURT Okay And then Mr Staudaher you need

MR STAUDAHER Ill move on

THE COURT move on Youve tried to

10 MR STAUDAHER But want to make sure

11 THE COURT to refresh his recollection Youve

rcd tee statement He says he doesnt remember You can G5k

one core question about the statement

14 MR STAUDAHER Can read that portion

THE COURT nd then you need to move on

MR STAUDAHER Thank you

17 BY MR STAUDAHER

18 was there when he oecided that the

1C anesthesiologist wanteo to bill for 100 percent of it insead

of yoi know worKing under him Ano then cc said well you

21 know well Ill just bring in CRNAs you knew certified

22 recistered nurse anesthetists

23 Uh huh

24 Did you make that statement

2R Uh huh did
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Now the context of that the very next

question

MR WRIGHT Were going to move on

BY MR STAUDAHER

was there any discussion about you elling

hm that he would hcve to deal with sone sort of supervisory

issue if he used nurse anesthetists

Right Yes told him wed have call tue

State Board of Nursing or theyd have to call the State Board

10 of Nursing because ttats who regulates them or the State

11 Board of Medical Examiners and get an opinion for both of them

12 as to how wed have to make sure that were suuervisinq you

13 know mdlevels Thats what theyre called mid levels

14 In fact the licensinq was done

15 Uh huh

16 That he would have to be sure youd have to

17 make sure that he cou supervise nurse anesthetists correct

18 Well with the State Board of Nursing its

19 actually not supervsion think you have to have

20 they have to approve job responsibilities Undef

21 physician assistant its absolutely direct supervision

22 They cant work without being supervising physician Under

23 the CRNAs its under the State Board of Nursing so they work

24 in similar capacity but they actually dont have to be

25 direct supervising physician But you have to have contract
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saying responsibilities

Did yuu nut say in here that yuu have tu make

sure that you caxi supervse nurse anesthetist

said that but again Im just clarifying

it for you what what knew then and what know is tf at

its different

Im not talking about what you know now Im

talKing about

OKay

10 back then

11 Then Im clarifying wnat knew then is that

12 they wi supervise them as an employee/employer relationship

13 But the State Board of Nursing has different criteria than the

14 State Board of Medicaa Examiners

15 THE COURT Are you saying physicians assistant

16 is under the Medical Examiners and the nurse anesthetists are

17 under the State Board of Nursing

18 THE WITNESS Right

19 THE COURT as you understand it

20 THE WITNESS Two separate governing bodies Yeah

21 BY MR STAUDAHER

22 Do you say that in here at all

23 No oont think they asked it that way at

24 he time

25 Okay Again your statement They have to be
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reoistered under you ard that type of thing You eltier call

the Board of Health make sure that ou can supevso Torso

anesthetist dod you know the normal things you ouys oulo

do Arid you said that correct

Yeah

Okay Now with regard to nilliro Qo

you did you did anesthesia billinc at times

Right

Back tf en

lJhhah

did you do anesthesid billing for Dr

Desai

think we did for fe years

And during the time that you werc ooing

it was for nurse dnesthetist

of it

Yes

Arid do you know what upcoding is

Yes

What is upcoding

Upcoding is where you charge higher level of

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Yes

Okay

the anesthesia billing

correct at least part

think so yes sir

When time nurse anesthetist billed ws tlere

any difference meaninc you got procedure you know what

coDing right
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service

Upc0dlro do yiu IcFuw the difference

between lets say you do procedure thats 1050 procedure

which pays certair ount of money And you

Wfat

Lets 50y nat There is certain procedure

that pays etdin anount of money

Okay

And the doctor hdve you ever heard of

10 doctor or anybody soy you knum what but if we if we code

11 it different way well get more money

12 Yeaf

13 Okay Is tYdt consoered upcoding at all

14 No

15 So woulo that be okay to do

16 As boo as you documented it yeah

17 What .t was askinc to do like the use of

18 one device when you ised 0nother device aod they

19 No th0t wouldnt

20 were dfferent

21 That wouAnt be that wooldnt be upcoding

22 That would be fraudulent billing

23 So that wouldnt be okay

24 No

25 Now with regard to anesthesia billing
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Uhhuh

When you wuic doing deAling with the CRNAo

you h0d dealt with other people that you did anesthesia

billing for as well ooctors

Well one other group yeah

So but you had an experience with coctors

being aneRthesiologists billing for them

Inpatent only yes

Did you Alve anesthesiologists that you blileg

10 for

11 Inpatent only

12 THE COURT What does that mean inpatient

13 THE WITNESS Hospital based physicians not

14 outpatient like the clinic was outpatient

15 THE COURT All right

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 OKay Is there cbfference how billing

18 whether its in faclity or out of fdcility for

19 anesthesiologist is done

20 Yeah think there could be mainly th

21 intensity of the care

22 But the time or however you bill it would it

23 be different 15 in hospital setting versus an ambulatory

24 care setting would you bill it the same way

25 In general yes but there is unfortunately
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where goes most at the problem in anesthesia billing When

does nesthesia start and when does yur time eliminate And

thats one of the problems that was easy in hospial but

was hard in an outpatient setting In hospital the

physician had physcaily stay ttare ano ceuidnt leave the

OR or the reovery area And so dn may tave five patients or

er patents sitting recovery ths he nm anesthesia with

or hes covering for one of his othar doctors in group And

until that patient was discharoeo up to the floer he was

10 he was billing for tnat time

11 So you think it wou be reasonable for an

12 anesthesiologist to have five patierts linen and to be

13 blling anesthesia for each one of tiem dt the same time

14 Well if he had good attorney all five

15 those people would be suing his butt if ne didnt so yes

16 Thats not what Pm askino

17 Well no but thats what you are asking

18 because he has liability until that liability is dischaxged to

19 the floor theyre discha ged ambulctory Se from my persona

20 opinion the way always used no read the guidelines is tYe

21 when the liability stopped is wher the billing time

22 stopped Now whether ASA agreed wth that Amelican Society

23 of Anesthesiologist or not and they kept re you know

24 adjusting their their interpretations of that But to me

25 when the attorney has liability or the physician has
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liability then hes got reasonable cronnis be billino for

time

So lets get this strdcht Heve got

And thats my opinior by tue way

situation

Not dont know If thcss atu0lly fact

Weve cot situatir wiere There doctor

who has given care to various patierts ir tue hosniocil

Right

10 Because youve dealt wth hospit0j settings in

11 The anesthesia personally correct

12 Right

13 And as long as that person still in the

14 hospitar and this person has liabilty some way or them

15 No as long as hes in the recovery room in

16 other wcrds the operating theatre Once hc raves the

17 operating room and goes to recovery then once he leaves the

18 recovery room the anesthesiologist coesnt have any more

19 lability to him Now its back to the primary ccire doctor

20 the hospitalis

21 OKay Have you ever

22 So you have delineation in an inpatient

23 setting thats so clear thats not as clear in an outpatient

24 setting

25 Well you just said that there would be five
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patients in tYat ne might have llaolity for

RigYt all in the recovery area

Lets lets talk about tiat for minute

In order for there to be five patients does that mean that he

is somehow aoninlstero anesthesia at some point to all five

patients at unce

Well anesthesid is oenerally over at that

time HTat theyre ooing is theyre coming out of the

anesthesia ano they OaI still have side effects they car

10 still have you know conditions that reguire his attention

11 Hes stll mentor ng vitals with the nurses So he has he

12 has reasonll asarnption of care at that time until that

13 patient is moved out of that recovery area and onto the floor

14 Well lets talk about that Weve got five

15 patients lined up here

16 Uh Yjh

17 Hes brought wel before they have five

18 patients there hcid to be one to start off with right because

19 he dio procecnre will that person

20 OKay Yeah

21 Okay So he does procedure with this person

22 and then he walks away to do the procedure with the next

23 person

24 Uh huh

25 And during the time that hes in room doing
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procedure wi -he next person person is still out in

icovry

Right

Peit son now he walks out to recovery with

and that goes nt s1c here

lear

CKa es hes there first patient

is stil there but

Roht

10 he- -tually done procedure on second

11 patient

12 Rent

13 Are yOL s0ying its okay to continuously bill

14 for that patient tht st patient

15 Iwoio

16 ever thouch he was with another patient

17 exclusively in operat1ng room

18 lean beouse if that patient started to crash

19 theyd pull him out of the operating room to come revive or

20 work on that patient

21 So youre telling me

22 So he still has liability

23 Youre saying that

24 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor theres too much

25 BY MR STAUDAIJER
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if fe was in

MR S7ANTACROCE Im going to obect Mr Staudaher

is interropting every end of his answer ano cant hear his

answer

MR STAUDAHER Ill tr to Ill try to refrcin

THE COURT Okay Just try to cake pare hdt the

witness is finished wth his answer

MR STAUDAHER Im going to try

THE COURT before you

10 MR STAUDAHER my best

11 THE COURT move move

12 MR STAUDAHER Im sorry did it to you

in THE COURT Make sure the Judge is finished with her

14 instruction before you move on to your next question Just

kncw we all as lawyers we all interrupt people

16 constartly Its bac ldwyer habit But lets just be

17 mindful of the record and

18 MR SANTACROCE didnt hear his ldst answer with

19 reqard to whether it was proper

zO THE WITNESS would say yes it was proper

21 MR STAUDAHER Okay

22 THE COURT All right

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 Lets ratchet that up He weve cot the

25 two patients there
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Right

now Now ho dotually lodVoS bach of thoso

mtients and he goes and takes Patiert Nuriber and he does

procedure on him Thats longer prooedure

Uhhuh

Hes with thdt that person fo long tme

in the room Patient starts to crash Hes in the middle

of prccedure with atient Youre telling me that dat

doctor would leave tne patient in the middle of an anesthetic

10 come out and deal with this patient over here would abandon

11 his pt1ent in the room and that would be okay

12 Iwouc

MR SANTACROCE Objection to speculation

14 THE WITNESS Hes not abandoning the patient at

1R

16 THE COURT Yeah dont speculate Only if

17 MR STAUDAHER Well thats

THE WITNESS All right

19 THE COURT mean thats what what

20 THE WITNESS My interpretation would be rhat

21 patient who is crashinc would take priority over the patient

22 th0ts under sedation in in that particular case in the OR

z3 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 So you think its okay to leave patient

25 unoer anesthesia
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Im not doctor couldnt tell you whether

its ukay ur not

Im asking you you billed for these things

Youre asking about billing but youre not

asking about medical decIsion making

Billinc wse thats what would do Whether

tdnts an ethical decsion on his part of not its his his

responsbility as physician not mine Bit does he still

have time Yes hes still responsble If that patient

10 dies your office is going to going to try him So if he

11 doesnt go out there hes in trouble So hes got double

12 jeopardy no mater what he does But if they were big

13 enough the anesthesiologist maybe they would if there was

14 five people out there maybe theyd bring one of his partners

15 in and they would sit in the recovery room dont know

16 dont st in recovery room and couldnt tell him that But he

17 still has liability Under my interpretation the liability

18 follows the billing

19 So patients in recovery room lets talK

20 about just one patient

ii OKay It would be easier

Okay So hes done his procedure Hes

23 rolled the patient out The patient is sitting in bed Okay

24 Uh huh

25 He does his thing he talks to the nurse the
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patient is in whatever condition or starts to wake up That

per sun than ltidvtis 15 that whuii ths

Leaves leaves the recovery area

Leaves that recovery area for

Yeah

wuatever reason

Time erds

Time erds primar3i care doctors overaue POV

covers him

10 Correct

11 Okay So he doesnt necessarily leave tre

12 facility Maybe he goes out and has cup of coffee OOvF at

13 he cafeteria

14 Right

15 Maybe he goes up and sees patients up on he

16 floor But hes walkeo away from that patient Time enos

17 woWo agree with you there yes

18 Oay Thats what Im having reconcilinu some

19 trouble with Now we talk about two patients Hes ooiro to

20 do procedure on anotSer patient Hes been with This

21 patient

22 Uh huh

23 The nurse comes out Hes signed off on thct

24 patient Now hes going to do different patient Hes

25 walked away Time ends for that first patient
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No because he stil has liability to that

patiant and bes still in tha upaiating theatra Sn if

something happens hes still available tc .celo the nurses or

anybody else assist wth that

But ycu just said that

No you gave me dfferent scenario He left

The cperdting theatre

Oh nes got to actual leave the operatino

Theatre

10 Thats my opinion

11 Okay So as long as he fcr some reason is

12 down in the operating theatre somewhere he can have 100

13 patients that hes operated and he wouo be responsible

14 Well remember hes not the operatinc Hes

15 hes giving the anesthesia

16 Yes my mistake There could be 100 patients

17 there that he had given an anesbeetc to He ould continue

18 to bill time for each one of those paflents as long as he

19 stayed down there

20 Iwoco

21 Is that what

22 think thats

23 you say

24 reasonable yes

25 Andyou
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Because hes got

actually an

liability

billing company

Yes sir did Very successfu cc

MR SANTACROCE Objection Move to struck whe

last st0tement is argmmentative

THE COURT Yeah thats getting argnnentative

Let me ask you lets look at tnis from billinc

10 perspective Are you aware of times mean youre hi lic

11 for anesthesia groups so you ould know or would you Know

12 which physician it is thats doing the work

13 THE WITNESS Only based on the superbili tft Lfey

14 gave us

15 THE COURT Okay And then

16 THE WITNESS So it checks off the doctor checKs

17 off the start rime and the end time

18 THE COURT All right Lets just

19 THE WITNESS Whether he started on tima or onoec on

20 rime wouldnt Know

21 THE COURT Okay So do you are you aware of

22 situations where you would have bil ing time overlapping for

23 single physician

24 THE WITNESS Yes

25 THE COURT Meaning youve got Patient Im
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hypothetically ending at 1030 and Patient beginning at

1015 Sc that you woc hve 15 minute overlap in the

biling

THE WITNESS Yeah am aware ef that

TEE COURT But that oily Yappened ii an inpdt1ent

hospita setting because thats all you billeo for or

anesthesiologists who are medical doctors

TEE WITNESS Pricr to working with his hs

enooscopy center

10 THE COURT Okay

11 THE WITNESS Yeah

12 THE COURT All right So thats clea

13 THE WITNESS Yeah

14 THE COURT Al right

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 So lets talk about the endoscopy center

17 Obeicus those dre procedures that cet done correct The

18 CRNA tat youre billng for remains in the facility for the

19 entire da
20 Uh lush

21 Patients cone patients go patients have

22 procedores all of tnat

23 Right

24 Okay Did you see when the bills came in

25 did you see them all billed at the same rate 31 minutes or
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thereaoouts

No ICauuiittc_\uthe

percentage hut wouc say there w0s to and 31 to and

61 to 90 think those were the three ma or times because

most of those procedures were krow to 20 minute

procedures minute procedures whatever tce number was going

th be but the amount of time that trer ert into anesthesia

then tney came out of it and left it

Arid at the time we were dino the biling the room

10 was about as big as that jury box over theKe mean there

11 was the procedure room there was the recovery room and there

12 was the ambulathry door of the patierts spouse or loved one

13 or friend or someone that came and pickeo tre ueson on up

14 So the anesthesiologist rca istioallv he he

15 starts his procedure and he cam wuik on out and he can see the

16 whole theatre rioht there Now once he grew thdt ohamged

17 mean then he had rooms that tnirc rney tao be 360

18 sguare feet and he had clean room near it it

19 multipled and changed more like hospital setting because se

20 was cuing for accreditation at that pont in time

21 But when it started off it was like an eight by ten

22 room an eight by twenty room and tten door That was it

23 So you could literally hear what was goinu on and see what was

24 going on if you step back as the anesthesiologist You could

25 see everything And you know you know if you had your
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crossed eyes you could see them both at the same time

OKay goess Its okay bill wfaever

you want as long as your cross eyed and no see everythirg is

thct

MR SANTACROCu Objection your 1cn

MR STAUIDAHER Withdrawn

THE ODURT Wed apprecidtc The hurccr dats

sustained

MR STAUDAHER Okay

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 In regard to the billinc tncunh when you saw

12 hose oils come in that said mean nio ru see them come

13 in They all were the same right They were mirutes

14 32 minates 33 minutes Those were The types of tills thdt

15 came in

16 Well think if Im not mistcken they had

17 box they checked in to 30 31 to CD tc 90 thirk we

18 had two or three boxes on the bottom to bill fcu tfe CRNA

Ano whatever they put on there we oidot knew if wds 29

20 minutes or if it was 37 minutes thn we eventual

21 started putting start time and an end time but tney stial

22 checked the box that it was related to But couldmt tell

23 you that for fact

24 So when you did your billing for CRNA5 and you

25 dd your billing for anesthetists or excuse me
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anesthesiologists dio procedures typically have base amount

that ypu stateo witol

no riinutes

Im oct t0lking about time Pm talking about

do yoi oet emlo rurber of units Do you know whdt units

were

Car SIc you get certain number of units

to start off itt mearinq five units

10 was

11 ren units whatever depending on the

12 procedure

13 Specifically for anesthesid billing

14

15 It was nased on time and those time equated to

16 units and those units changed over time mean in 2000 it

17 probably was less unIts than it was in 1990

18 Pa cot talking

19 uont remember that

20 aDOLt the time at this point

21 But the units equatec to time

22 Okay you start off with whether you

23 spent minute one on patient or an hour on patient

24 depending on the proceciure did you get certain number of

25 base units to start off with just for walking in and setting
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up doing whatever

Ycs mit think thdt WcS bdbd un iH
Yes based on units Im not disuirinn that

with you Im just asking you when you smirted pr cedure

was there base numoer of units that you started mitt and

-hen 0dded time to tuat for how long you spent wtY patient

guess dont understand what ure not

unoerstanding what Im saying If

Sir

may have been

11 Sir Im just asking

12 Oto3O

13 you is that

was two units

is that accurate or rot

16 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor objection

17 THE COURT All right Try not to sueak over

THE WITNESS think to 30 units was worth two

19 or to 30 minutes was worth couple units And 31 to 60 was

20 worth cur unmis and so forth but ws based on your time

21 ht you got your units Thats how remember it

z2 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 OKay Im going to ask this just one more

24 rime so hope we can get it

25 Okay
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You start proceoure Whether you spend

ursiut ur dli IiuuL with thu bdtiunt thut iut what ni

cor cerned about Yoi sturt procedure Before the proceoure

actually begins beurse youe doing specific procedure do

you get certair nther mi unith out of the box before you

start recordno time

oont krow

THE COURT be think that you know if is

there base number cf n1t like even if the say procedure

10 takes dont Know tt theres any such procedure but

11 eight minutes Would there be minimum amount that you

12 would

13 Is that yorr guestion that you would get or just

14 rrnnimum number of units just for starting the procedure

15 guess or starLing

16 MR STAUDAHER Kind of

17 THE COURT Is ttht what youre asking

18 MR STAUDAHER Let me urk it different way

19 THE COURT Okcy

20 THE WITNESS CIcy

21 THE COURT Bec0use Im confused

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 Arid let me give you

24 THE COURT about the guesticn obviously

25 BY MR STAUUAHER
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specific examp

OKay Thank you

Let me give you specific example related to

wht you did with Dr Desai Because the two types of

procedures you mainly billed for were colonoscopies and upper

encoscopies Is that fair Thats what he did

OKay

mean do you recall that at all or not

No

10 OKay On colonoscopy or am upper endoscopy

Ii were you aware or do you remember that there were five base

units that you started w3th and then every time period

increment you not an aodticnal unit for Do you remember

uh0t

Again Im Im confused So youre

agreeing that heres start and the start is based on zero

acfutes

18 Yes

OKay

zO What said was useo colcnoscopy as an

ul example that before you actually start the procedure Lcause

22 youre doing colonoscopy that you cet five units to start

23 off with

24 dont know that

25 But your
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that it was you Know road nurse or it was one of the it

was Lynette Campbell or somebody like that that was out ther

who did the pre op injections of the saline Thats beef out

There over and over ano over again She didrst work at the

clinic all These other times when these people not

infected

So that so to leave that impression that it as

just ths one nurse who was working durinq limited Thnoc of

tine predatino or durng durinc period where that

10 person could have potent Thly done this when in fact weve

11 got at least from the Health Districts perspective ldrger

12 number of patients over larger winoow from the practices

13 the clinic that they investigated and took that kind of ttro

14 into account are the are part and parcel to not only the

15 statements made and the questions asked by counsel but ir

16 goes to the impression left by this jury or left with hs
17 jury that hey were just talking about single nurse or

18 single rogne employee or something like that that was

19 operating on those two days Arid shes not even there or

20 -hose two days so

21 MR SANTACROCE This is how you charged it This

22 is the evidence youve given us to defend against You want

23 to bring in the other 100 people give us the evidence

24 In the presence of the jury

25 THE COURT All right Court is now back in
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session The record should reflect toe presence of tte State

througo the deputy distrct attorneys the presence of the

defendants and their counsel the officers of the Court and

the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

Arid the State may call is text witness

MS WECKERLY The next wtness is Lakota Quanah

THE COURT Now laoies aS centlemen was

thinking about this as was dxvinu to work this mornino

know these chairs are really uncomfortable and its difficult

10 to sit for these long periods of time dont know if told

11 you already but if oidrit let me tell you know When we

12 have the conferences at the bench or when toeyre getting

13 other witnesses if you just want to stand in flare and

14 stretch or anything like that feel free to do that

15 And sir come on up here ease next to me

16 LAKOTA QUANAT- STATES WITNESS SWORN

17 THE CLERK Thank 7oli ease be seated And

18 please state and spel your name

19 THE WITNESS My name is Lakota Quanah Its

20 LAKOTAQUANAP
21 THE COURT And sir you Save kind of low

22 THE WITNESS Sorry

23 THE COURT soft voice That flack box is the

24 microphone

25 THE WITNESS Okay
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THE COURT So just we car make sure all the

jurors

THE WITNESS Sure

THE COURT can hear you

Ms WecKerly go ahead

DIRECT EXAHINATI

BY MS WECKERLY

Good morning sir

Good morning

10 In 2007 were you livimu in Las Vegas

11 Yes

12 Arid during like Auoust urn September of u007

13 did you have primary care doctor tYat you were seeing

14 first began ooino to Dr Angela Miller in

1R 2007 in August

16 In August of

17 Yes

18 2007

19 Uh huh

20 And when you wcre seeno Dr Miller did there

21 come point in time wiere the 000tor suggested that you have

22 sort of full battery of blood tests done on yourself

23 Yes When first became patient she wanted

24 me to go in and get all the tests taken so shed have basis

25 for my care
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And was that guess was that just there

was nothing wrono it was just the result of Pm goino to see

rew dccto and wanteo to run battery of tests

Yes and thats what she always did she said

Okay And did your blood test tfink yoi

saio ou did them in August or was September

belIeve it was August

Of 2007

Yes

10 And do you learn the results of those blood

11 rests

12 Yeah didnt have anything wrong with me

13 All the blood esrs were negative

14 And dc those blood tests include test for

15 hepctitls

16 yes

17 And you were negative

18 Yes

19 Somet me after that cid you go for

20 procedDre at the Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada

21 Yes did

22 And was that on September 21 2007

23 Yes

24 And just without prying too much can you just

25 tell us why it was that you went for that procedure
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My ratber had colon cancer when he was 25 and

my aunt my uncle nd my gindfther all died from colon

cancer So it w0s recommended that from 25 on get tested

for it

Ano ii 2007 you were how old

Iwoccbe36

Dv So you ould

actually

You would be younger tben the risk group but

10 because of your fdrrily hstory

11 Yes

12 you were sent for the the procedure

13 Yes

14 And do you go for the procedure on the 21st

15 Yes dd
16 Do you recall if you had an appointment with

17 the med cal officos associated associated with the clinic

18 before going fo he procedure

19 went to my primary caro physician and met

20 with Dr Baker who suggested that go over to the cliric

21 Okay And you go on the 21st

22 Yes

23 Did you have to do kind of prep and drink

24 stuff to

25 Yeah took did all that stuff
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Okay

the right befure yes

Im sure that was lot of fun

Yes

THE COURT Fun memories there

BY MS WECKERLY

Yeah When you get there on the 21st do you

recall your appointment was in the morning or the

afternocn

10 It was in the morninG wanted to get it

11 done as quick as possble

Okay And when you cot there in the morning

Jo do you have any recollection of what the waiting room looked

like at all

It was very crowded hard to find seat

16 fiaured there must be many doctors if there were that many

people

18 Did you go up to the the sort of check in

area and give your name and your insurance and all of that

Yes

21 What was your did you have insurance at

z2 that time

23 Yes did

24 And was that through your work

25 That was through my work yes
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So did you have to do give co pay or

nythino like that Do yuu remember

Im sure did ways hd to but dont

remember

Oay So then assume you take sedt

somewhere in that waiting room

Yes

Do you recall how long you hdd to wait before

hey ca_led your name

10 No dont

11 At some point they do obviously

12 Yes

And explain what happens after they call your

name

15 went in got in my gown and went to the

16 waiting area

17 And so you change out of your regular

18 clothes

19 Yes

20 and into gown

21 Yes

22 Do you remember what you did with your

23 clothing

24 No Im sure put it in locker Ive been

25 to many doctors and had to put on many gowns
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Okay So you go to the waiting area And

describe what that looked like

My main thing that remember about the

waiting area is that was waiting next to woman in gown

and thought that it was very strance that we were all in

here together

Oay So everybody all the patiens

Yes

were sort of in tfeir gowns Were you

10 sitting sitting in chairs

11 Yes

12 And do nurse do anytfing with you that you

13 recall at that time

14 recall meeting the nurse and she came over

15 to prep me but dont recall if cot an IV or or you

16 know whatever she pit in my arm

17 Okay

18 dont recall

19 OKay But you recall meeting nurse

20 Yes

21 And do you recall if the nurse was male or

22 female

23 Female

24 And at some point after you had the contact

25 with the nurse assume youre brought back for your
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procedure

Yes

And how did how did that work lcqlsicaily

Dio they just have you walk to the procedure room or dc you

remeritber

dont remember

Okay So you get to the proceou ruom

Uhhuh

And describe what happens there

10 briefly met the doctor and ust was given

11 the anesthetic and went to sleep

12 Do you recall who the doctor wan

13 Dr Desai

14 Okay And do you recognize Dr Desai here

15 today

16 Yes

17 And car you point to hm and describe

18 Yes hes

19 what hes wearing

20 right over there

21 MS WECKERLY May the record reflect identification

22 of Defendant Desai

23 THE COURT It will

24 BY MS WECKERLY

25 Did the person giving you anesthesia introduce
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themselves or talK to you at all

dont remember

You dont recall

Yeah

Okay So you get into the proedure room and

is it fair tha you dont remember too much after meetino Dr

Desai

Right just for me worked niohts so

was very tired so just relaxed ano went to sleep

10 Oicay You know you cot anesthesia

11 Yes

12 ttough

13 Yes

14 Okay What was the rext thing you were aware

15 of Could you tell where you were

16 was in the recovery room and was pretLy

17 awake pretty fast and cot up

18 What did the recovery room look like What

19 were

20 Just wiite wills Thats dli remember

21 Okay And did you kind of wake up and feel

22 like you were pretty alert

23 Yes

24 Was any nurse around you Did anyone come

25 up
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remember talking to somebody ano -hey asked

me if was already ready to go They said old rest

longer but was fine to go

Do you remember if that person that you talkeo

to was the same one who gave you your arestesa -nytillnof

dont think so but dont remerrJuar

early

Okay You dont thrk its the same person

but

10 dont think so

11 youre not sure

12 Yeah

13 how about Dr Desai Did you see hir at

14 all

15 No

16 after you woke up

17 didnt see anyone else

18 Whoever it was asked you if you were reaoy to

19 go

20 Uh huh

21 Is that yes

22 Yes

23 Sorry We just

24 Sorry

25 have to say
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Yes

yes or no for the record So you cot up

ano assume you got dressed or

Yes

And what happened after you got dresseo

went down to the waiting room My friern

picked ne up and took me home

Okay Dd anyone ever QO over your rcsu cs

with you

10 Not that remember on that day

11 Okay so you you had someone to drive you

12 home

13 Yes

14 And sometime sometime after that dd ou

ever start not feeling well

16 Later in that year was at my mothers fouse

17 on vacation and suddenly got sick to my stomach and fer

18 ike had fever and it was very urexpected

19 Okay Do you recall just pproximaely low

20 loro after your procedure it was that you that you felt

21 scK
22 dont remember

23 Okay

24 Yes

25 Was it within the same year though
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Yes believe so

Arid your procedure ac September

Right

So it was sometime before the new year

Uhhuh

Is that yesf

Yes

Okay

Sorry

10 THE COURT Its all taped Thats why you have to

11 say yes or no

12 THE WITNESS know Im sorry

13 BY MS WECKERLY

14 Yeah Im not pickino on yoc

15 No know

16 So describe wha the symptoms were that you

17 felt the day you got sick

18 Just fever sick to my stomach just neeoed to

19 lay down desperately

20 Did you feel nause0ted

21 Yes did

22 So was it kind of lIke stomach flu feeling

23 thouoht maybe hao eaten something that

24 wasnt good or that fad the stomach flu but didnt

25 didnt vomit had not other problems just needed to lay
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dawn the whale day

Haw lufg did thut u5E symptarns lust fur

yau

felt harrible far ane full day and then

was better the next day Sc it wus Knc of sudden Ive

never had starnach fu ar faaa isanina that anly lasted

day like that

Did yar ga ta the ctr at ull

Na

10 Sametime ufter rhut aid you get natificatian

11 letter fram the fram the Health District

12 In the spring did yes

13 And sa this is naw tie spriug af 2008

14 2008 yes

15 Based an that letter Wa yau no inta the

16 He0lth District

17 did had ar uppaHntment

18 And did they ask far blcad scimple

19 Yes they did

20 And this was relatea ta passible hepatitis

21 autbreak

22 Yes

23 After yau gave yaur blaad sample ta the Health

24 District did yau ever learn thase resu ts

25 Yes did learned the results Actually
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remember was in my Chinese class and gct called out of

class and fund ou my results

By pHiore

By picne

So were you dt ciass at like UNLV or

somethino

Yes nad just none bacK to school in the

sprino

And dio you you had like cell phone

10 assume cnd

11 Yes

12 you got call

13 Yes

14 And so you were told the results

15 Uh huh

16 Is that yes

17 Yes did

18 And when you heard the results what did you

19 do

20 Well actually had an appointment already tc

21 go to the Bel District thdt day to get my health card

22 renewed and make an appointment to talk to somebody

23 Okay And your health card that would have

24 been like through work or something like that

25 Yes
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 1 A Yeah, I noticed other issues, yes.

 2 Q So of all of the times we're talking about --

 3 and you know there's some -- there's also two different

 4 computer-generated strip times, one for the room and one for

 5 the recovery area?

 6 A Okay.

 7 Q Is that right?

 8 A Yes.

 9 Q Did those match up with the other times that

10 were on the charts?

11 A That I didn't assess.

12 Q Okay.  So you didn't assess everything, then?

13 A No, not -- that -- that particular point I -- I

14 don't mean -- excuse me, recall assessing that.

15 Q So if we look back up here with you, you had Mr.

16 Rubino, who has been delineated as the source patient, and

17 then a patient immediately after that who is hepatitis C

18 positive, and then the one after that is Rodolfo Meana?

19 A So this is that same room, one next and one

20 after, right after it, right?

21 Q Well, let's look at it.  If we slide across to,

22 and I think you said that the -- which one was the -- the

23 physician time -- well, if we look at -- let's just look at

24 all the times.  If we start off over here, we'll look at the

25 anesthesia records and it says time starts between 9:45 and
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 1 goes to 11:03; do you see that?

 2 A Yes.

 3 Q 9:45 to 10:17, 10:00 to 10:33, 10:30 to 11 -- it

 4 looks like 11:03, and that's the anesthesia record, okay?

 5 A Okay.

 6 Q Unbroken between those, correct?  As a matter of

 7 fact, there's overlap.

 8 A Is there -- those are the anesthesia times?

 9 Q Anesthesia records.  Okay.  Now let's move

10 across to this one, which is the nursing log time; do you see

11 that?

12 A Yes.

13 Q 9:49 to 10:00, 10:05 to 10:16, 10:24 to 10:35;

14 do you see that?

15 A Okay.

16 Q Also appears to be sequential, correct?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Move across to the next one -- oh, and by the

19 way, those times calculated are each 11 minutes for those

20 three times; do you see that?

21 A Yes.

22 Q If we come across here and the physician at

23 bedside time and discharge time, let's -- we don't -- that's

24 not really that important for the procedure, so let's go

25 across here to the tape times that are in the rooms on those
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 1 days.  So this is the one that's actually recorded on the

 2 machine, and this one, I think, is the -- where it's talking

 3 about the procedure start time, procedure end time.  So

 4 there's two different tape times we're looking at.  A monitor

 5 read tape and a tape time.  So we've got two separate time --

 6 time frames, okay?

 7 10:01 to 10:15 -- or 10:16, 10:18 to 10:33, 10:36 to 

 8 10:51; do you see that? 

 9 A Yes.

10 Q Move across here and this one is the monitor

11 read tape.  9:49 -- this is the one that's in the procedure

12 room.  The other one was in the recovery room.

13 A Okay.

14 Q In the procedure room, 9:49 to 10:00, 10:05 to

15 10:16, 10:24 to 10:35; do you see that?  Do you see that?

16 A Okay.

17 Q Okay?  So now, the report time which is the one

18 that you said that you went off of.  Let's go over here to

19 this one.  9:50 to 10:00; do you see that?

20 A Yes.

21 Q 10:54 to 10:16; do you see that?

22 A 10:04 to 10:16.

23 Q 10:04 -- I'm sorry.  10:04 to 10:16?

24 A Yes.

25 Q 10:22 to 10:36.
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 1 A Okay.  So which -- what are these times -- these

 2 particular times?

 3 Q These are the ones that you used which came off

 4 the physician's report.

 5 A Is the -- the one I'm -- right above your finger

 6 now, is that the stamped time that the doctor finished their

 7 procedure right there?

 8 Q The start time is in -- is in this column here,

 9 and the end time is over here.  So if you look at the start

10 times, 10:50, 10:04, 10:22 for the procedures in that room.

11 A Okay.

12 Q Okay?  And if we look at the amount of time

13 according to the procedure record in those rooms, it was 10

14 minutes, 12 minutes, 14 minutes, correct?

15 A Okay.

16 Q And that indicate -- that was what you indicated

17 would be normal times, roughly, for some of these procedures;

18 is that right?

19 A Right.

20 Q And if we look back and see what kind of

21 procedures, they were they're all colonoscopies, fair?

22 A Fair.

23 Q So would a 10-minute, a 12-minute, and a

24 14-minute window for colonoscopies be reasonable?

25 A Yes.
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 1 Q And that includes, like you said, 30 seconds to

 2 a minute turnover between the rooms?

 3 A Right.

 4 Q Within that window of time, we've got that

 5 anesthesia record where Keith Mathahs is in the other room.

 6 So can you explain that based on your perception, your

 7 knowledge of what happened on that day?

 8 A No.  I -- my best assessment of what you just

 9 showed me is that one of them is wrong.  They had to -- one of

10 them was there and one wasn't, and I don't know if when the

11 report was made that someone didn't change Mr. Lakeman's name,

12 or if Mr. Lakeman was truly there.

13 Q Well, clearly he couldn't have been physically

14 in two rooms at the same time.

15 A Absolutely true.

16 Q Unless he was doing two patients at the same

17 time.

18 A Right.

19 Q So that's a possibility.  The other -- is the

20 other possibility that none of these times are even remotely

21 accurate?  You can't rely upon them in that way?

22 A It's -- that's possible.

23 Q Now, we know that they're ordered in different

24 rooms because you found the date glitch, right?

25 A Right.
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 1 Q So we know that one person is in one room and

 2 one's in another room during --

 3 A Yes.

 4 Q -- that time.  So clearly, if we have Ronald

 5 Lake -- or, excuse me, Keith Mathahs -- I'll go to it, Keith

 6 Mathahs, right here, in the second room in that time frame

 7 between 10 -- well, however you put it, it's 10 -- between

 8 10 -- around 10:30, 10:15 --

 9 A Right.

10 Q -- somewhere in there, correct?

11 A I see it.

12 Q Regardless of what time you look at it, it's

13 within that window.  And you even said that the times between

14 rooms were not necessarily in synch, correct?

15 A Right.  Sometimes the times between the rooms --

16 the two computers in each room may not have been perfectly

17 synched.  They weren't synched.

18 Q So we add that layer of inconsistency between

19 rooms.

20 A Okay.

21 Q So is it fair to say that based on the records

22 -- and I -- and I can show you the -- I showed you the one

23 that was redacted, but I'll -- I've got the one that's not.  I

24 can walk up there and show you the actual record itself.  Is

25 there any indication to you -- or any explanation that you can
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 1 have that during that window of time that Keith Mathahs didn't

 2 travel from the -- your room, the one you were in, to a -- the

 3 other room?  

 4 Do you have any way of -- of showing that he didn't 

 5 do that -- 

 6 A Oh, do I --

 7 Q -- based on the record?

 8 A -- do I have any way of proving to you that he

 9 didn't --

10 Q No, you don't have to prove it.  I'm just saying

11 do you have --

12 A -- showing?

13 Q -- an explanation for it or showing it based on

14 your review of the records?

15 A I -- if I can -- if I can understand your

16 question, you can show me the record.  Just reiterate the

17 question again.

18 Q Does it appear during the window of time that

19 you are exclusively with Keith Mathahs --

20 A Okay.

21 Q -- that in fact, he was in another room doing a

22 procedure?

23 A While I'm doing --

24 Q On that patient?

25 A While I'm doing the procedure with Keith, is
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 1 there any evidence -- anything -- any evidence that he's in a

 2 different room?

 3 Q No.  I said, does this record that we're looking

 4 at and we're relying on for your opinion, does that not show

 5 that while he's in the room with you -- the records you're

 6 relying on -- during that three-patient window --

 7 A Yes.

 8 Q -- that he was, in fact, in another room during

 9 that time period, doing a procedure on another patient?

10 That's what the record shows, does it not?

11 MR. SANTACROCE:  I'm going to object.  That misstates

12 what the record shows.  That's an --

13 THE COURT:  Well, he can --

14 MR. SANTACROCE:  -- that's an opinion Mr. Staudaher

15 is proffering.

16 MR. STAUDAHER:  Well, I'm going to show him the

17 record right here again.

18 THE COURT:  All right.  And obviously if he disagrees

19 with that characterization of the record, the witness can say

20 that's --

21 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

22 Q Then let's look at the original.

23 A Okay.

24 Q So you've got a good -- good view of this.

25 MR. SANTACROCE:  What are you referring to?
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 1 MR. STAUDAHER:  The file number --

 2 THE COURT:  We're still on Patient 18?

 3 MR. STAUDAHER:  Yes, it's 47R is the actual, real

 4 patient file.

 5 MR. SANTACROCE:  Can you give me the Bates stamp?

 6 MR. STAUDAHER:  There is no Bates stamp --

 7 MR. SANTACROCE:  Okay.

 8 MR. STAUDAHER:  -- on the real.

 9 THE COURT:  Hey.  Hey, it's K.  What's -- Bates stamp

10 number --

11 MR. WRIGHT:  I can't hear.

12 THE COURT:  -- are you looking at?

13 MR. STAUDAHER:  We're looking at Bates Stamp No.

14 3259, Your Honor.

15 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

16 Q So before -- we've got the original document

17 here --

18 A Yes.

19 Q -- correct?  So look at the people that are in

20 that room at that time.

21 A Okay.  I'm looking at the providers in the

22 room --

23 Q Okay.

24 A -- with you, right now?

25 Q Yes.
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 1 A Okay.

 2 Q Read them off.

 3 A Dipak Desai, Linda McGreevy, Ronald Lakeman.

 4 Q Ronald Lakeman, according to that record, right?

 5 A Right.

 6 Q Okay.  Now, go to the time stamp the next page,

 7 which is the following Bates No. 3260, and tell me what the

 8 time range is from when the time was first off, logged in, and

 9 now this is a different room than you're in, correct?  This is

10 -- and look at the date stamp so you can tell that it's a

11 different room.

12 A So there's a -- there's a date stamp of August

13 21, 2007.

14 Q Okay.

15 A At 10:24 in the morning.

16 Q And that would have been the different --

17 A And the --

18 Q -- room --

19 A -- that would have been the --

20 Q -- than you were?

21 A -- right.

22 MR. SANTACROCE:  I'm going to object.

23 MR. WRIGHT:  I can't --

24 MR. SANTACROCE:  He's saying August 21st?

25 MR. STAUDAHER:  Yes, because the data glitch.
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 1 MR. WRIGHT:  That's the glitch.

 2 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

 3 Q That's how we know that it was in a different

 4 room, correct?

 5 A Yeah, that's so we can separate the rooms out.

 6 Q Okay.  So what is the time range again?

 7 A Well, it's -- the dates that this report is

 8 initiated at 10:13 in the morning.

 9 Q Okay.

10 A Whatever that means.  That means the note gets

11 ready to be operated.

12 Q But the doctor does that or does the nurse?

13 A No, somebody else does that.

14 Q Okay.

15 A The nurse does -- the doctor doesn't do that.

16 So the -- the note gets ready at this time --

17 Q Okay.

18 A -- by someone.  And it -- that means that

19 information is being put in and the computer records that at

20 10:13.

21 Q Okay.

22 A And the computer records, again, the mistake,

23 August 21st --

24 Q Okay.

25 A -- and records that it's signed on -- at
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 1 10:24:01.

 2 Q So we know the procedure is done because the

 3 doctors over there have signed --

 4 A Would be clicking it and that's it.

 5 Q Okay.  So the doctor was in the room and he

 6 finished with the procedure at 10:24?

 7 A And he's doing -- and so the notice -- the note

 8 is done and clicked by 10:24.

 9 Q Okay.  So we know that whoever -- according to

10 the record that you're talking about, it looks as though

11 Ronald Lakeman is in that room, right?

12 A Right.  But if you look at this record, then you

13 say Ronald Lakeman did this procedure.

14 Q Correct.  Okay.  If we go to the anesthesia

15 record though, for the same day, same time period -- well, we

16 know the time is fabricated, but it -- but 10:15 to 10:47, at

17 least according to the time period, so same general window, in

18 the ballpark.

19 MR. SANTACROCE:  I'm going to object.  Misstates  the

20 --

21 THE COURT:  Yeah.

22 MR. SANTACROCE:  -- testimony.

23 THE COURT:  That's --

24 MR. SANTACROCE:  Or the evidence.

25 THE COURT:  -- that's sustained as to the term.  You
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 1 could -- I think the time is incorrect.

 2 MR. STAUDAHER:  The time is incorrect.

 3 THE COURT:  Is that -- was that the basis of your

 4 objection?

 5 MR. SANTACROCE:  I believe the testimony is that the

 6 start time was correct; the end time was incorrect.

 7 MR. STAUDAHER:  I don't think he -- well, let him say

 8 that.

 9 MR. SANTACROCE:  Well, he has said it.  Over the last

10 three days.

11 THE COURT:  Okay.

12 MR. STAUDAHER:  Well, I'm asking and he's got a --

13 THE COURT:  Okay.  Enough.  Enough.  Again, he's --

14 the witness, if he disagrees with the question or the premise

15 he can say --

16 THE WITNESS:  Would you like me to explain this again

17 to everybody?

18 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

19 Q Go ahead.

20 A So when it says note initiated, right here, that

21 means that on this date and at this time someone -- not the

22 doctor -- someone is getting the note ready to be populated.

23 Q Would that be a nurse?

24 A Yes, it would be a nurse or a -- I -- my

25 recollection it was a nurse who did that, not the technician.
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 1 Q Okay.  So the nurse would put in the information

 2 about --

 3 A Patient's name --

 4 Q -- people and --

 5 A -- who is there.  And as soon as that process

 6 starts, as soon as that first click starts, the computer is

 7 recording that it -- that's occurring.

 8 Q So whoever is putting that in on that day

 9 records that Ronald Lakeman is the CRNA?

10 A That's right.

11 Q But when we look at the actual anesthesia record

12 for that day, who was the anesthesia person?

13 A It seems to be Keith Mathahs because of that

14 signature.

15 Q And during this window of time, however you dice

16 it, going through the three patients successively that were in

17 your room with Keith Mathahs at that time, it appears as

18 though he's in two places at once?

19 A Right.  So now I understand what you're saying.

20 Yeah, it appears that this separate room has Keith in it when

21 he's really supposed to be with me on the other side.

22 Q Correct, that's what the records show.

23 A How -- are you saying can you explain that?  No.

24 Q But do we at least have him -- you know he was

25 with you?
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 1 A Right now it would be -- it would be helpful

 2 because I left after Mr. Rubino, where this guy is -- where

 3 this patient is.

 4 Q That patient is right here.

 5 A No. 43?

 6 Q No, number -- well, 43 is the number in

 7 sequence, but 18 is the patient's number that's been

 8 designated Keith Mathahs; do you see that?

 9 A Right.

10 Q And the ones we were going over were these three

11 up here within the same time window.  

12 A So in the same time window as these three, this

13 one appears to have Keith there, suggesting he was in two

14 places at once.

15 Q If these times are accurate.

16 A If that is accurate.

17 Q So since you have independent memory of that

18 day, do you recall a delay or something happening which would

19 have allowed him to leave if he left at the end of a procedure

20 and before beginning the next procedure?

21 A I don't recall any delays.  Everything went very

22 smoothly.  I left and things were still continuing.

23 Q But if we look at the records --

24 A Yes.

25 Q -- and these times obviously come right off
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 1 these records, correct?  So if we look at the records, it

 2 appears as though Keith Mathahs remained in your room for that

 3 entire window between about 10:17 --

 4 A Right.

 5 Q -- and --

 6 A Because he had --

 7 Q -- or 9:45 --

 8 A -- one, two --

 9 Q -- to about 11:00.

10 A -- three, Mathahs, Mathahs, Mathahs.

11 Q Right.

12 A Right there.

13 Q Right.

14 A And -- and then there's a problem because he's

15 here --

16 Q Correct.

17 A -- at the same time.  Do I have an explanation?

18 No.

19 Q So at least --

20 THE COURT:  Does the -- I'm sorry.

21 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

22 Q -- according to the records he had to have gone

23 from one place to another with you, and then he shows up in

24 the second room.

25 A Where you at?  If -- according to the records
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 1 that -- he did -- he did the procedure because he signed the

 2 anesthesia, but I don't know.

 3 Q Does that alter the premise of your belief in

 4 any of what you've said before?  Basing your analysis on

 5 everything you looked at?

 6 A Well, you know, I still don't know how -- it

 7 doesn't alter it very much because I don't -- still don't know

 8 how it skipped so many people.

 9 Q Did you not say that at one point you even

10 actually yourself, with Linda Hubbard, witnessed her pooling

11 propofol?

12 A She -- like I told you, I witnessed her not

13 finish the bottle, suction out the remainder of that bottle

14 and throw it away, and then suction out -- start to suction a

15 new bottle in a sort of sequence.

16 Q So she mixed bottles --

17 A Yes.

18 Q -- essentially?  Okay.  Did you ever see any of

19 the anesthetists ever take a bottle that was partially open

20 and set it on the counter and not use that one right away, and

21 possibly use it for another patient later on?

22 A That I've never seen.

23 Q Okay.  Did you even look and notice that?

24 A No.

25 Q If that had happened, would that be a way -- a
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 1 bottle that's contaminated, doesn't get used necessarily for

 2 the next patient --

 3 MR. SANTACROCE:  Your Honor, I'm going to object.

 4 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

 5 Q -- it's used for the next one after that.

 6 MR. SANTACROCE:  It's an improper hypothetical.  He

 7 said he's never seen that happen.

 8 THE COURT:  Well, overruled.

 9 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

10 Q Would that be a way?

11 A So -- so what you're saying is that, is it

12 possible that if someone was storing unused bottles of

13 propofol and could then, some other time in the future, coming

14 back to these and putting them together to give to a patient,

15 could that be a problem?  Yes, that could be a problem.

16 Q I mean, because it's -- I'm talking about, like,

17 the pooling that you saw.  Partial remnant bottle gets set

18 aside.  New patient with a new bottle, later on there's a

19 couple of bottles, they pool it up, give it to a patient,

20 reinoculate the next patient?

21 A So that -- that, you know, that statement right

22 there, collecting up some bottles and then pooling them all

23 together to give to a patient, that I've never observed.

24 Q Well, did you ever see at the end of the day

25 when -- at -- during the time that you were in the clinic --
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 1 all the times you were in the clinic, did you ever see any of

 2 your staff gathering up remnant bottles of propofol and

 3 walking around and trying to get the CRNAs to use them?

 4 A I never saw that.

 5 Q Would that surprise you if that occurred?

 6 A Yes.

 7 Q Now, with regard to -- well, one second.  You

 8 were asked some questions about exit surveys; do you remember

 9 that?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Do you recall giving a deposition in January of

12 -- I think it was January of '12 where you went in and were

13 asked -- or you were asked questions about that very thing,

14 about patient satisfaction surveys, things along those lines?

15 A Oh, I -- very vaguely, so you have to remind me.

16 Q January 26th of 2012?

17 A Okay.

18 Q Do you remember having some -- telling -- in a

19 deposition talking about sitting down with somebody from an

20 insurance company about how well you guys were doing?

21 A Oh, yes, but that was --

22 Q Now, beforehand, you had said that there was --

23 I think when AAAHC and this other organization, what was it,

24 the Quality --

25 A Quality Consultants?
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 1 Q -- they came by, there were two people, they

 2 were there for a couple of days looking at the clinic and then

 3 they left and generated a report; is that right?

 4 MR. WRIGHT:  Object to this testimony --

 5 THE COURT:  Overruled.

 6 MR. WRIGHT:  -- of the prosecutor.

 7 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

 8 Q Is that what you said happened?

 9 A Can you repeat that?

10 THE COURT:  Is that your testimony?

11 THE WITNESS:  If you could just repeat it.

12 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

13 Q That those two different organizations each had

14 a -- two people that came on those -- but different --

15 separated at different times --

16 MR. WRIGHT:  What pages in the deposition?

17 MR. STAUDAHER:  The page is in the deposition, but I

18 haven't referred to yet, are pages --

19 MR. WRIGHT:  Well, that's what I thought you were

20 talking about.

21 MR. STAUDAHER:  No, I'm ask -- I'm setting it up to

22 ask him the question.

23 THE COURT:  So are you talking about his testimony

24 here in trial?

25 MR. STAUDAHER:  Here in court, yes.
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 1 THE COURT:  Okay.  So you're talking about his

 2 testimony the other day about the two reviewing agencies that

 3 sent people on different days to over -- or look -- observe is

 4 the word --

 5 THE WITNESS:  Right.

 6 MR. STAUDAHER:  And just for --

 7 THE COURT:  -- the practices in the clinic.  Is that

 8 what you're talking about --

 9 MR. STAUDAHER:  Yes.

10 THE COURT:  -- Mr. Staudaher?

11 MR. STAUDAHER:  Correct.

12 THE COURT:  Right.  Doctor, do you understand that's

13 what he's talking about now?

14 THE WITNESS:  Yes.

15 THE COURT:  Okay.  Ask your question.

16 MR. STAUDAHER:  And for counsel the -- the deposition

17 pages are 459 to 474 of the videotaped deposition of Dr.

18 Carrol on January 26th of 2012.

19 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

20 Q When you said those individuals came in from the

21 two different agencies to look, you said there were two people

22 that came in for -- from each one?

23 A That's -- yes.

24 MR. WRIGHT:  Objection.

25 THE COURT:  Basis?
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 1 MR. WRIGHT:  He's repeating again --

 2 MR. STAUDAHER:  I'm trying to make sure --

 3 MR. WRIGHT:  -- the same thing you already --

 4 MR. STAUDAHER:  -- we're at the same place.

 5 MR. WRIGHT:  -- straightened out.

 6 THE COURT:  All right.  I think we know where we are.

 7 So ask the question.

 8 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

 9 Q How many days were they there?

10 A Which ones?

11 Q Well, let's talk about the -- the very first one

12 that I think you mentioned was the AAAHC.

13 A Again, to the best of my recollection, they were

14 there, I think, for three or four days.

15 Q Okay.  And then -- and you knew they were

16 coming, right?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Long in advance?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And as far as the other entity, the Quality Care

21 Consultants?

22 A Yes.

23 Q How long were they there?

24 A I believe they were there for about two days.

25 Q And you guys also knew they were coming,
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 1 correct?

 2 A I didn't know.

 3 Q You didn't know but -- 

 4 A I personally had --

 5 Q -- the practice did, right?

 6 A I don't know if the practice knew.  I certainly

 7 didn't know.

 8 Q They just don't -- this isn't an organization

 9 that just drops in on doctor's offices and inspects them --

10 A No.

11 Q -- does it?

12 A No.

13 Q It had to be arranged in some way?

14 A Yes.

15 Q So when we look at the patient satisfaction

16 surveys that you were asked about, those are basically from

17 patients who have gone to your clinic?

18 A Well, you just mentioned very briefly the -- the

19 patient surveys that I was asked about on the deposition.  I

20 want to be clear.

21 Q Okay.

22 A Because you just mentioned something about going

23 to a meeting and talking about how everyone was doing.  That

24 was different.  If I have -- if I have you right.

25 Q Sure.
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 1 A That was totally and completely and utterly

 2 different.  What we're talking about are two things.  One is a

 3 survey that the patients who have endoscopy fill out at the

 4 end of the procedure or take home and mail back to us, but I

 5 think what you just talked about was a quality measurement by

 6 Health Plan of Nevada with whom I met to talk about every --

 7 how everyone was doing.

 8 Q Yes, that's true.

 9 A That's different.

10 Q I know they're different.

11 A Okay.

12 Q So don't let -- I'm glad you mentioned that.  So

13 the one is the patient's assessment, not necessarily them

14 coming in and doing a quality assessment of your practice,

15 correct?

16 A Yes, they're both quality assessment -- they're

17 both patient assessments.

18 Q So the one is by people just observing.  The

19 patients are the ones that are sending in these

20 questionnaires, basically about their experience with you?

21 A So both of them that you -- we just talked

22 about.  Both of them are patient-generated.  One is generated

23 by our own patients who are filling out a survey.  Here you

24 go.  Fill this out.  Tell us how we're doing.  It has all

25 sorts of assessments.  How did you -- how were you treated, et
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 1 cetera.

 2 The other one is -- is a review of patient-generated 

 3 reviews for Health Plan of Nevada patients who had been seen 

 4 in the clinic, and I'm being asked to take a meeting about 

 5 those results. 

 6 Q So one --

 7 THE COURT:  So one survey is something that your

 8 office generates to the patients as they're leaving and then

 9 they fill it out --

10 THE WITNESS:  Yes.

11 THE COURT:  -- there or mail it in.  The other one is

12 Health Plan of Nevada generates the surveys to their own

13 patients of -- patients of theirs that they referred to your

14 clinic?

15 THE WITNESS:  That's correct.

16 THE COURT:  Okay.

17 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

18 Q So when you have a patient who -- or when you

19 got the reports from the AAAHC and Quality Care Consultants,

20 they were basing that in part off looking at satisfaction

21 surveys and so forth that you had in your records?

22 A Well, honestly I don't know if that was part of

23 the assessment.

24 Q Well, is that --

25 A I don't know.
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 1 Q -- isn't that what you just said, it was based

 2 on those that were generated --

 3 A No.  No.  No.

 4 Q -- by you?

 5 A No.  So when you say -- where AAAHC assessments,

 6 did they include looking at our own generated survey results,

 7 I don't know.  I don't think so, but I don't know.

 8 Q Okay.  The ones that -- where you sat down and

 9 had the meeting with --

10 A That's Health Plan of Nevada.

11 Q Okay.  Which ones were they looking at?

12 A They were looking at their own that they send

13 out to all their participants.  They may do it for

14 orthopedics, neurology, et cetera.  They did it for our group

15 too, over time.  Those are sent back to Health Plan of Nevada.

16 We never generated those. 

17 Q Okay.

18 A And on that -- I was asked by Dr. Coffman to

19 come in to talk about those results.

20 Q And why were you asked to come in and talk about

21 this?

22 A Why did he ask me?  Or generally?

23 Q In general.

24 A In general, to go over results and to -- and to

25 assess -- and to critique our performance and to make
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 1 improvements.

 2 Q When you looked at your results, were you

 3 surprised?  Your results, were you surprised?

 4 A I was surprised because --

 5 MR. WRIGHT:  Objection.  Can we approach the bench?

 6 THE COURT:  Yeah.

 7 (Off-record bench conference.) 

 8 THE COURT:  Doctor, I just am going to interject a

 9 juror question based on what Mr. Staudaher had just previously

10 covered about the, you know, these ranking agencies, or these

11 reporting companies that came in and gave high marks.  And you

12 already said you -- the clinic got advance notice, correct?

13 THE WITNESS:  Yes.

14 THE COURT:  And that was -- two jurors had asked

15 about that.  And a follow-up to that was, at the time of the

16 inspection do you know if the patient load was less, or if the

17 patient load on those days was the same that it was on, you

18 know, the prior day, 60-plus, you know, 70-plus patients?

19 THE WITNESS:  I don't remember --

20 THE COURT:  Okay.

21 THE WITNESS:  -- if they were reduced.

22 THE COURT:  All right.  Go on, Mr. Staudaher.

23 BY MR. STAUDAHER: 

24 Q Related to those exit surveys that you went over

25 and were questioned about --
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 1 A At Health --

 2 Q -- do you recall that?

 3 A -- Plan Nevada.  Okay.

 4 Q Did any of those have to do with wait times for

 5 patients; for example, how long they had to wait in the

 6 facility?

 7 A Yes.

 8 Q Did any of them have to do with anything related

 9 to how fast the procedures were or how abrupt the staff was or

10 anything like that?

11 A No.  To my recollection they were about how long

12 did you have to wait?  Was the professional nice to you?  Did

13 the professional explain things to you?  Again, I can't recall

14 every question, but those are the tenor of the questions.

15 Q You said that you -- and I'm almost done.  You

16 said that you had no concerns for patient safety; is that

17 correct?  Regarding what was happening in the clinic.

18 A Right.  What I said was I never saw anything

19 that was a concern for a patient -- individual patient's

20 safety.

21 Q Counsel asked you the -- the decrease that you

22 were instituting was done purely for the comfort of the

23 patients and the staff?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Is that correct?
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 1 A Yes.

 2 Q I just want to be clear, are you saying that

 3 rushing patients through at the level that you were going that

 4 you felt was unsustainable, that that didn't compromise,

 5 potentially, patient care at all?

 6 A Well, my issues and why I did it and why I

 7 reduced the number of cases, was I believed that the --

 8 there's too much stress on the patients, especially the

 9 patients toward the end of -- the end of the day, and toward

10 the later afternoon.  Waiting too long, and the preparations

11 not being as good.  Patients with diabetes not eating.  Staff

12 working hard and then into 4:00, 5:00, 6:00.  

13 I thought that that was too much, and I wanted to 

14 make it more spread out so patients felt that they weren't 

15 waiting so long, and to have fewer patients so it didn't 

16 extend so late into the day. 

17 Q Okay.  On the issue of extension of time or

18 patients waiting in the waiting room and being unhappy, I'm

19 talking about the sheer volume of patients rolling through

20 room after room after room, day in, day out.  Do you -- did

21 you -- you didn't have any problem with the level that you

22 guys were at with regard to that?

23 A Well, I had a problem with the level.  That's

24 why I reduced it.

25 Q Okay.  But you said the reason, just a moment
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 1 ago, that you reduced it was because you wanted to eliminate

 2 wait times for patients in the waiting room?

 3 A Yes, it was uncomfortable for them.

 4 Q That's not what I -- I'm going to put it -- put

 5 that aside.  What I'm focused on is the patients in the room.

 6 A Okay.  In the room?  Okay.

 7 Q Okay.  So we're doing 35 -- 30-35 patients a day

 8 each room, correct?

 9 A Sometimes.  30 to -- remember the average is

10 around 53, I think, that I said.

11 Q That's what you said.

12 A Right.  So --

13 Q Okay.

14 A -- so about -- let's say 30 to -- 30 patients a

15 day in each room, okay?  

16 Q Okay.

17 A That's fair.

18 Q And you thought that was a completely safe

19 number of patients to do?

20 A I thought it was safe.  I just -- I didn't think

21 it was comfortable.  I never rushed to go through a patient

22 just because there were patients waiting, ever.

23 Q When you were doing patients that quickly, that

24 many, are -- did you -- do you at least agree that it would

25 cause stress on your staff?
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 1 A Yes.

 2 Q Was it difficult for your staff to keep up?

 3 A Well, the staff -- yes, it was difficult for the

 4 staff to keep up, they -- so they -- we -- sometimes we had

 5 delays and we had to wait.  Things happened that we'd have to

 6 wait for patients to get ready.  So it was hard to keep up,

 7 yes.

 8 Q If the staff is having a hard time keeping up

 9 with the volume and the load day in and day out, is that not a

10 recipe for disaster?  I mean, mistakes to be made by the

11 staff?

12 A No, I -- so it's hard to say it's a recipe for

13 disaster.  It's stressful.  And that's why I wanted to reduce

14 it.  To say -- I can't say to you it's a recipe for disaster.

15 Q But to this day you don't think that anything

16 was wrong with the levels you were at?

17 A In terms of -- like we -- like you asked me --

18 Q For patients --

19 A -- for the patient in the room, right then and

20 there in front of me, the patient about to have a procedure by

21 me, is there -- is that patient in danger, no?

22 Q With regard to the level, then -- at what

23 level -- I mean, because you know that there's a fixed amount

24 of time in the day --

25 A Yes.
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 1 Q -- fair?  And there's a fixed amount of physical

 2 time that it takes to deal with these patients, even as

 3 efficient as you possibly could be?

 4 A Yes.

 5 Q What is a level that you would deem just going

 6 too fast, it's unsafe?

 7 A I don't think I have --

 8 Q Because you were there, you dealt with the whole

 9 range, right?

10 A Now, I'm going to answer that by telling you my

11 comfort level.  My level of what I do, and I'm comfortable

12 doing so that I would never be pressed above that.  And that,

13 like I said before, was about four to six cases per hour, was

14 my level of comfort.

15 Q So in a -- in a 10-hour day, is that what you --

16 7:00 to --

17 A 5:00ish, sure.

18 Q Okay.  You're talking about that level, six

19 patients at -- per hour throughout the entire day nonstop?

20 A All right.  Now, am I saying to you and

21 everybody here that I, every day, could do 60 patients?

22 Absolutely not.  But I'm talking about, you know, doctors

23 coming in, replacing others.  Staff getting their breaks.

24 That's the level that I'm comfortable with.  But that extends

25 to 5:0,0, and I wasn't comfortable going every day to 5:00.
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 1 That's why I reduced the number of cases, knowing the usual

 2 cancellation rate, so we'd end around 3, 3:30.

 3 Q Last question.  If you rush a procedure, does

 4 that compromise a patient's care?

 5 A Yes.

 6 Q Last one.

 7 THE COURT:  Any recross?

 8 MR. WRIGHT:  Re, re, re, re.

 9 FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

10 BY MR. WRIGHT:  

11 Q I want to go back to that CRNA in two places at

12 one time, okay?

13 A Yes, sir.

14 Q You can't -- there's some discrepancies in the

15 records, correct?

16 A Yes.

17 Q You were there and one thing we know for

18 certain, and you have testified to, is that Keith Mathahs was

19 a CRNA on Kenneth Rubino on that procedure, correct?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And he -- Keith Mathahs did not leave the room

22 at any time during Mr. Rubino's procedure, correct?

23 A Yes.

24 Q And you were -- have been previously asked, as

25 you sit here today are you sure about that?  And you answered,
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 1 yes, I am, correct?

 2 A Yes.

 3 Q And that was when you were deposed in these

 4 matters, correct?

 5 A Yes.

 6 Q And you are certain about that, correct, sir?

 7 A Yes.

 8 Q Thank you.

 9 THE COURT:  Mr. Santacroce?

10 MR. SANTACROCE:  Yeah.  Thank you, Your Honor.  Can I

11 get the easel?

12 THE COURT:  Easel?

13 MR. SANTACROCE:  Yes.

14 THE COURT:  Sure.

15 FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

16 BY MR. SANTACROCE:  

17 Q Doctor, I'm going to ask you to step down if you

18 would, please.

19 A (Witness complied.)

20 Q Can everybody see that?  Now, we went through a

21 bunch of times -- Mr. Staudaher went through a bunch of times;

22 quite frankly, I don't understand all those times, but we do

23 know certain things to be correct.

24 You testified that the start times on the record 

25 were pretty accurate, correct? 
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 1 A Again, I need to know what you mean by the

 2 "start times."  For me, the most accurate time is when the

 3 doctor clicked the button and it stamps the official time.

 4 Q And that would be procedure start time?

 5 A Procedure end time.

 6 Q End time?  Okay.  There was -- there's -- the

 7 recording of the times was done by several people, correct?

 8 A Yes.

 9 Q In other words, anesthesia was -- CRNAs would

10 report a start time, correct?

11 A Right.

12 Q And they would record the end time, but you've

13 already testified that the end times of 32 and 33 minutes were

14 incorrect, correct?

15 A Correct.

16 Q But there's no reason to doubt what the start

17 times were.  You haven't seen any irregularities in the start

18 times from the anesthesia records, have you?

19 A Well, the ones that I evaluated, I don't recall

20 a problem with the start times, but I'd probably have to look

21 again.

22 Q Okay.  Well, I'm just asking you for your

23 recollection right now.  You don't recall any problems?

24 A Right.

25 Q And there was also nurse's recorded times on the
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 1 record, correct?

 2 A Yes.

 3 Q They would record, for example, when they

 4 observed the procedure time to start, correct?

 5 A Yes.

 6 Q And they would observe when they observed the

 7 procedure time end, correct?

 8 A Yes.

 9 Q These are nurses -- RNs that are in the room?

10 A Correct.

11 Q And then there were other times down here which

12 -- these times here where they monitored times, correct?

13 A That's what it says, monitor times.

14 Q Okay.  And what are these times for?

15 A Okay.  So as best as I can tell, these are the

16 initiation times where somebody starts to populate the note

17 with the information.  This column here.

18 Q Okay.

19 A And this column here is when the doctor stamped

20 he was done.

21 Q So we have multiple recordations of start and

22 stop times --

23 A Yes.

24 Q -- by many different people, correct?

25 A Yes.
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 1 Q Now, I represented to you that the State

 2 prepared this.  They had an analyst come in and look at all

 3 the records and put in all these times and charts.  The

 4 defense didn't do this.  You understand that?

 5 A Yes.

 6 Q Now, Mr. Staudaher proposed a theory to you that

 7 somehow this Patient No. 18 -- can you see this -- who is

 8 between Stacy Hutchinson and Patty Aspinwall, somehow --

 9 A 18?  There's something [inaudible].

10 Q This one.  I'm sorry.  43.

11 A Oh, okay.

12 Q Okay?

13 A Okay.  Okay.  But Patient 18.

14 Q Patient 18.

15 A Okay.

16 Q 43 is the number patient.  This is the one he

17 was referring to when he showed you this anesthesia record

18 that had Keith's name written -- signed, and Ronald Lakeman's

19 in some sort of computer-generated form, correct?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And your testimony before was that there was

22 never two CRNAs in one room at the same time, correct?

23 A Correct.

24 Q You never saw that?

25 A Right.
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 1 Q And you also testified earlier that a CRNA would

 2 never leave the middle of a procedure, correct?

 3 A Correct.

 4 Q Now, if we take Kenneth Rubino, and you can take

 5 any time you want on this timeline, okay?  It says that his

 6 procedure start time started at 9:45, if you go by this one;

 7 9:49, if you go by this one; and 9:49, if you go by this one.

 8 Fairly accurate, aren't they?

 9 A They're close.

10 Q Very close.  And then you can look at this next

11 page and in between Kenneth Rubino and Mr. Meana -- come on

12 over here.  This start time says 10:00, correct?

13 A Right.

14 Q This one says 10:05, correct?  This one says

15 10:05, correct?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Fairly accurate from all these different people

18 recording times, right?

19 A They seem pretty close.

20 Q Okay.  Now, I want you to go down to Stacy

21 Hutchinson.  Her procedure started at 9:55, correct?

22 A That's what it says.

23 Q And there's a 9:55, correct?

24 A Correct.

25 Q 9:58, correct?
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 1 A Correct.

 2 Q Where was Mr. Mathahs when Stacy Hutchinson's

 3 procedure had been -- was started?

 4 A According to this, he was with Patient 11.

 5 Q So he couldn't have been doing a procedure on

 6 Stacy Hutchinson, could he?  And this sort of bears that out.

 7 You'll see here where it says who -- Mathahs was here; Lakeman

 8 was here, correct?

 9 A Correct.

10 Q So can you tell me how the source patient,

11 Kenneth Rubino, hep C infection, migrated to a different room,

12 infected a patient that was already in the recovery room when

13 Mathahs started Patient 18?  Can you tell me how that happens?

14 Tell the jury your answer.

15 A No.

16 Q And those were the sorts of things that caused

17 you great concern when you talked to Brian Labus, correct?

18 A Yes.

19 Q And the State gave you all sorts of

20 hypotheticals, like, was there half-used propofol bottles left

21 laying around for anyone to come take and use?  You never saw

22 that, did you?

23 A No.

24 Q You never saw a staff member carrying around a

25 tray of half-used propofol bottles saying, Here, do you need
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 1 one?  You need one?  Take it to this room.  That never

 2 happened, did it?

 3 A No.

 4 Q In fact, what happened was propofol bottles were

 5 loaded in the morning in one room, and loaded in the morning

 6 in the other room, correct?

 7 A Yes.

 8 Q And those propofol bottles were used in room one

 9 and the room -- two bottles that were assigned to room two

10 were used in room two; isn't that correct?

11 A That's what I observed.

12 Q I have nothing further.  Thank you.

13 THE COURT:  Anything else, Mr. Staudaher?

14 MR. STAUDAHER:  No, Your Honor.

15 THE COURT:  Well, the -- I guess we have time for a

16 couple of juror questions up here that come in over the days.

17 A juror wanted to know, in your experience is it as 

18 important to view the colon through the endoscope on the 

19 scope's insertion or removal? 

20 THE WITNESS:  It's important to -- to look both going

21 in and coming out.  Going in we see things like diverticulosis

22 and tumors.  Coming out we see more subtle polyps that are

23 hiding behind folds.  Both are important.  And we see sort of

24 different things when we do it going in and when we're coming

25 out.
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 1 THE COURT:  All right.  A juror wants to know, if

 2 you're exposed to hep C, how long until symptoms start to show

 3 up?

 4 THE WITNESS:  So like I said when I was here last

 5 week, the average is 4 to 12 weeks before symptoms occur if

 6 you've got an acute form.  If you've been inoculated -- for

 7 example, you had some bad tattoos, or you got a blood

 8 transfusion before 1992, or you had an operation before we

 9 knew all about this -- you may not have had any single

10 symptom, not even a sniffle or a cold-like symptom at all, but

11 many, many years later -- and this is how most people come to

12 know that they have hepatitis C, you get a blood test and the

13 doctor calls you and says you're positive.

14 That's why the CDC wants to test everybody between 

15 1945 and 1965 because the huge majority of those folks have no 

16 clue that they have the disease. 

17 THE COURT:  A juror question, can someone be exposed

18 to hepatitis C and not have it show up in blood tests?

19 THE WITNESS:  The answer is you can be exposed to

20 hepatitis C and not develop the infection.  Your own immune

21 system can clear it quickly and not have a symptom or a

22 long-term infection.

23 THE COURT:  So in other words, you can be exposed to

24 it and your own immune system clears the virus, and then later

25 if you have a blood test -- some time later -- it may not
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 1 manifest at all?

 2 THE WITNESS:  Right.  And the rate at which that

 3 happens is around 15 percent.

 4 THE COURT:  15 you said?

 5 THE WITNESS:  Yes.

 6 THE COURT:  Okay.  Can hepatitis C be treated to a

 7 point where a patient no longer needs any further treatment

 8 throughout their lifetime?

 9 THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And that's why some of the

10 reports about incurable are very frustrating.  That's not

11 true.  So when I say to you, like I said last week, we have

12 new medication on the horizon with a nearly 100 percent

13 effectiveness rate, what I mean by that, resolution and

14 clearance of the virus forever.  That means killing the virus

15 and no longer having it in your system to cause disease.

16 So when I went through that we used to have 3 

17 percent, then it jumped to 30, and then it went to 50 or 60, 

18 and now we have new treatments that are near 95 to 100, that's 

19 what I'm talking about.  Cured of the disease. 

20 THE COURT:  And, Mr. Staudaher, maybe you can help me

21 out.  The last question asks for that map, the drawing of

22 where everything was.  If you could just put that up on the

23 overhead.

24 MR. STAUDAHER:  The map.

25 MR. WRIGHT:  Organization chart?
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 1 THE COURT:  It was, I think, a drawing Endo 1.

 2 MR. STAUDAHER:  Oh.  Oh. 

 3 THE COURT:  You used it on the first day.

 4 Well, I can start the question -- 

 5 THE WITNESS:  Okay.

 6 THE COURT:  -- while he's looking for that.  A juror

 7 wants to know, was there a scrub room where the physicians and

 8 the anesthetists washed their hands?

 9 THE WITNESS:  No, each -- so just remember these are

10 not operating suites, they're endoscopy rooms.  They're not

11 sterile.  That's why when I testified that they didn't get

12 mopped down because they didn't need to be mopped down.  If

13 something happened or something is on the floor it gets

14 cleaned up.  But it's not a surgical suite and it's not

15 sterile.

16 The sinks that we used were in each room.  Between 

17 the two rooms was where the scopes got cleaned and processed. 

18 THE COURT:  Okay.  And then I think you testified a

19 previous day that you didn't necessarily wash your hands

20 between each patient?

21 THE WITNESS:  No, because again, I'm not -- I'm only

22 holding a scope, and each time the gloves are coming off and

23 new gloves are going on.

24 THE COURT:  Okay.  And if you did wash your hands you

25 did it within the room where the procedures are performed?
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 1 THE WITNESS:  Right.  So --

 2 THE COURT:  Put that -- for the record, that's now up

 3 on the -- what's the Exhibit number, Mr. Staudaher?

 4 MR. STAUDAHER:  103.

 5 THE COURT:  Exhibit 103 is now up.  So just show us

 6 where you would wash your hands.

 7 THE WITNESS:  All right.  So here's procedure room

 8 one and procedure room two.  You see this door right here and

 9 this door right here, that led into this -- where it says

10 "medical room," that was really the processing room for the

11 endoscopes, and where it says "storage," that's where the

12 closet was for the endoscopes.  

13 If we needed to wash our hands, the sinks were in 

14 each room. 

15 THE COURT:  Okay.  And then the juror wants to know

16 where did the discharge nurse sit and speak with patients?  If

17 you can show us where her area was.

18 THE WITNESS:  Okay.  So -- so these are the rooms.

19 Here's the waiting room.  A patient gets called back and is

20 brought back, right?  I don't want to mess it all up, but over

21 here is where a patient got changed and ready, and when the

22 patient was ready for discharge, it happened -- where it says

23 "supply office," it happened right in here.  That's where the

24 nurse was for discharge.

25 THE COURT:  So this actually wasn't a supply office,
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 1 it was actually a nurse's station?

 2 THE WITNESS:  Yes.

 3 THE COURT:  Or a nurse's area.  Okay.

 4 Mr. Staudaher, any follow-up based on those last 

 5 juror questions? 

 6 MR. STAUDAHER:  No, Your Honor.

 7 THE COURT:  Mr. Wright, any follow-up based on those

 8 last juror questions?

 9 MR. WRIGHT:  No.

10 THE COURT:  Mr. Santacroce?

11 MR. SANTACROCE:  No, Your Honor.

12 THE COURT:  Now there's peer pressure to say no.

13 Any additional juror questions for this witness 

14 before we excuse him?  Don't be shy. 

15 All right.  No additional juror questions.  Dr. 

16 Carrol, there being no further questions, you are excused.  

17 But remember that you are not to discuss your testimony with 

18 anyone else who may be a witness in this matter. 

19 THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

20 THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.  And you are

21 excused.

22 All right, ladies and gentlemen, this brings us to 

23 the time for our evening recess.  We'll reconvene tomorrow 

24 morning at 9 a.m.  

25 During the evening recess, you're reminded that you 
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 1 are not to discuss the case or anything relating to the case 

 2 with each other or with anyone else.  You're not to read, 

 3 watch, listen to any reports of or commentaries on the case, 

 4 person, or subject matter relating to the case, by any means 

 5 of information; do not do any independent research by way of 

 6 the Internet or any other medium; and please do not form or 

 7 express an opinion on the trial until you begin deliberating 

 8 with one another. 

 9 If you'd all please place your notepads in your 

10 chairs and follow the bailiff through the rear door. 

11 (Jury recessed at 4:55 p.m.) 

12 THE COURT:  Ms. Weckerly or Mr. Staudaher, who do we

13 have lined up for tomorrow?

14 MS. WECKERLY:  I've given the defense a list, but

15 we'll also call Lakota Quanah because he's out of state.

16 THE COURT:  Right.  And he --

17 MS. WECKERLY:  So we'll call --

18 THE COURT:  -- had to wait --

19 MS. WECKERLY:  -- him first.

20 THE COURT:  -- around.

21 MS. WECKERLY:  And then it's Larry Preston.

22 MR. WRIGHT:  Who?

23 MR. STAUDAHER:  Lakota Quanah.

24 MS. WECKERLY:  One of the ones that doesn't have   it

25 --
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 1 MR. WRIGHT:  Oh.

 2 MS. WECKERLY:  -- but has it.

 3 MR. WRIGHT:  Oh, okay.

 4 THE COURT:  Who is Larry Preston?

 5 MS. WECKERLY:  He is, I guess, a medical business

 6 consultant of Dr. Desai's.

 7 THE COURT:  Okay.  Is he a long one?

 8 MS. WECKERLY:  That's --

 9 MR. STAUDAHER:  Not for us.

10 MS. WECKERLY:  -- according to the defense those two

11 could only be done in the morning, and then in the afternoon

12 we have Orderly Naheris Russom and Lisa Falzone, who were all

13 employees, nurses, and --

14 THE COURT:  Okay.

15 MS. WECKERLY:  -- GI techs.

16 THE COURT:  All right.  Did you need me?  All right.

17 MR. SANTACROCE:  Your Honor, I think we need to put

18 our objection on the record where we were at the bench.

19 THE COURT:  Okay.  Can we do it tomorrow?

20 MR. SANTACROCE:  You must direct me because quite

21 frankly, I forgot.

22 THE COURT:  You'll remember.  Well, search your mind

23 and we'll do that in the morning.

24 MR. WRIGHT:  Okay.

25 (Court recessed for the evening at 4:57 p.m.) 
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA TUESDAY MAY 21 2013 909 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT Mr Santacroce we had we may as

well do the out of the presence whi we can You said you

wanted to put something on the recoro yesterday

MR SANTACROCE Yes wanted to objet to the

State referencino or making any reference to the huncfreds

patients that have gotten hep These are the patients that

10 supposedly the Health District is aware of but the defense

11 has never been aware of these people have never seen any

12 medical records from them So Im going to move that State

ii not be allowed to reference anybody that the Health District

14 has that we havent gotten the records or discovery for

15 THE COURT State

16 MR STAUDAHER With regaro to the hundreds that is

17 clearly in the report that the HealtL District produced that

they went through as part of their patient notifiation the

19 follow up testinc of all of the thousands of the patients that

/0 they did the interviews that they did with those patients

21 Hrian Labus is going to come in here and talk about the

22 investigation itself not just focused on the two days in

23 question but what they did in general

24 Theres no indication that were not going to get

25 into the details of this person had this or this person had
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that but they found that there was subpopulation and

counsel clearly btb cuunsel clearly opened the dr
indicatIng than there was we believe that there was issues

with regard to other patients Other lawsuits have come in

Other days when we talked about the Burnham clinic

THE COURT What other law just the Rexford

lawsuit for timing

MR STAUDAHER There have been many lawsuits in

plural that ate out there think theres been numbor of

10 references in that

11 THE COURT Well

12 MR STAUDAHER situaton

13 THE COURT think the well in the opening

14 youre talking about the lawsuits but every single victim wio

15 has come in has had severil lawsuits or one lawsuit against

16 multiple defendants So to me the corrment the lawsuits could

17 easily be interpreted and Ill tell you the way heard it

18 Im hearing it theyre talking about the lawsuits concerninq

19 the victims in this case

20 Because again every victim thats come in had

21 lawsuit multiple defendant lawsuit and some of these axe

22 still pending some nave been settled The HNO5 are still out

23 there So thats how heard it and Im going to assume the

24 jury heard the lawsuit comment to lawsuits to mean just the

25 lawsuits weve talked about in this case which are the ones
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each victim talked oout nd the wives lad or the husbdnos had

fr luss of consurtiuri claims So ddnt hear that

dfferent way ano lilce said have to assume thar the juiy

heard it that way as well

MR STAUDAHER Well certainly the gmestior nc

about these witnesses at least that have corre out witl regard

-o making it appear from the grand jurys excuse me from

The jurys perspective that this is just an isolated thng on

hese two days that there were no other clusters If ey

werent even cruestionec about other clusters that Dr Sharma

himself one of the last witnesses we had talking about

12 THE COURT Started about

13 MR STAUDAHER other people

14 THE COURT third group that he was awaxe

15 of

16 MR STAUDAHER Right

17 THE COURT third group

MR STAUDAHER And its not just its no just

another single cluster somewhere else It is laige amount

zO of peop in the patiert notification that the Health District

21 determined were not genetically linked because they coulomt

22 go back and do that at that point because they were in the

23 in the past

24 But they found people who you know this 104

25 think it was 106 or whatever it was people that that were
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no prior records of any kind of hepatitis infection no risk

factuis they fell intu cdtdyuty uf thus indiviuudls whu

they believed got inic acquired infection but hey could

not go back and cenetcally match them because the testimony

came out from Yuxy Knuoyakov that thats not possible down te

road In that sense to have the jury have the belief that

oh were just talking about few patients on two individual

days dont think thats thats thats valid

THE COURT think thats misleading meum

10 think its misleading to the jury to sucgest that oh you

11 know it didnt happen all these other times and even by some

12 of the juror questions you can see tiat that was

13 MR SNJTACROCE But Your Honor

14 THE COURT few days ago

15 MR WRIGHT Let me

16 THE COURT Yeah you can be heard mean Im

17 just te ling you how Tm hearing it Im listening to tie

18 evidence just like tne jury is mean and the way Im

19 heuring it is the suggestion from the defense side and whats

20 comino is oh it just happened or these two days

21 And of these thousands tens of tnousands of other

22 patients there was no infection and so it had to have 1en

23 some crazy rogue employee on this day or something like on

24 these two days because it never happened any other time so

25 how dirty could the inic really have been and how unsafe
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could their linic practices really have been if you had you

know however marty fifty five thousand you kno nine handred

something other patients who you know 55900 other patients

who werent infected

Thats the Impression Ano wiile evidence may not

come in by the same token you cant exploit the fact that it

doesnt come in by creatng false impression when you know

the evidence is is out there

MR SANTACROCE What the

10 THE COURT Thats my fee ring

11 MR SANTACROCE prosecutors the prosecutors

12 have pled their indictment by naming individuals that were

13 infected and claiming that my client was the source of that

14 infection

15 THE COURT Right

16 MR SANTACROCE If they want to amend their

17 indictment and then alege all of these hundreds or thousands

18 of other people at least we would have notice of what were

19 defending against Rcht now Im on notice of defending

20 ag0inst these people tiat are infected cant now be in te

21 middle of trial have all of these other theories that the

22 prosecution is going to bring forward and Im expected to

23 defend against tf at Thats not fair and its its not

24 permissible

25 MR STAUIDAHER Well one of the other issues is
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that that whale thing abaut gaing thraugh dud damn the

petlent nutificetiun ebuut checking aut utter patients led

and as my ca caunsel painted aut was pdrt af the andlyss

that tte Health Distrct used far the made af transmissian

It wasnt just laaking at an isalatec d0y ar pdten meun

they lacked at the wtcle investigatan

They didnt if they had just lackea at tiase twa

days in gnestian they wauld have put it in their unpart ond

been dane with it They didnt They went back ard ft

10 waited ta put aut ther repart far lang time until they hd

11 all cf all af the data The repart itself analxzes tiat in

12 cartext with the ather infarmatian tfey gat speciffta ly fcr

13 thGt Were nat charging their peaple with all af hase

14 inaividuals

15 But ta have the impressian with the jury -hat ijs

16 just isalated ta these peaple and therefcre bay -here was

17 na prab em with the clinic is nat nat praper and we thinK

18 dnt we believe we shauld be able ta get intc that Irs

19 cleorly samething that went inta the analysis far the

20 detecticn and made af transmissian and we think than ns
21 praper ta bring befare the jury

22 THE COURT Mr Wright

23 MR WRIGHT Yeah Hes averlaaking what we want in

24 and haw yau lawfully get it in tald him at the beginning

25 af the case wauld abject ta the Health Districts repart
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The problem with the 05 who are oonneoted but not

geneticilly is une uf confrontatiun Because the use Ri

their interviews to say have no prior risk faotors wRit

is used to link them Did they have it before or didnt they

hare it before

THE COURT Right And some people

MR WRIGHT So said

THE COURT are not gog to acree Some

people wont accurate report

10 MR WRIGHT Right

11 THE COURT People who may tave engaged in risky

12 sexual behavior and IV drug use and other things in the past

13 may not aoourRiely report Maxy people will aocurcce

14 repoi.t

15 So you know theres probably lesser number

16 within that bigger number of people who may have goten Ri

17 other ways But tnnk its safe to assume within thut

18 number youre game to have some accurate reporters people

19 who rea ly are accurately saying didnt use IV arugs

20 dont have surgery didnt engage in any kind of high risk

21 you know other behaviors

22 MR WRIGHT Rght But the but the way we test

23 that in criminal oase is if they want it in need to

24 examine eaoh of those people And told him that and told

25 Mr Staudaher even on the genetioally the non genetically
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connected one on the 21st who is oorg to come in and testify

said dant acree that the infarmatlen an Mr Lakata can

come in unless he is available tastfy So thats why they

then ca led him to get in that hes not oeneticallv connected

but

THE COURT Fe had no

MR WRIGHT we an examine him

THE COURT misk factors ird he went to

MR WRIGHT view the some as to the other 105

10 And didnt the otfer 105 if they want to put in that 105

11 other patients were infected at the clinic which is what they

12 want to say and they are relyino upon the interviews of the

13 patients to establisn that they rave to produce them Its

14 Crawford issue And its oont even know how it

15 how it can get in that they they were all 105 of them were

16 interviewed and said blah blah blab blab blah

17 THE COURT Well actually

18 MR WRIGHT and therefore they were there

19 THE COURT think that tfere is another way

20 Im just thinkino out loud here but epidemiologicaily you can

21 looK at patient population and there is way to say oKay

22 well some of these people statistically within the

23 population just like we heard from Or Carrol within this

24 age range theyre goinc to have been exposed to surgical

25 methods that were pre HIV/AIDS and so they were doing things
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differently pre testing of blood transfusions so those

people nay be hichci Yuure guing tu dye IV JLug u5r5 in

there and Other things

So theres probably epidemiooucally way that you

can assess well some of this is nct ocinu to be based

on high risk factors Some of it is come tc huve -o

meum its like statisticdl rn0therutcl umalvsis Im sure

that can be done thats beycnd The cnfrontation clause You

can just look at the numbers and what are tue factors arid what

10 are the chances in the population that these people would all

11 have gone to the clinic and have had inoependent risk factors

12 And think that you could say thdt thats net lkely

13 MR WRIGHT dont

14 THE COURT And think

15 MR WRIGHT mind the

16 THE COURT someone witY he0lth

17 MR WRIGHT dont mine that

18 THE COURT Yeah Well

19 MR WRIGHT dont mind

20 THE COURT thats what Im sayinc

21 MR WRIGHT mathematical calculation anc

22 projections on it What mLnd is them saying 105 got

23 hepatitis at the clinic because their interviews of them

24 show they did not have it before they went to the clinic

25 THE COURT Well
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MR WRIGHT If thats what they want to put on

THE COURT thats one factor

MR WRIGHT think that

THE COURT But all Im saying is its not you

know just sraightforward Crawforo thing Tghen youre

looKing at olsese spread in populations theres other ways

you can cuc oor This to say that its not likely that all of

these peoulc would have had separate risk factors and have

gone to tte endoscopy clinic where were aware of hepatitis

10 spreao anc these people also got it

11 And hen within the population you can probably

12 assume iko said some people are not going to be accurate

13 reporters Some peopie may not remember some people may be

14 embarrasseb some people may have encaged in extramarital

15 activites tha theyre not going to want to admit to or

16 whatever Ano the you know so mean there is some

17 number

18 All Im sayIng and Im not going to Im not sure

19 we dont need to oeal with it for this witness how its

20 going to come in But what am saying is dont think its

21 right to put out the suggestion that well its just these

22 two days and is just these people when we all in this room

23 know that there are other people Now whether its 109

24 people or you have to take 20 percent of that away for

25 inaccurate reporting or 25 percent or 10 percent dont know
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what that number would be

Thi is 5ull lsstir nundDta thcit think is probdbly

accurate but its still going to be sizeable number

whether its 50 its definitely probably over 50 50 60

people wdtever it is And just oont wYat Im saying

is dont think its fair to make false suggestion to bee

jury when were all aware that there are otcer people out

there who prnbably who have been infected through the

clinic

10 Like said taking away for inaccurate reporting

11 and other things youve got large number 109 people

12 whatever it is You know even if you took half of that

13 thats 54 people which is sizeable sizeable number So

14 Im not sure how were going to tailor this to come ir but

15 what Im saying is right now dont think its right when

16 were all aware of information out there that like said

17 its not to be you know Im goinc to give 50 knock it

18 off 50 percent which is generous ard thats still 54 other

19 people who would have been infected

20 So dont tfink the defense can oaln tha sort of

21 unfair advantage or you kno mean thecretically this is

22 search for the truth and dont believe that its right to

23 create false impression with the jury that this is an

24 isolated day two days and thats all the Health Department

25 found or the CDC found the Health District because thats
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false Thats ircorrect

MR WRIGHT Tell me

THE COURT You know aqan whether its 109 people

or its 50 people or Us 10 people

MR UP 051 Tell me what did what line of

questioning oio that created fa se

THE COURT You know what oont remember but

know tnat was my impress on and know that there were

couple cf

10 MR WRIGHT dont

11 THE COURT juror questions couple of days

12 this is last mcyhe the first week even had that

13 impresson and know from some of the questions Ill have

14 to go back over the questions When looked at the juror

15 questions that was cn impression had Now was that maybe

16 an erroneous impression Perhaps But that was the

17 impresson tha had dnd felt the jurors had that question

18 or at ledst somebody who wrote down question had it So

19 MR WRiGHT Let let me

20 THE COURT lets move on with the nex witness

21 and its not goirg to be concerned with this

22 MR WRIGHT Could

23 THE COURT Like said mean think there have

24 to be limitations and structure

25 MR WRIGHT Can
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THE COURT and its not willy nilly how its

guing tu cum in Wt have to beve tu think abuut that

and try to figure out solution But cioctin dont

dont believe its right and Im not sctying cuestion

cart remember That was an impression Whethar ic was an

impresson just bec0se were only hearing about ertain

people on certain days or whatever you cnow if thats the

impress on then that you have no control ove that

All Im sayng is you know again we ant we

10 know that theres some number out there of people who are

11 infected on different nays What that ciccurate number is

12 dort think at least you know maybe somebody had better

13 kird of you know cant calculate that because dont

14 know

1k You know there are some probably statistics out

16 there bow often people inaccurately self report and things

17 like that Like for diet its like 90 percent of people

18 inaccurately report what theyre eating in given day But

19 dont know what it is for that But suspect its

MR WRIGHT There are statistics from CDC

21 THE COURT Right There are statistics

22 MR WRIGHT 40 to 50 percent or something

23 THE COURT on inaccurate reporting and

24 suspect it may be fairly high because some of this mioht

25 involve behaviors that are sort of anti social or taboo or
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illegal or something ike that like Clue use And so people

you know LJf maybe smebody used cocaine with you know

g-uess you can transmit it with snorting implement They may

not even remember that from 30 years ago you know or

something like that So mean think tCers delimbrate

inaccurate reporting think theres actually people just

dont remember So well figure out how to ask the questions

hut thats my

I1R WRIGHT Could

10 THE COURT initial impression of the situation

11 MR WRIGHT Okay Could just state for the Court

Jz intentionally mean dio not want to leave that

impress on because dont know dont go f0r winnino

14 emporary rounds in front of jury

15 THE COURT know

MR WRIGHT expect dont Know what will

17 ultimately come in or not come in And so the last thing

18 want to do

10 THE COURT You dont want to

20 MR WRIGHT was leave the

21 THE COURT seem incredible

12 MR WRIGHT impression there axe none out there

23 and then all of the sudden in comes the CDC report and my

24 credibility goes

25 THE COURT understand you want to keep your
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credibi ity get that

MR WRIGHT And Su didnt think ever did

anything to indicate dt all what that there was nothing

else

THE COURT And dont Im not saying you did

Im sayng was left with that impression Now whether it

was just because of the focus of the trial or question from

juror or something else dont remember But cant

no cant si fere and say oh you asked that question and

10 tdnt was misleading or Mr Santacroce asKed that question and

11 that was misleading cant say that because dont

12 remember any specific time that that occurred Maybe Mr

13 Staudaher remembers something and he can certainly place that

14 on the record if he does dont

15 MS WECKERLY Well from my perspective that is

16 the impression thats been left will go through my notes

17 and try to dont thnk anyone has done it intentionally

18 and dont think anybody has done arything imuroper but

19 think its definitely you know this person is infected then

20 it skips this person And cut of 50000 people you know

21 wow were only left with seven

22 mean thats not true Its 114 mean you

23 know by the by the CDC And and oh its the same

24 nurse Well she didnt work at bunch of clinics mean

25 these impressions are left Its concern to the State
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understand were not arguing it now but think that thats

the irrLpission thats ltft

THE COURT Yeah mean thcts the impression

have And like said we can go back over the juror

guestions but got tYat impression from sorre of the juror

questions earlier Not not these last rounds of juror

questions but earlier

MS STANISH Judge know youre anxious to seat

the jury today but think we do need to resolve this because

10 as understand it the next witness is going to be Mr Lakota

11 Quonah And had intended to ask him about any lawsuits that

12 would

13 THE COURT Thats fine

14 MS STANISH go to his bis But as

15 understand Mr Staudaher he believes thats going to open up

16 the door

17 THE COURT No dont

18 MS STANISi-1 to the

19 THE COURT think so mean

20 MS STANISH inquiries

21 THE COURT Lakota you your confrontation

22 clause problem is solved because hes here Hes already been

23 admonished in the presence of his lawyer that he has to

24 disclose his settlements and lawsuits He cant disclose any

25 other plaintiffs that he might be aware of and hes not to
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disclose the amounts of money his lawyers made So think

were guud to gu un rJm

MS STMJISH Okay just wcnted to clarify

because understood Mr Staudaher to say that would oper up

door to all the other lawsuits

THE OOURT No

MS 5TANI5H and all ftc other infections

MS WEOKERLY Were not saying ttat Ano Mr

the next witness almost addresses slightly different issue

10 because hes on the day you know ike why is there sKips

11 Because hes there infected but below the viral load So to

12 me its different issue than the the big health

13 department notification and the conclusions they ocew

14 THE OOURT Well it could right It could say

15 that tte other patients were infected but they didrt have

16 sufficient viral load It could suggest that the cTher

17 patients had good enough immune systems where by the tme they

18 were tested the virus cleared their system or they simply

19 werent infected mean theres three possible ways of

20 looftng at those sort of skipping patierts

21 And so you know thats you know mear we had

22 testify from Dr Oarrol that sometimes the virus just clears

23 your system if you have really strong immune system Arid so

24 we dont really know why we skipped patients You know

25 they simply werent infected or well and the other
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thing too is if you you know mecn theres couple

ways if their tbery trnsmissi ri correct you wuldnt

necessarily infect every sinole patent Or if youre usinc

you know dont know mean probably you would never be

able to just get somebody under with single single

syringe but obviously if you useo rrlv one prefilled syringe

ano you didnt go b0ck

MR STAUDAHEP There are some

THE COURT in the bottle

10 MR STAUDAHER of tYose artually Your Honor

11 THE COURT nd you dort go nack in Lhe bottle

12 youre not going to get an infection Or te third way is

13 like you know we heard is if is if they have strong

14 immune system and it cleared the immune system it cleared

15 their system before testing

16 So Kenny acts get started

17 dont think that he opens up any new issues with

18 other patients that arent chargeo or anything like that

19 MR WRIGHT think the think the jurors

20 questions some of teem are ust berg sleuths themselves

21 THE COURT Well they like to do that

22 MR WRIGHT know mean mean because

23 sometimes theyre just trying to sove the case

24 MR STAUDAHER Well Ms Weckerly made very good

25 point Part of the defense thats been out there so far is
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